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Abstract
This thematic issue ofMedia and Communication features articles that address the workings of democracy as understood
through the lens of media history. The intersection of democracy and media history brings together two impossibly ex-
pansive terms, so expansive that the articles herein cannot provide any meaningful closure to the questions that even
a cursory consideration of media history and democracy would provoke. Instead of closure, what these authors develop
is a demonstration of the value of media history to our understandings of democracy. Historical methods of inquiry are
necessary components for any meaningful understanding of media or democracy, and the authors gathered here work
from a multi-hued palette of historiographical approaches. One finds in this issue a careful attention to how issues related
to media history and democracy can be investigated through consideration of intellectual history, the history of political
debates, journalism history, and the history of media organizations and institutions. These articles make a strong case for
the continued relevance of media history to understanding the democracy and the media.
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1. Introduction

It is customary for thematic issues of journals in the field
of communication to be dedicated to interrogating the
significance of recent events or to showcasing a novel
methodology or theoretical approach. This thematic is-
sue does neither. Neither democracy nor media history
is new. To the extent that there is any recent develop-
ment that this thematic issue reflects, it is the place of
historical inquiry in the field of communication.

Communication history—an inclusive descriptor for
all manner of scholarly combinations of history and
communication, including media history—is now well-
primed to play a major role in the study of commu-
nication and the media. In the history of communica-
tion study, history itself has often played a marginal and
limited role. Certainly it would be unusual to find any-
one mistaking the field of communication for being pri-
marily or unavoidably historical in tone; across much
of the world the dominant schools of thought in the
field of communication are tied (perhaps rather loosely)

to norms of inquiry imported from the positivist social
sciences. The 21st century has witnessed an intensifica-
tion of interest in communication history and an atten-
dant binding together of those who pursue its study. In
2006, John Nerone offered an appropriately ambivalent
take on communication history’s recent strides. Nerone
described communication history as displaying “gallop-
ing theoretical incoherence”, and observed that com-
munication history “is as interdisciplinary and eclectic
as any neighborhood of scholarship anywhere” (p. 259).
Though this may seem like a fatal flaw, there is glory
nonetheless. As Nerone observes, “historical practice
doesn’t need theoretical coherence beyond what is re-
quired to be able to tell a compelling story” (p. 260).

With galloping theoretical incoherence and com-
pelling stories alike both very much at hand, communica-
tion history has made important strides within the field
of communication. This development has been most no-
ticeable in the emergence newdivisions in scholarly asso-
ciations associated with communication history. The In-
ternational Communication Association (ICA) and the Eu-
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ropean Communication Research and Education Associa-
tion (ECREA) both adopted sections dedicated to commu-
nication history in 2007, adding their voices to the long-
established history section of the International Associa-
tion for Media and Communication Research (Simonson,
Peck, Craig, & Jackson, 2013, p. 39). Communication his-
tory (including media history) turns up in a frequent-if-
haphazard manner in journals of communication, and
numerous journals are dedicated entirely to media his-
tory. What we have witnessed is exactly what Nerone
saw coming: a continuing interest in communication and
media history that lacks disciplinary orthodoxy but pro-
vides compelling narratives. As is true of the broader
history of communication study, where one searches in
vain for the kind of disciplinary coherence that we some-
times pretend exists (significantly, it is historians of com-
munication study who call our attention to the field’s
lack of coherence), communication history itself is frag-
mented. Media history has its own tendencies toward
fragmentation and incoherence. Even to consider the cat-
egory of “media history” leads one quickly to consult the
only occasionally overlapping worlds of those who ad-
dress the history of film, broadcast media, journalism,
the book, the public sphere, the audience, and media
technology. I should point out that this list of types ofme-
dia history itself naturalizes and reproduces distinctions
between types of media history as if each sub-specialty
enjoys some Edenic authenticity. “Media history” itself
is hard to separate from other forms of history, though
the term serves us quite well if the goal (as it is here)
is to pull together a relatively diverse lineup of histori-
cal manuscripts.

This issue of Media and Communication is not in-
tended to assert a new order for the world of media
history but instead to provide a demonstration of the
power of media history to tell us something important.
The unifying theme of democracy helps to show us that
even media historians working in widely divergent do-
mains have something important to say to each other
and to everyone else. The point is not to attempt to force
some cleanly drafted schematic onto the messiness of
media history, or to show that each of these articles is
to be combined with others to form the kind of objec-
tive history that historians have long known could no
longer be constructed (Novick, 1988). The point, instead,
is to demonstrate that media history can help us to think
about what democracy and communication have to do
with each other by showing through historical inquiry
howmedia have played a role in constituting, sustaining,
eroding, or otherwise shaping democratic processes.

2. Articles in This Thematic Issue

Given that this thematic issue’s theme is so hopelessly
broad as to foreclose any hope for finality, I suggest in-
stead that the articles herein be read at least in part as
demonstrations of how media history can be deployed
to connect the infinitesimal detail to the grand narrative,

and the empirical to the critical. Within media history
there are numerous divergent interpretive communities,
and this thematic issue gives us a taste of what some of
these variants of media history resemble.

One recognizable genre of media history takes as
its domain the history of media systems and institu-
tions. Here is where the alignment between critical po-
litical economy of the media and media history is made
most apparent. Inspired largely by the work of Herbert
Schiller, whoseMass Communications and American Em-
pire (1969) fitted a taut critical narrative to data drawn
from US government and media systems archival docu-
ments, histories of media systems and institutions make
connections between the overarching features of media
systems and the countless stipples of archival data.

Kathryn Montalbano’s lead article (2018) gives us a
sense of how “history always constitutes the relation
between a present and its past” (Berger, 1972, p. 11).
Montalbano expertly charts how the National Religious
Broadcasters (NRB) have operated on a grassroots level
in opposition to the US Federal Communications Com-
mission’s (FCC) Fairness Doctrine, and how this history
of opposition in turn informed the NRB’s opposition to
the FCC’s Net Neutrality rules. By digging this up,Montal-
bano offers an innovative approach to howmedia history
of systems and institutions can be informed by the work
of grassroots activists. Beyond this, Montalbano takes
the NRB’s opposition to the Fairness Doctrine and Net
Neutrality as a way to make plain how these potentially
neutral-seeming rules (one has “neutral” in its name, af-
ter all) can highlight some particular and interested ways
to conceptualize the public and how democracy ought
to function.

Much as Montalbano derives historical interest from
the parallax at work when regarding secular and reli-
gious understandings of free speech and the public in
a communication policy context, Anne F. MacLennan
(2018) finds a parallel benefit to historical understand-
ing that can come from focusing on how national me-
dia systems impinge upon each other.MacLennan begins
with the situation of Canadian broadcasters in the 1920s,
when it was decidedly unclear how to arrange broadcast-
ing, a situation made all the more complex by American
broadcasting neighbors having already reached across
the US/Canada border, and by the very available model
of the BBC across the Atlantic. Drawing from archival
sources, MacLennan argues that the emergent broad-
casting system in Canada, with its blended incorpora-
tion of private and public programming, was the result
in large part of the national network’s relatively slow
emergence, which allowed for local control to develop
deep roots. MacLennan’s account provides an account-
ing of how the contradictions at work in democratic par-
liamentary processes can be linked to specific media sys-
tem outcomes.

This is succeeded by Bryce Peake’s (2018) sweeping-
yet-forensic history of telegraphy in British Gibraltar, as
after World War I it became transformed by wave after
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wave of reorganization and privatization. Peake’s anal-
ysis benefits from a carefully explicated historiography
that itself represents a break frommedia history as usual.
Peake asserts that neoliberalism—often thought to have
originated in the 1960s—is a technique that emerged
from particular colonial sites of power, and his adher-
ence to archival sources helps to underwrite the legiti-
macy of using the word “neoliberalism” to refer to teleg-
raphy in the early 20th century. Peake arrives at a “pre-
history” of neoliberalism, where the system in control of
telegraphy in British Gibraltar can be taken as evidence
for how “political economic rationality in Europe has
deeply set imperial roots” in “neoliberal transformation”.

In contradistinction to the histories of media systems
and institutions we find in the first three articles in this
thematic issue, the fourth article, by James Anderson
(2018), is intellectual history. As is often the case in intel-
lectual history, Anderson writes about ideas, the person
who developed those ideas, and the context surround-
ing the person and those ideas. Anderson concerns him-
self with one of the most familiar figures in communi-
cation study: John Dewey. Dewey’s writing was not al-
ways directly relevant to media history, but Anderson fo-
cuses on how Dewey’s articles for The New Republic ex-
emplified his ideas regarding public pedagogy. Instead of
simply demonstrating this rather basic andnot-surprising
consonance between Dewey’s philosophy and his words
for the public, Anderson points to the slipperiness of
Dewey’s attempts to shore up distinctions between in-
dividuals and society, and between public and private.
Building on Randolph Bourne’s criticisms of Dewey’s phi-
losophy, Anderson pushes us to imagine “the pragmatic
overcoming of the private/public distinction”.

A third genre of media history that receives healthy
representation in this thematic issue is journalism his-
tory. Journalism history and media history have often
sat at separate tables, with differently inflected observa-
tions of professional correctness, different historiograph-
ical norms, and different institutional contexts for their
work. John Nerone (2011) has exhorted journalism histo-
rians to “welcome an engagement with communication
as a field” (pp. 22–23), and the journalism history we
find in this thematic issue represents exactly this engage-
ment. The last three articles in this issue give us a vivid
sense of how journalism history that engages with com-
munication as a field could work to the benefit of both
communication study and journalism history.

The first journalism history entry in this issue comes
fromNed Randolph (2018), whose sketch of 19th century
US federal river management leads into a discussion of
publicly organized river conventions, and then into a con-
sideration of the progressive era attempts to direct pub-
lic and elite opinion regarding river policy, with a strong
emphasis on the role played by lobbying groups. The re-
sult of this inquiry is a decentered understanding of jour-
nalism history, where the journalism itself is made out
to be only a part of a process of constituting the public
in the face of a pressing issue.

Another way to decenter classic journalism history is
to look beyond the hard news sections of newspapers
of record, much as Barbie Zelizer (2005) suggested that
journalism studies must do. In her article, Birgitte Kjos
Fonn (2018) tells the story of the Norwegian business
magazine Farmand, and its longstanding editor, Trygve
J. B. Hoff. Fonn (2018) employs a biographical approach,
focusing on Hoff himself, and how his experiences and
surroundings came to shape the reporting in Farmand.
In a manner that parallel’s Peake’s unearthing of conti-
nuities between present-day neoliberalism and colonial
practice, Fonn finds in Hoff a neoliberal avant le mot, a
media presence whose stubborn words in his own mag-
azine lay plain some of the intellectual roots of what we
now call neoliberalism.

The last entry of journalism history here, by Sandra
Méndez-Muros (2018), considers Spanish journalismdur-
ing the transition to democracy in the 1970s. Again we
find a decentering move at work in this journalism his-
tory. This is not just the story of a newspaper’s report-
ing from yesteryear. Méndez-Muros puts the reporting
from the Seville newspaper (El Correo de Andalucia) in
the context of social movements at the time, pairing her
description of news reporting with a functional take on
how this reporting came to matter to the formation of a
democratic order. After situating the political backdrop
of post-Franco Spain, Méndez-Muros reclaims the legacy
of the neighboring movement, showing us how it has
been occluded in other historical accounts, and how cov-
erage of this movement in El Correo de Andalucia came
to be linked to the goals of the demonstrators.

Taken together, the authors of these articles exem-
plify media history’s potential. They pair an attention to
evidentiary detail with cognizance of the bigger picture;
they have constructed histories that connect the empiri-
cal to the critical. Put simply: these are the qualities we
associate with excellent communication scholarship.
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Abstract
This article analyzes the historical continuity between the opposition of the National Religious Broadcasters (NRB) to the
Fairness Doctrine (1949) and to the contemporary Federal Communications Commission (FCC) Open Internet principle,
net neutrality. These debates demonstrate how media policy discourse has shaped democratic ideals, including by desig-
nating whose voices are or are not included in broadcast and digital communication spaces. The discourse emerging from
both media policy debates reveals that fears concerning cultural hegemony and the diversity of expression in the United
States have intertwined with fears concerning the invasion of foreign ideologies. The article then considers the possibility
of reconciling religious and secular discourse in the mediated public sphere.
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1. Introduction

The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) net neu-
trality rules (2017, para. 2) aim to ensure the Open Inter-
net by prohibiting Internet Service Providers (ISPs) from
blocking access to legal content, applications, or services;
throttling lawful Internet traffic; and favoring Internet
traffic that benefits their own interests. Robert McChes-
ney’s (2007, pp. 184–185) characterization of net neutral-
ity provides a useful framework for analyzing the opposi-
tion of the National Religious Broadcasters (NRB) to both
net neutrality and the Fairness Doctrine:

The story was too often miscast in the press as a cor-
porate clash of the titans—Google versus AT&T, or Ya-
hoo! versus Verizon—when the real story was the un-
precedented involvement in amedia policy issue from
the grassroots.

Observingmedia policy debates at the grassroots reveals
not only how actors directly effect change, but the ways

in which media policy discourses have shaped demo-
cratic ideals, including by designating whose voices are
or are not incorporated into broadcast and digital com-
munication spaces.

Evangelical broadcasters and leaders formed the
NRB in 1944 in response to the influence of the Fed-
eral Council of Churches, now the National Council of
Churches, which convinced United States radio networks
to deny evangelical broadcasters access to the airwaves
for failing to serve the public interest and use the air-
waves responsibly. As E. Brandt Gustavson, NRB Presi-
dent from 1990 to 2001, testified before the House (Re-
ligious Broadcasting Freedom Act and the Noncommer-
cial Broadcasting Freedom of Expression Act of 2000,
2000, p. 20), the Federal Council of Churches had tried
to “strike an agreement with the networks and the large
stations in communities across the Nation to act as gate-
keeper for all religious programming”. These events pre-
ceded the Fairness Doctrine (1949), which formalized
this framework for broadcast communication through
two principles. Broadcasters had to: (1) cover controver-
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sial issues of public interest, and (2) provide balanced
accounts by allotting free time to opposing voices. It
was a response both to the dissemination of propaganda
on the airwaves abroad in Nazi Germany and Fascist
Italy, foreshadowing the rhetorical intertwining of me-
dia policy and allegedly pernicious Islamic ideology in
twenty-first-century NRB discussions about net neutral-
ity, as well as to racial and religious attacks at home,
such as those cultivated by the anti-Semitic priest, Fa-
ther Coughlin, in the early 1930s. The NRB, nonetheless,
characterized the Fairness Doctrine as censorship of reli-
gious expression.

The NRB praised the decision of Ajit Pai, the current
FCC chair, to regulate the Internet through a small gov-
ernment approach. In July of 2017, NRB President Jerry
Johnson appealed to the FCC to minimize Internet reg-
ulation and reduce Title II powers as a means of pro-
moting global Internet freedom (Johnson, 2017, p. 2).
The NRB has repeatedly argued against the use of Ti-
tle II to regulate ISPs (Parshall, 2014, p. 3). The connec-
tion to United States foreign policy in the NRB stance
on net neutrality traces back to its concern about the
Fairness Doctrine, which was also laced with Republican-
infused rhetoric about foreign policy. Discourse emerg-
ing from the net neutrality debates, drawing from the
possibility of a revived Fairness Doctrine and the con-
cerns NRB leaders had previously harbored about the
policy in the mid-twentieth century, reveals the fears of
the NRB about cultural hegemony and free expression at
home alongside peripheral fears concerning the invasion
of foreign ideologies.

2. Religious–Secular Conflict in Unites States Media
Policy

2.1. Theoretical Framework

José Casanova (1994, p. 53) wrote in his sociological anal-
ysis of modern religions that, “by the 1830s, evangelical
Protestantism, organized denominationally, had become
de facto the culturally, though not politically, established
American religion”. By the twentieth century, however,
the contributions of the NRB to media policy debates
demonstrate how an evangelical organization—that was
not even mainstream Protestant—had evolved to exe-
cute both cultural and political agency in the United
States. NRB leaders believed they could feasibly chal-
lenge the boundaries between secularism and religion
through the policies governing the radio and Internet, re-
spectively. NRB opposition to both the Fairness Doctrine
and net neutrality not only constituted explicit critiques
of media policy, but also tacit critiques of secularism in
the public sphere.

Charles Taylor (2007) argued that secularism arose
with the increase of alternative options of beliefs, as
well as with cultural shifts in ideas toward the religious
and the secular. Secularization, for Taylor, is therefore a
byproduct of religious processes. This distinction would

be important for NRB leaders who are critical of how
media policy is itself rooted in a legal, cultural frame-
work that seemingly treats secularization as replacing an
“enchanted world”. For example, Taylor (2011, pp. 35,
40–41) noted that legal formulas such as the religion
clauses in the First Amendment are built on tensions,
showing that “there is no such set of timeless princi-
ples that can be determined…by pure reason alone”
and without conflicts. Secular laws and cultures include
many different goals that often collide with one another,
which the disparity between censorship of free expres-
sion, as characterized by the NRB, and regulation of
content for the public interest, as characterized by the
FCC, demonstrates.

Taylor (2007, p. 451) detailed the ways in which re-
ligion is always secularizing, including through evangeli-
calism, which he characterized as, historically, “basically
an anti-hierarchical force, part of the drive for democ-
racy”. This characterization is perhaps a rather appropri-
ateway to frame howNRB leaders have understood their
role as protectors of conservative, fundamentalist views
in the public sphere, fighting for balanced, democratic
discourse through media policy. This article seeks to ex-
tend Taylor’s framework by probing, as theNRBhas done,
the position of all religious citizens in the United States
public sphere, including those who do not espousemain-
stream, conventional ideologies, and the role of media
policy in defining that position.

2.2. The Rise of the NRB in a Mediated Public Sphere

The NRB formed in the 1940s, uniting fundamentalist
groups as a direct response to the Federal Council of
Churches, which claimed to speak for all Protestants.
The opposition of the NRB to both the Fairness Doc-
trine and net neutrality is instructive of how it has chal-
lenged mainstream Protestantism through media policy.
By the mid-1940s, the NRB had become “the nucleus
of a vibrant media subculture both serving the growing
evangelical movement and popularizing its worldview—
developments that were hard won by forties commercial
religious broadcasters” (Hangen, 2002, p. 141). By 1947,
two prominent issues regarding conservative religious
voices on the radio had surfaced: first, whether religious
broadcasters, in particular, Christian station owners,
should be able to use controversial language in broad-
casts and editorial opinions; and second, whether con-
servatives were unfairly denied access to the airwaves.

Religious radio paved the path for evangelical voices
to enter the public sphere (Hangen, 2002, p. 158). Steiner
(2016, p. 184) has observed the ongoing role of radio in
evangelical culture: “even a generation after the dawn of
the digital age, the ‘old media’ of radio continues to have
a key role in setting the evangelical agenda”. Addition-
ally, religious radio has shaped the evangelical agenda
regarding media policy, as the legacy of the Fairness Doc-
trine debates have shaped contemporary NRB opposi-
tion to net neutrality. Ward (in press, p. 2) insightfully ar-
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gues: “NRB opposition to net neutrality arguably reflects
the fact that the ‘electronic church’ has, like the rest
of the media industry, become consolidated”. In other
words, religious media conglomerates would be able to
pay large fees that would increase in the absence of net
neutrality (Ward, in press, pp. 3–4), thereby explaining
why key actors in the religious media industry, such as
the NRB, might oppose net neutrality.

2.3. Negotiating Net Neutrality

The irony of NRB opposition to the Fairness Doctrine and
net neutrality, two policies that have protected or aim to
protect minority or non-commodifiable viewpoints, lies
in the history of the NRB as a disempowered collection
of voices that sought to carve its space in the mediated
public sphere. To further complicate that irony, the NRB
at points has supported net neutrality—when its lead-
ers believed the principle could transform in accordance
with NRB interests. For example, it joined the SavetheIn-
ternet.com coalition, formed by the Free Press in 2006,
as an advocate of free speech (McChesney, 2007, p. 184).
The NRB penned a letter to Chairman Sensenbrenner in
April of 2006 expressing its support for network neutral-
ity protections (Network Neutrality: Competition, Inno-
vation, and Nondiscriminatory Access, 2006). In May of
the same year, the NRB firmly supported net neutrality
alongside left-wing coalitions (S. 2686, Communications,
Consumer’s Choice, and Broadband Deployment Act of
2006 (part II), 2006). During a 2006 Senate Commerce,
Science, and Transportation Committee hearing, Frank
Wright, NRB President from 2003 to 2013, officially en-
dorsed net neutrality. Wright had submitted a letter to
the chairman, Hon. Ted Stevens, in support of the renom-
ination of Kevin Martin as Commissioner and Chairman
of the FCC, while acknowledging that the NRB and FCC
did not always coexist in perfect harmony: “While NRB
members have not seen every issue before the FCC go
their way, we have always found an open door to make
our thoughts and concerns known” (Nominations to the
Federal Communications Commission and to the Depart-
ment of Commerce [National Telecommunications and In-
formation Administration], 2006, p. 41).

In 2010, one year before the escalation of the 2011
net neutrality debates, the NRB founded the John Mil-
ton Project for Religious Free Speech in response to al-
leged threats of anti-Christian censorship on new me-
dia platforms. One year later, senior NRB vice president,
Craig Parshall, discussed in a white paper report for the
Project how media policies of technology companies un-
dermined the First Amendment. Parshall characterized
the “Open Internet” as inadequate in addressing newme-
dia platforms, as well as filled with “broad, complex, free
market-inhibiting rules with vague standards of applica-
tion, and short on the provision of basic guarantee to
citizen users that their content will not be censored be-
cause their ideas are unpopular, controversial, or politi-
cally incorrect” (NRB, 2011, p. 4). The NRB (2011, p. 8)

sought greater regulation of new media platforms that
otherwise limited “lawful religious expression”.

Parshall also lamented the lack of support from the
ACLU in acknowledging “anti-Christian censorship” (NRB,
2011, p. 7). It supported new media regulation, but not
the particular iteration of net neutrality that already ex-
isted at that time (NRB, 2011, p. 7). Rather than em-
bracing regulation of ISPs, the NRB wanted government-
promoted, uninhibited speech built into the rules of new
media businesses, such as Google or Facebook. Citing
Rob Frieden, Professor of Telecommunications and Law
at Pennsylvania State University, Parshall contemplated
the lack of concern for free speech and religious expres-
sion in the FCC Open Internet rules: “his primary concern
is that the FCC’s rules should serve to ‘safeguard competi-
tion,’ admittedly an important principle, but at the same
time [it is] an approach that fails to recognize the funda-
mental free speech rights of citizen users” (NRB, 2011,
p. 8). He suggested that FCC regulation of digital media
businesseswould have to parallel government regulation
of public utilities (NRB, 2011, p. 13). In short, he declared:
“the actual provisions of the Order fail to implement any
real protections for free speech” (NRB, 2011, p. 29).

2.4. Fearing the Resurrection of the Fairness Doctrine

This fixation of NRB leadership on “free speech” traces
back to the Fairness Doctrine. The legacy of the Fairness
Doctrine within the NRB remains central to the means
by which its leaders have resisted net neutrality. For
decades after the Fairness Doctrine became law in 1949,
the FCC avoided disputes regarding whether religion was
even an issue of fairness (Gentry, 1984, p. 262). A handful
of cases in the late 1920s to the early 1930s contributed
to the rise of the Fairness Doctrine. By the postwar 1940s,
as Pickard (2013) has shown, a broadcast reform move-
ment that included religious organizations (and, in partic-
ular, liberal Protestants, led by Everett Parker), laid the
foundation for the Fairness Doctrine and other future
radio reform. FCC Commissioner, Clifford Durr, acknowl-
edged that United States radio at the time did not con-
sider the voices of many, including religious minorities
(Pickard, 2013, pp. 318–319). Hendershot (2011, p. 140)
has argued that the FCC was largely reactive by imple-
menting the Fairness Doctrine, passively responding to
only a few of the handful of citizen complaints. The Fair-
ness Doctrine was designed to fail, Hendershot (2011,
p. 18) added, “in part, because it was an attempt to
serve an inchoate idea of the public”. Pickard’s (2015,
p. 122) similar analysis of the Fairness Doctrine has con-
firmed that a “vague public interest obligation”, rather
than a concerted effort to fortify public interest stan-
dards, has shaped United States mass media industries
today. This ambiguous framework has particularly ne-
glected the voices of those who fall beyond the purview
of the public interest.

At the core of the NRB religiously-motivated argu-
ment against the Fairness Doctrine was the idea that
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broadcasters should receive First Amendment protec-
tion. In 1975, Reverend James Nicholls testified before
the Subcommittee on Communications against the Fair-
ness Doctrine. His frank testimony suggests that the bat-
tle for religious expression on the airwaves, led by the
NRB, was not merely a fight for the freedom of uncon-
tested religious speech, but a far more complex religious
battle over the survival of less powerful Christian denom-
inations through mass media, very much reflecting the
marketplace of religion itself. Nicholls was represented
by Benedict P. Cottone, the lawyer for Carl McIntire
and a former advocate of the Fairness Doctrine. Cottone
had become a “strong opponent of the doctrine” (Hen-
dershot, 2011, p. 146). He mused on the problems of
the Fairness Doctrine for religious broadcasters who es-
poused “unpopular” religious or political ideologies, and
whom he characterized as “a frustrated minority…trying
desperately to get their voices heard” (Hendershot, 2011,
p. 325) but were afraid of being censored. Nicholls had
conducted a survey of the broadcasters at the 1975 NRB
Convention, as well as of the attendees at the annual
Christian Beacon Press convention (Fairness Doctrine,
1975, pp. 318–319). From this survey, Reverend Nicholls
claimed to have discovered that, of these respondents,
73.3% believed the Fairness Doctrine abridged the First
Amendment; 80% believed the Fairness Doctrine lim-
ited speech in broadcast media; and 73.3% believed the
Fairness Doctrine censored speech in America, broadly
speaking (Fairness Doctrine, 1975, pp. 332–333). The
rigor of his study is indeterminable, but his attempt to
offer these findings as evidence suggests he recognized
the NRB as a representative, if not central, example of
conservative, evangelical public opinion.

FCC chairman Mark Fowler, whose goal was “to elim-
inate government action that infringes the freedom of
speech and the press” by creating an unregulated, free
market (Jung, 1996, p. 32), appealed to theNRBon Febru-
ary 9, 1982, for its support to repeal the doctrine: “spec-
trum scarcity has been used as an excuse to regulate,
not a reason!” (Jung, 1996, p. 40). He viewed the pol-
icy as excessive government intervention and character-
ized spectrum scarcity as a facade constructed by an anti-
religious FCC. Between 1983 and 1985, broadcasters and
media organizationsmore publicly opposed the doctrine,
concerned about appealing to the largest public possible
rather than minority voices, such as those of the NRB,
whose unpopular ideas were less commodifiable for ad-
vertisers (Jung, 1996, p. 108).

Nonetheless, the legacy of the Fairness Doctrine did
not die with the 1987 repeal but intensified during the
2011 net neutrality debates, thereby demonstrating the
cultural and legal significance of radio to the NRB. In this
year, the NRB consistently published press releases to
its official Web site denouncing net neutrality. NRB Pres-
ident Frank Wright (2011, para. 2) penned a letter imply-
ing that, in the heat of the net neutrality debates, the
NRB was largely concerned about the Fairness Doctrine
resurfacing in other arenas: “Now that the letter of this

rule has been eliminated, NRB stands ready to work with
you to ensure that the spirit of the Fairness Doctrine does
not creep into other rules or proceedings”.

Fear within the NRB resurfaced with the Fairness in
Broadcasting Act of 1993. A Democratic representative
from North Carolina, W. G. Hefner, advocated for the
amendment of the Communications Act of 1934 by sup-
porting the reinstatement of the Fairness Doctrine with
his Fairness in Broadcasting Act of 1993, much to the dis-
tress of the NRB. The NRB did not know that just a few
years later, the Telecommunications Act of 1996 would
effect an even more monumental overhaul of media law
since the Communications Act of 1934, one thatwould de-
crease the number of independent syndicators and, con-
sequently, lesser known preachers (Ward, 2009, p. 94).

E. Brandt Gustavson, NRB President from 1990 to
2001, opposed the reinstatement of the Fairness Doc-
trine before the House in 1993 (Broadcasters and the
Fairness Doctrine, 1993, pp. 39–41). He attempted to
reconfigure the public sphere as the participation of
the most number of people, including minority voices,
rather than the participation of the most while account-
ing for themaximumnumber of interests at one time. He
claimed that since the repeal of the Fairness Doctrine,
small religious stations had flourished, benefitting the
nation by removing barriers to free exercise of religion
and discussion of controversial issues (Broadcasters and
the Fairness Doctrine, 1993, p. 39). However, he warned
that government interference with religious broadcast-
ing remained due to the “cultural environment” in which
“many traditional topics of religious teachings” had “be-
come highly controversial” (Broadcasters and the Fair-
ness Doctrine, 1993, p. 39). Gustavson’s understanding
of “traditional” resided at the core of the issue, that is,
whether non-traditional religious identities needed to
conform to the mainstream values of the public sphere.

In an NRB white paper submitted for this hearing,
“Statutory Reimposition of the ‘Fairness Doctrine’ Would
be Unconstitutional”, the NRB praised the increase of
direct citizen participation through radio call-in formats
“that was never before possible” (Broadcasters and the
Fairness Doctrine, 1993, p. 40), following the repeal of
the Fairness Doctrine. This priority within the media pol-
icy agenda of the NRB demonstrated that it was con-
cerned with unveiling the discussion of private matters:
“sexual morality, marriage, parental responsibility, and
the sanctity of human life are now hotly contested by an
increasingly secularized society” (Broadcasters and the
Fairness Doctrine, 1993, pp. 40–41). In a 2007 updated
version of this white paper with the same title, Frank
Wright, then NRB President, even went so far as to pre-
dict that, should the Fairness Doctrine resurface, it could
lead to a “continuing state surveillance” that ensured re-
ligions broadcasters adhered to the fairness guidelines:
“such a pervasive ‘entanglement’ of government regula-
tors into the speech of religious entities would be incom-
patible with the religious liberties protected by the First
Amendment” (NRB, 2007, p. 12).
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Gustavson’s testimony (Broadcasters and the Fair-
ness Doctrine, 1993, pp. 39–40) showed that the NRB
tried to redefine the boundary drawn around the organi-
zation despite acknowledging that the religious commu-
nity was itself diverse and entitled to access to the air-
waves. He suggested unity amongst all conservative reli-
gious groups against their progressive counterparts:

In making this argument on behalf of religious liberty,
we would like to stress that NRB is not advocating
rights that are beneficial only to one side of a pub-
lic policy debate. In fact both sides of our Nation’s
cultural divide are well represented in the religious
broadcasting community….Both camps currently ben-
efit from their ability to have access to the airwaves
free of governmental oversight and supervision.

He rhetorically denounced the Fairness Doctrine as
“a government-mandated system of enforced fairness”
(Broadcasters and the Fairness Doctrine, 1993, p. 40),
and therefore a hindrance to uninhibited religious ex-
pression, which subsequent NRB rhetoric concerning net
neutrality would mimic. Edward J. Markey of the Com-
mittee on Energy and Commerce, nonetheless, assured
Gustavson that the Fairness Doctrine would not apply
to broadcasters wishing to present controversial view-
points regarding religious issues (Broadcasters and the
Fairness Doctrine, 1993, p. 66). Several years later, Gus-
tavson would testify in support of the Religious Broad-
casting Freedom Act and the Noncommercial Broadcast-
ing Freedom of Expression Act of 2000 against the FCC,
which had “overstepped its authority” by making deci-
sions that restricted the “fundamental freedom of reli-
gious expression” (The Religious Broadcasting Freedom
Act and the Noncommercial Broadcasting Freedom of
Expression Act of 2000, 2000, p. 20). Gustavson chan-
neled anti-elitist, populist rhetoric, endorsing a more ag-
gressive approach to creating a religion-friendly, medi-
ated environment that accounted for religious minori-
ties when crafting media policies in the public interest
(The Religious Broadcasting Freedom Act and the Non-
commercial Broadcasting Freedom of Expression Act of
2000, 2000, p. 21):

Thus, in effect, the FCC created a category of politi-
cally correct government-approved, religious speech
and that is abhorrent to us and unacceptable. Essen-
tially, the FCC seems to think it is permissible for pro-
grams to talk all about religion in academic or intel-
lectual terms but when the programs become more
passionate, emotional, personal or originates from a
church, it is somehow less educational, instructional
or cultural.

Nonetheless, the support of the NRB for these acts did
not avoid criticism. In a written rebuttal presented at
this hearing by a sociology professor and co-chair of the
Save Pittsburg Public Television Campaign, Starr argued

that the NRB was a predator, not a victim, since educa-
tional licenses were reserved for the whole community
(The Religious Broadcasting Freedom Act and the Non-
commercial Broadcasting Freedom of Expression Act of
2000, 2000, p. 60). Starr’s rebuttal suggests that, from
an outsider’s perspective, the NRB wanted to redefine
the “public sphere” to one that supported the rights of
the few to voice their opinions, even if it threatened the
well-being of the many.

2.5. Thwarting the Threat of Foreign Ideologies

One of the most powerful political allies of the NRB was
President George W. Bush. President Bush attended the
annual NRB convention in 2008, characterizing the Fair-
ness Doctrine as a question of the freedom of speech
and religion alongside a broader discussion of the World
Trade Center attacks. Bush characterized the prospect of
reinvigorating the Fairness Doctrine as “an effort afoot
that would jeopardize your right to express your views
on public airways” and require many programs to “meet
Washington’s definition of balance” (White House, 2008,
para. 9). He then shifted to discussing violent extrem-
ism in the Middle East, “the region of the world that
is the least free” (White House, 2008, para. 14) and
that cultivated the suicide bombers of September 11,
2001, “directly” (White House, 2008, para. 16) affecting
United States safety. Hibbard (2010, p. 196) has char-
acterized Bush at this convention as having portrayed
United States power as a “fundamentally benign force
in the world that is ‘[once again] called into action for
the defense of liberty’”. Hibbard demonstrated, through
this example, how the United States has systematically
garnered domestic support from groups such as the NRB
in order to justify its discourse and policies regarding
Islamo-fascism and dysfunction in the Middle East and
South Asia.

At the 2011 NRB Convention, attended by NRB ally
James Dobson and NRB President Frank Wright, John
Boehner (2011) adopted Bush’s 2008 rhetoric of free-
dom to criticize the Fairness Doctrine by amassing sup-
port for United States foreign policy. The merging of
religion and politics in the rhetoric of Republican lead-
ers, a common tactic employed when communicating
with religious conservatives, seemingly persuaded an al-
ready defensive NRB that ideological and militaristic for-
eign invasion threatened the cultural, political center
of the United States. In addressing the national debt,
Boehner predicted that the FCC may serve “as Internet
traffic controller” and possibly run “roughshod over local
broadcasters” who had provided “free content” to their
communities for decades (Boehner, 2011, para. 22). In
discussing net neutrality, he linked the freedom of ex-
pression in the United States to the repression of free
thought and economic suppression of the national debt,
much as Bush linked his Fairness Doctrine speech to Is-
lamic suppression of free thought in the Middle East.
Boehner (2011, para. 57) claimed: “gone is our culture of
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independence—in its place, a cycle of dependence”. He
also strategically addressed a point of interest to theNRB:
the persecution of “religiousminorities in Iraq” (Boehner,
2011, para. 108), given the organizational identity of the
NRB itself as a persecuted religious minority within its
own homeland.

This point of interest provided a segue to discussing
net neutrality as an attack on the expression of reli-
gious minorities that would allow the FCC “free reign”
(Boehner, 2011, para. 21): “right now, freedom and free
expression are under attack by a power structure in
Washington populated with regulators who have never
set foot inside a radio station or a television studio”
(Boehner, 2011, para. 19). Boehner (2011, para. 24),
speaking on behalf of the House Republicans, encour-
aged the NRB to combat the FCC through Congress: “as
far as I’m concerned, there is no compromise or middle
ground when it comes to protecting our most basic free-
doms”. He furthermore connected this larger conversa-
tion to the Fairness Doctrine, “another threat to free-
domwith an innocuous name” (Boehner, 2011, para. 31)
and a “censorship scheme from the 1940s” that repre-
sented “Washington’s definition of ‘balance’” (Boehner,
2011, para. 32), that is, an attempt by Congress “to si-
lence ideas and voices they don’t agree with” (Boehner,
2011, para. 36). Although neither President Obama nor
Congress showed interest in reviving the Fairness Doc-
trine, the NRB welcomed Boehner’s critique of a gov-
ernment trying to regulate the media in order to craft
its own vision of a fair and balanced mediated pub-
lic sphere.

3. Conclusion

Jürgen Habermas (2011, pp. 25–26) recognized that, al-
though religious reasons are insufficient for substantiat-
ing arguments in the public sphere, citizens could trans-
late religious language of public reason in order to pro-
vide a common moral ground in the public sphere. This
framework for compromise suggests that the NRB failed
to effectively achieve its goals in broadcast and digi-
tal media policy because it neglected to translate its
religious discourse into the language of public reason,
while instead attempting to either restructure or even
eradicate media policy conflicting with its organizational
goals. Taylor (2011, pp. 36–37) disagreed with Habermas
by claiming that religious belief should not receive spe-
cial status over nonreligious belief, since these disagree-
ments could not be resolved through public reason. The
tension between these two approaches for reconcilia-
tion provides a theoretical framework for understanding
the connection between the Fairness Doctrine and net
neutrality in the history of the NRB.

The Fairness Doctrine fostered a media environment
in which diverging viewpoints remained distinctive but
balanced. NRB leaders’ resistance to net neutrality has
been seemingly non-rational but consistent with an en-
vironment of religious media conglomeration (Ward, in

press, pp. 3–4). Additionally, NRB discourse fused domes-
tic concern for freedom of expression with the militaris-
tic concern for freedom from foreign invaders, a tactic
frequently employed by Republican politicians in discus-
sion with conservative religious figures. Yet through gov-
ernment regulation, net neutrality protects NRB content
and delivery from both economic as well as cultural con-
straint, such as by preserving delivery of the content on
the NRBWeb site directly or, more indirectly, the content
of streaming video “intervangelist” preachers who have
replaced NRB-supported 1960s televangelists (Bekker-
ing, 2011, p. 105). Megachurches that have streamed re-
ligious services online raise new problems for ISPs seek-
ing to fairly implement net neutrality, such as the rise in
conflicts occurring between evangelical Christian broad-
casters and Islamic leaders, who feel their communities
are targets of this broadcasting (Wikle, 2015).

Secularism, according to Taylor (2007, p. 53), has not
displaced religion but rather constitutes a byproduct of
religion itself. Even prior to the rise of Habermas’s pub-
lic sphere, medieval reform in the Catholic Church tried
to reconcile the disparity between the elites and masses,
much as the Reformation challenged the status quo of
Catholicism, thereby secularizing societies using the very
fabrics of religion itself (Taylor, 2007, p. 82), rather than,
as the common narrative claims, supplanting religion.
The obligation to speak truthfully in the United States
press was partially rooted in religious beliefs, noticeably
in the significant Zenger (1735) trial that helped to shape
the First Amendment: “The Zenger case, then, was as
much a religious as a political or legal phenomenon”
(Nord, 1985, p. 15), demonstrating that religious and sec-
ular matters were, in fact, interlaced in language in the
emerging United States public sphere. Talal Asad (2003)
similarly noted that secularism is a byproduct of religious
endeavors, but he critiqued the Western, Christian lens
through which scholars have distinguished between re-
ligion and secularism, and which itself has a politicized
history. This history has contributed to a secular myth of
liberal democracy, excluding non-Western religions from
the discourse of public reason by embracing “only reli-
gions that have accepted the assumptions of liberal dis-
course” (Asad, 2003, p. 183). Asad’s critique is particu-
larly indispensable for future research on the place of Is-
lam in United States public discourse and media policy.

These critiques of secular discourse prompt us to
trace its legal, political, and cultural history in the United
States to reconsider precisely what secularism means
in media policy that organizes societies, shapes com-
municative practices, and governs public discourse. Con-
temporary media policymakers aiming to reconcile ten-
sions between religious and non-religious beliefs in the
mediated public sphere might consider whether a my-
opic engagement with secularism overlooks the inter-
twining of religious and secular concerns that have his-
torically shaped religiously-grounded freedom of expres-
sion cases, overshadowed by the secular victors. Such
heightened awareness could enable media policymak-
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ers to better understand the stakes that religious actors
perceive—justified or not—in media policy debates.
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1. Introduction

Early Canadian broadcasting policy was marked by a few
key events. The stage was set by the first Report of the
Royal Commission on Radio Broadcasting commissioned
in December 1928, more popularly known at the Aird
Commission, followed by the Canadian Radio Broadcast-
ing Act of 1932, and the Act to amend the Canadian
Broadcast Act in 1936 (Bird, 1988; Peers, 1969; Prang,
1965; Weir, 1965). From 1922 to 1929 before the Aird
Report was released, radio was influenced not only by
debate over its content, but also its control. The resulting
struggle over frequencies was affected by scarcity and by
the reality of North American broadcasting. The Ameri-
can Radio Act of 1927 andGeneral Order 40 of August 30,
1928 changed Canadian broadcasting in ways that may
have made the Aird Report and subsequent legislation
more urgent. Local and international interests stepped

into the vacuum prior to the establishment of a public
or national broadcasting network. Both broadcasters and
the audience were accustomed to this commercial envi-
ronment prior to the establishment of a true national net-
work and it waswithin this environment that the push for
a Canadian broadcasting originated.

2. Regulation

The Department of Marine and Fisheries was the regula-
tory agency charged with radio in Canada, making the
conceptualization of the new medium as distinct from
the United States, where it was regulated by the Depart-
ment of Commerce, and in Britain by the British Post of-
fice.1 The Naval Service took over during the war, but in
1922 the Department of Marine and Fisheries resumed
regulation of radio and started to issue private, commer-
cial broadcasting licenses and receiving licenses. By 1923

1 Canada’s first effort to regulate what would become radio was the Wireless Telegraphy Act in 1905, designating the authority to license radio to the
Department of Marine and Fisheries. Surrounded by three oceans, ship-to-shore communications dominated the early notion of radio’s role and reg-
ulation. Control over all aspects of radio in the Radiotelegraph Act of 1913 was granted to the federal government and from 1913 to 1922 the Radio
Branch continued its work under the Department of Naval Service.
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therewere 51 private, commercial broadcasting stations;
that number grew to 77 by 1929 (Dominion Bureau of
Statistics, 1926, 1931). As radio stationsmultiplied so did
the number of listeners, but concentrated listening audi-
ences only reached numbers profitable for commercial
broadcasting in a few cities.

The commercial imperative that drove the rapid
growth of American broadcasting met with limited suc-
cess in Canada, not only because its population was
slightly less than a tenth of the United States, but also,
since radio signals travel across national borders, which
forced Canadian radio to compete with American ra-
dio.2 Without language barriers, physical barriers, such
as mountain ranges or technological barriers, the drift of
radio signals across the national border is inevitable. The
larger American audience guaranteed advertisers, rapid
expansion of their commercial networks, and eventually
triggered the consideration of the audiences north of the
border in Canada, as part of an ever-expanding commer-
cial broadcasting system.

Long before nation building interests were central
to discussion of Canadian broadcasting, the impact of
commercial broadcasting on the growth of radio net-
works was crucial (Allard, 1979; MacLennan, 2001; Skin-
ner, 2005; Vipond, 1992). Although the Radio Branch
of the Department of Marine and Fisheries regulated li-
censing, a larger void was left without a network of sta-
tions or a plan beyond permitting and facilitating com-
mercial broadcasting. The closest to a national network
was the Canadian National Railway’s network of stations
across the country, but there were only three produc-
tion studios: in Moncton, New Brunswick, Ottawa, On-
tario, and Vancouver, British Columbia. The remaining
stations were available to the train’s passengers as they
passed through cities where programs were broadcast
at pre-arranged times by “phantom” stations, hosted on
other stations a few hours a week. Due to the limited
frequencies to allocate, under the Gentleman’s Agree-
ment of 1924 with the United States, only Montreal,
Toronto, and Vancouver had two wavelengths, but ev-
ery other Canadian city was forced to share one wave-
length (MacLennan, 2016, p. 198). American program-
ming was only available to Canadian listeners until 1928,
if they resided within reception range of stations located
in theUnited States. This crowded space on the radio dial
initially did not allow American affiliate expansion into
Canada, however, debates about content and changes
to American regulation soon created spaces on the dial
for American networks in Canada.

3. Exercising Regulatory Power, Frequency Assignment
and Religious Broadcasting

A variety of factors coalesced to change the distribu-
tion of radio frequencies, make American broadcasting
feasible inside the national boundaries of Canada, and

move Canada toward the development of a national
network. The most controversial radio debate in the
House of Commons and the newspapers focused on com-
plaints about the International Bible Students’ Associa-
tion (IBSA) and their programs on several stations across
the country. The granting or denial of radio licenses re-
mained one of the few powers exercised by the Min-
istry of Marine and Fisheries. Minister P. J. A. Cardin de-
cided not to renew the licenses of the IBSA stations af-
ter letters complaining about their broadcasts were re-
ceived (Johnston, 1994, p. 379;McGowan, 2008, pp. 8–9;
Opp, 1994, pp. 103–104; Prang, 1965, pp. 4–5; Vipond,
1992, pp. 197–198, 2010, p. 79). The decision came un-
der criticism in theHouse of Commons, in particular from
J. S. Woodsworth, Labour MP fromWinnipeg North Cen-
tre, who wanted “to protest against…the very arbitrary
action on the part of the department with regard to
the cancellation of these licenses” (Canadian Parliamen-
tary Historical Resources, 1928). Woodsworth acknowl-
edged the stations’ connection to the IBSA, but noted
that its status a business was also a consideration (Cana-
dian Parliamentary Historical Resources, 1928). As noted
by Mark McGowan, one of the incidents that sparked
religious controversy was Judge Joseph F. Rutherford’s
talk on the radio in 1927 about Catholics and Protes-
tants, while in Toronto (Toronto Star, 1927, as cited in
McGowan, 2008, pp. 8–9). Woodworth further argued in
the House of Commons that the correspondence tabled
upon which these decisions were based were files com-
prised, in large part, of newspaper clippings focused on
thediscussion of the decision, not complaints prior to the
decision (Canadian Parliamentary Historical Resources,
1928, p. 3618). Woodsworth also noted the hypocrisy
of one “correspondent [who] complained that the pro-
grams of the Bible Students’ Association were too Amer-
ican, and then he went on to say in the very same letter
that they prevented the receiver from getting American
stations” (Canadian Parliamentary Historical Resources,
1928, p. 3619). The religious controversy on the radio fo-
cused on questions of censorship and favoring one reli-
gious group over another.

One of the significant outcomes of the denial of the
license renewal was the shift among the remaining sta-
tions. In 1927 before the IBSA stations were revoked,
the Christian and Missionary Alliance station, in Edmon-
ton, started broadcasting, but with the winnowing of the
competition, was able to survive and eventually grow
(Opp, 1994, p. 104). The change in the distribution of ra-
dio stations may have had a greater impact than the de-
bate over religion on the radio. The interruption by CKCX,
an IBSA phantom station, during CFRB’s popular Baptist
sermon on their shared frequency, provoked complaints
(Bone, 1924, as cited inMcGowan, 2008, p. 9). Hon. Don-
ald Kennedy, United Farmers of Alberta Member of Par-
liament from Peace River, asked if there was a “com-
plaint that the Bible Student’s Association had interfered

2 The American population at 124,039,648 in 1931 and Canadian population at 10,376,379 in the same year was also a crucial factor in the cross border
relationship (Statistics Canada, 2011; United States Census Bureau, 2000).
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with the advertising of Gooderham and Worts whisky?”
to which Hon. J. S. Woodsworth replied in the affirma-
tive (Canadian Parliamentary Historical Resources, 1928,
p. 3619). The conflict over religious broadcasting and the
subsequent denial of license renewals created a furor
in the press over censorship, possible religious alliances,
and the power of the Minister of Marine and Fisheries,
concealing the other factors at work. The removal of the
IBSA from their stations licensed in 1924 in Saskatoon,
followed by Vancouver, Edmonton, and Toronto in 1926,
generated a space for the growth of other stations on
their shared frequencies. The centralization and domi-
nance of traditional voices was swifter and more con-
sistent in the United States, where the Bible Students
and Judge Rutherford more rapidly removed from the
airwaves (Goodman, 2014; McChesney, 1993). The avail-
ability of these new frequencies coincidedwith the devel-
opment of broadcasting policy in the United States that
was soon followed by legislation and the redistribution
of radio frequencies throughout North America.

4. Station Reallocation

By the late 1920s, many smaller American radio stations
could not compete due to technical requirements, the re-
quirement to produce live programming, and the reallo-
cation of frequencies (McChesney, 1993). The opposite
was true in Canada. Canadian radio stations ranged from
small local stations with very little equipment, low power,
and shared facilities, to the larger stations that continued
to make investments in their stations and lobby for their
continued presence on the radio dial. The movement of
American affiliate stations into Canada came at an oppor-
tune time, prior to the establishment of a Canadian na-
tional network and immediately after the censure of reli-
gious broadcasts that resulted in the loss of stations op-
erated by the IBSA. American affiliates managed to ac-
quire existing Canadian stations for their chains prior to
any potential regulations that might forbid the process
or limit American program content (MacLennan, 2016,
p. 197). The immediate affiliation of four stations with
NBC and CBS also coincided with the reallocation of fre-
quencies under the American General Order 40 and three
of the affiliates were each recipients of one of the six
clear channels assigned to Canada, held exclusively or
were offered a shared position on the dial. The Ameri-
can Radio Act of 1927 and the subsequent reallocation
of stations under General Order 40 were disruptive to lis-
teners in Canada and their stations (MacLennan, 2016,
2017; Socolow, 2008). The greater conflict over the Amer-
ican Southern border with Mexico about frequencies re-
mained unresolved until 1941; Mexico received no clear
channels in the reallocation of stations in 1928 (Fowler &
Crawford, 2002; Kahn, 1996, p. 206). The reallocation in
the United States resulted in themajor commercial broad-
casting chains, NBC and CBS, acquiring the clear stations.

Results were similar in Canada, when many of the
radio stations assigned clear stations became American

network affiliates almost immediately afterward. CFRB
in Toronto as principal station, on clear channel 960, be-
came a CBS affiliate directly following the change. The
frequency, however, remained a shared frequency with
CKGW, a station that would become an NBC affiliate in
1928. CKAC in Montreal also shared the clear channel
of 730 with CFCF. CKAC became a CBS affiliate almost
immediately afterward. CFCF, however, moved to 1030
as principal station on its own clear channel by March
1929, and became an NBC affiliate (Federal Radio Com-
mission, 1971, pp. 201–204; The National Broadcast Au-
thority, 1928, 1929). Toronto’s oldest station, operated
by The Toronto Star, became principal station with CNRT,
a Canadian National Railway station on clear channel 840
(Federal Radio Commission, 1971, pp. 201–204; Gabriele,
& Moore, 2012; The National Broadcast Authority, 1928,
1929). The clear stations in Canadawere assigned primar-
ily to large stations that were to become American affili-
ates. The remaining two clear channels were 910, shared
by CFQC Saskatoon; CJGL London, CJWL Saskatoon, and
CNRS Saskatoon, and 690 shared by CFAC Calgary; CFEN
Calgary; CHCA Calgary; CJCJ Calgary; CKCOOttawa; CNRC
Calgary; and CNRO Ottawa (The National Broadcast Au-
thority, 1928, 1929; United States Department of Com-
merce, 1926). The lack of regulatory barriers in Canada
permitted the entry of American affiliates into the coun-
try. The reallocation of frequencies, however, allowed
the clear channels to be assignedmainly to stations large
enough to become American affiliates.

This concentration of clear channels among powerful
stations, particularly stations broadcasting as American
affiliates, intensified the impact of American program-
ming within Canada. Prior to this reallocation and the
agreements to become affiliates, these stationswere suc-
cessful in their own right with Canadian content. CKAC,
CFCF, CKGW and CFRB all added to their broadcast days,
by supplementing or replacing Canadian programs with
American programs, once they were affiliates (MacLen-
nan, 2001, 2005). In part, the sought-after clear channels
made this possible, especially if they were not shared.
Prior to this change, American content was not as readily
available to Canadian listeners, except after dusk.

5. The Case of CKGW

CKGW was one of the first Canadian stations to become
an American affiliate as part of NBC, but did not receive
a clear channel in the reallocation. Its active campaign to
acquire a clear channel, without sharing broadcast time
with another station on the same wavelength, demon-
strates the importance of a full broadcast day the Cana-
dian market. Without a doubt the most ambitious pri-
vate Canadian station, CKGW the “Cheerio station”, was
very concerned about the station’s place on the dial.
In 1926, CKGW installed its transmitter in Bowmanville,
east of Toronto, making its station at 5,000 watts the
most powerful station in Canada, rivaling someAmerican
stations (Dominion Bureau of Statistics, 1926). The last
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two call letters in CKGW stand for Gooderham andWorts,
a Toronto whiskey distillery on Lake Ontario, broadcast-
ing during the American prohibition. Whisky advertising
was not the station’s goal; instead it aimed to become
the hub of Canadian broadcasting. CKGW’s vigorous pur-
suit of a separate frequency for its station is evident in
the letters the station manager exchanged with any per-
son or agency that might assist in the goal of a sepa-
rate frequency. In the wake of the reallocation of radio
frequencies, CKGW’s manager wrote to the Liberal MP
for Perth North, Francis Wellington Hay, with extensive
plans for the reorganization of the six exclusive wave-
lengths and eleven shared wavelengths, providing for
an exclusive frequency (Ashcroft, 1928). May 14, 1928,
shortly after the announcement of reallocation of wave-
lengths for November 11, 1928, M. B. Mayersmith, Gen-
eral Manager of CKGW, wrote to the Deputy Minister
of the Department of Marine and Fisheries to explain
that the station frequently received criticism for interfer-
ence from KDKA (Mayersmith, 1928). Interference from
or with American stations was successfully presented by
other Canadian stations seeking their own wavelength.
R. W. Ashcroft, General Manager of the Trans-Canada
Broadcasting Company, outlined the problem that until
March 31, 1928: CFCA of The Toronto Star, CKNC of Cana-
dian National Carbon Co., and CKCL of Dominion Battery
Co shared one wavelength; CFRB of Standard RadioMan-
ufacturing Corporation and CJYC with CKCX of the IBSA
shared a second; and CKGWof Gooderham&Worts, Lim-
ited had its own wavelength. With the plan for a major
redistribution of stations across North America in April 1,
1928, CFCA acquired its ownwavelength; CKNC and CKCL
would share a wavelength; and finally CFRB and CKGW
would also share a wavelength (Ashcroft, 1928). Not only
had CKGW lost its separate wavelength, but it was being
forced to share a wavelength with its biggest competitor.
In Toronto, The Globe jumped into the fray with an edi-
torial that argued, “Many of [its] family of radio fans de-
clare that conditions aremany timesworse…and that the
United States wave-shifts have not only spoiled recep-
tion ofmany of their favorite United States stations” (The
Globe, 1928). The editorial also explained that the news-
paper received letters complaining about the changes
in the American stations “destroyed reception of Cana-
dian stations as well…where Toronto stations were for-
merly heard…we now cannot get…Canadian programs”
(The Globe, 1928). The newspapers, as one of the largest
radio ownership groups, and commercial radio stations,
jumped into the debate about the future of radio, as the
federal government moved out the period of benign ne-
glect in the early 1920s. The debate, intensified by news-
paper involvement, that ensued prior to and in the wake
of the frequency reallocation, heightened public aware-
ness debate with regard to the control of radio.

Ralph Ashcroft, GeneralManager at CKGW, proposed
three alternatives that included moving CFRB to share
a wavelength with any other stations and leave CKGW
on a wavelength of its own. Ashcroft further explained

CKGW was the most powerful and modern, with a great
range and sponsored Canadian programs. The station
was also “the ‘key’ station in the Trans-Canada Broadcast-
ing Co., an organization functioning in Canada, similarly
to the National Broadcasting Co., in the United States”
(Ashcroft, 1928). Chain broadcasting, Canadian quality
programs, and the fact that the $75,000 CKGW had al-
ready spent on Canadian talent that could be doubled
with twice the air time, were enumerated as the rela-
tive merits of CKGW in comparison to other stations, par-
ticularly in Toronto (Ashcroft, 1928). Broadcasters con-
sidered viability and profitability of commercial stations
as crucial to the evaluation of Canadian stations, just as
the Federal Radio Commission did in the United States
(McChesney, 1993). Hon. Francis Wellington Hay did fol-
low up on CKGW’s request explaining, “It does seem
strange that a very much inferior Broadcasting station
in Toronto shall be permitted full time, and a wholly, or
practically no commercial broadcasting station, prepared
to serve the public is only allowed part time” (Welling-
ton Hay, 1928). He was warned by the Deputy Minister
A. Johnston that Gooderham&Worts, Limited should be
ready “for the contingency of sharing timewith notmore
than two other stations” (Johnston, 1928). This was a fol-
low up to a previous communication to Gooderham &
Worts’s legal representatives onMarch 28, 1927. CKGW’s
attempts to secure its own wavelength and relocate to
Toronto were central to its plan to become anchor sta-
tion for its own network, in order to become an Ameri-
can affiliate station and a hub for the production or orig-
inal programming.

6. Mixed Reaction

The North American reallocation of wavelengths dis-
rupted the balance of the distribution of Canadian ra-
dio stations and provoked letters to the Ministry from
both radio stations and listeners. The reallocation and
subsequent conversion of Canadian stations to network
affiliates changed the content of the stations that were
in reception range. Finally on December 6, 1928, the
Royal Commission on Radio Broadcasting, more popu-
larly known as the Aird Commission, was created by Or-
der in Council P. C. 2108 to investigate radio broadcast-
ing and to advise on future management, control, and fi-
nancing. It has been argued that the withdrawal of the
IBSA licenses provoked the formation of the Commis-
sion (Vipond, 2010); however, it is also clear that addi-
tional pressures were exerted on the Radio Branch of
the Ministry of Marine and Fisheries by radio stations
eager to form their own networks and become Ameri-
can affiliate stations. Ralph W. Ashcroft, General Man-
ager at CKGW, continued to press the Minister of Marine
and Fisheries for a power increase to “10,000, 20,000
and/or 50,000 watts” (Ashcroft, 1929). Ashcroft also fa-
vorably compared his station’s program offerings to that
of other stations; CKAC owned by La Presse and CFCF
owned by CanadianMarconi Company, both inMontreal
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that were given assurances of power increases (Ashcroft,
1929). He finally stressed that “CKGW, under its present
management, has done more to elevate the standard of
Canadian programs than anyone else in the Dominion.
A number of these programs are being supplied to sta-
tions in Montreal, London, Winnipeg and other points
by means of inter-city telephone lines” (Ashcroft, 1929).
Ashcroft may have been the most outspoken critic of the
government’s plan to create a national network, poten-
tially harming CKGW’s interests and that of commercial
broadcasters; pockets of resistance to a national network
came from all quarters across Canada.

Suspicions about the goals of a government broad-
casting monopoly appeared in newspapers across
Canada. An editorial in The Ottawa Journal warned “lim-
ited knowledge of what the government has in mind
there are many apparent dangers in any scheme of na-
tional broadcasting in this country” (The Ottawa Journal,
1928). The real fear may have been encapsulated in the
conclusion: “All of these are practical issues quite apart
from the strong obligation many entertain to the idea of
giving any Government exclusive access to such a pow-
erful agency of propaganda. Conscious or unconscious,
as the radio. But the whole question is one of great and
growing importance and worthy of the Government’s
careful study” (The Ottawa Journal, 1928). The newspa-
pers fanned the fires of debate by encouraging readers,
who were also listeners, to participate by sending letters
to the newspapers. They were then happy to pepper
their pages with public opinion through publication of
the letters.

Loyal listeners were eager to protect their already fa-
miliar local programs, American programs that could be
heard over the border, and American programs broad-
cast by Canadian radio stations, as affiliates or by employ-
ing electrical transcriptions (MacLennan, 2001, p. 24).
Federal Radio Commissioner Harold La Fount, writing to
station owners and operators, discredited listener opin-
ions, “Letters from listeners commenting on the alloca-
tions indicate that, although many people have a fair
knowledge of radio, they do not understand the alloca-
tion of regulation of broadcasting stations” (The Globe,
1929a). “Radio Regulations”, in theManitoba Free Press,
predicted thatWinnipeg would have a 5,000watt station
like CKGW in Toronto that would makeWinnipeg “clearly
audible in Japan, Australia and possibly even Mars and
Venus” (Radio Regulations, 1928). Listeners’ eagerness
to join the discussion of the new national network was
compounded, not only by the casesmade for and against
the Canadian network, but a fear of the unknown. “Na-
tional broadcasting”, an editorial in the Halifax Chroni-
cle, explained that any changewould be an improvement,
but sided with public regulation:

Considerable friction has developed, and complaints
have been numerous as to reception being spoiled
and to objectionable propaganda being put on the
air. It is difficult to regulate or to maintain a proper

control over radio broadcasting in the hands of so
many private interest operation without co-operation
and probably often at cross purpose. (Halifax Chroni-
cle, 1928)

The editorial went on to make comparisons to the BBC,
but the focus was on the system and its benefits. “All
that is desirable is that there should be a unified con-
trol over the broadcasting system of the country to the
end that the best results in reception may be ensured
and that the service may be kept free from objection-
able programmes and other features that offend the
moral sense of the public” (Halifax Chronicle, 1928). In
themonths that preceded the establishment of the Royal
Commission on Radio Broadcasting, in December 1928,
there were radio stations and listeners on both sides of
the debate.

By the late 1920s in the United States, NBC and CBS
were clearly dominant and growing broadcasters (Mc-
Chesney, 1993). In Canada, however, the more power-
ful stations central to the discussion of national broad-
casting were stations, such as CKGW, CFCF, CKAC, and
CFRB, all corporately owned and American affiliates. Not
to be overlooked are the many independent stations
across Canada that operated alone, with very few re-
sources that catered exclusively to local listeners. Local
independent radio stations included those with faulty
equipment (Duffy, 1983), those with local business sup-
port (Kozak, 2016), and those that supplied local con-
tent across the country, outside the limits of Canadian
regulations (MacLennan, 2010). The first seven years of
broadcasting established private broadcasting as an op-
tion. Both established local stations, serving their com-
munities, and larger stations, affiliated with networks,
developed during the 1920s, demonstrating that private
broadcasting could rival public broadcasting.

By the time the Royal Commission on Radio Broad-
casting produced its report on September 11, 1929, four
radio stations in Montreal and Toronto had arranged to
join CBS and NBC as affiliates and the country was di-
vided about the future impact of a Canadian national
network. The major recommendations of the commit-
tee were to create a national broadcasting company
with provincial representation. The most contentious of
the recommendations was the first one that endorsed
a national company to operate all Canadian radio sta-
tions: “A national company which will own and operate
all radio broadcasting stations located in the Dominion
of Canada, the company to be called the Canadian Ra-
dio Broadcasting Company” (Royal Commission of Radio
Broadcasting, 1929, p. 4). As noted by Gasher (1998) and
Vipond (1992), Charles Bowman thought that the Amer-
ican view of Canada, as part of the North American mar-
ket, changed John Aird’s sense of national broadcasting.
Certainly the broadcasters visited by the Commission in
New York were quite correct in this assumption, since
the American affiliate stations in Canadian cities were in-
cluded in rates sold for broadcasting in regions that in-
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cluded these cities (Columbia Broadcasting System Cor-
respondence, 1935). During this early period of private
broadcasting, through the work of a few American net-
work stations in Montreal and Toronto, Canada became
part of a North American market.

While local independent stations feared the possibil-
ity of elimination and being replaced by larger regional
stations, the American networks had no interest in sur-
rendering their larger stations to a national network.
Thus far the major changes to Canadian broadcasting
were the elimination of stations due to objectionable
content and the reallocation of radio stations on the dial,
due to the new American Radio Act in 1927 and subse-
quent General Order 40. The views of private broadcast-
ers, however, were not the only ones represented in the
pages of the newspapers. At best, as suggested in The
Globe, the much-anticipated report could bring order to
a neglected system. It explained:

Obsolete equipments [sic] have monopolies on wave-
lengths [with]…limited range and which they fail to
use, evenwithin their own short scope, for hours daily.
At the same time high-class modern stations, ready,
anxious and able to serve listeners wherever located
in Canada, are forced to divide wavelengths with one
or two others similarly embarrassed. Whatever else
the Commission does or fails to do, it can hardly fail
to suggest means to bring order out of chaos in this
respect. (The Globe, 1929b)

While there were perceptions of wasted capacity and
uneven distributions that contributed to the “chaos” of
the system prior to the Aird Report, once the report was
delivered, the reaction against it was so passionate and
heated that the report did not immediately result in the
nationalization of radio, as recommended. At the conclu-
sion of this period of private broadcasting, the opportu-
nity to establish a national network was introduced by
the Aird Commission. It became a reality after a decade
of private broadcasting. Marc Raboy (1990) argues that
this system “of the 1930s, evolved as a hybrid of the
British andAmerican public service and commercialmod-
els” (p. 48). The greater considerations of the political
economy of broadcasting overshadowed the impetus for
a national broadcaster until the Aird Commission, fol-
lowed by the establishment of the Canadian Radio Broad-
casting Commission, and then the Canadian Broadcast-
ing Commission.

7. Conclusion

During the early period of Canadian private broadcasting,
private investment in the industry served local and inde-
pendent interests freely, until the creation of a national
network. The censure of religious speech on the radio
provoked debate about the role of government in broad-
casting. The opening up of licenses for frequencies due
to censure and the reallocation of frequencies through-

out North America permitted a few Canadian radio sta-
tions to also become American affiliates. The changes
wrought by the regulator in the censure of religious sta-
tions and the impact of station reallocation strengthened
the case for a public or national broadcasting system.
The real debate about system of national broadcasting
and first steps towards its establishment occurred in the
wake of the changes to Canadian commercial broadcast-
ing in the 1920s. Without a Canadian system or network,
listeners were vulnerable to external forces of change,
whether religious, censure through the regulator, or the
profit motives of large profitable radio stations that in-
tensified the American content within Canada, where
Canadian programming had previously flourished. Signifi-
cant delays in policy development allowed the local inter-
ests of listeners and their attachment to local broadcast-
ing, as well as Canadian and American commercial broad-
casting, to help ensure the possibility of continued pri-
vate broadcasting alongside the new national network.
The compromise of private and public broadcasting in
Canada emerged from the remnants of the existing pri-
vate system and a new public system that grew to re-
solve some of the inequities of the initial private, com-
mercial system.
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1. Introduction

In 1933, Cable and Wireless LTD began what was a tu-
multuous cohabitation with the British postal service in
Gibraltar. The telegraphy company was initially forced
to conform to the reduced hours, limited housekeeping,
and staffing sacrifices required of the Main Street Postal
Office amidst the post-World War I austerity measures.
Heated exchanges regarding democracy and public inter-
est ensued between the colonial postmaster H. G. Jessop
and L. C. Hopecraft, the manager of Cable and Wireless,
LTD. Despite Jessop’s rhetorical victories in the names of
honor, glory and public interest for Gibraltar, however,
the private economic interests of the Cable and Wire-
less, entangled as theywerewith the political interests of
politicians in the UK, gained the economic high-ground.
The immediate result: a grille funded by the local govern-
ment (Figure 1) to block off the postal office, allowing Ca-

ble andWireless to remain open in a government-funded
building—while the government servicewas forced close
by post-war austerity measures. Eventually, the Postal
Office was nearly expelled completely from its own build-
ing, and a significant amount of funding was redirected
to Cable and Wireless, LTD.

Telegraphy in Gibraltar became a primary means for
military communication in the years preceding World
War I, replacing postal carrier and carrier pigeon as the
most secure and efficient way of moving intelligence
throughout the British Empire. Gibraltar, importantly,
served as the node throughwhich the Eastern and South-
ern empire was connected to the metropole via the In-
dian cable (a line that ran from Falmouth to Malta to
Egypt, operated by one of Pender’s many international
cartel operations). Following the war, telegraphy began
to take on a more commercial role by communicating
to private ships; while the military owned the infrastruc-
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Figure 1. Gibraltar post office brass-wire grille schematics, 3 February 1954.

ture of telegraphic communication, the colonial state
and entrepreneurs sent messages through a commer-
cial service, then called The Eastern Telegraph Limited,
closely monitored by British Intelligence. Between the
years of 1914 and 1944, this commercial service had cy-
cled through 10 different names, at least 20 different
heads and leaders, each of whom were called any num-
ber of titles—first superintendent, then director, then
manager, indicative of telegraphy’s transformation from
state, to public, to corporate entity.

This article examines the historical implications of
privatized telegraphy on Commonwealth postal service
in the British Mediterranean from the perspective of
Gibraltar, an overseas territory that precipitated the can-
nibalization of public services thought to be core to
democracy (to the English colonial administrators who
ran it) in the name of “recovery” after World War II. I ar-
gue that telegraphy was the locus of a post-World War
I struggle between British aristocrats, Gibraltarian mer-
chants, and English liberals, which marked an economic
transition that reverberates into the contemporary mo-
ment. This claim comes by way of a secondary method-
ological argument: in general, archives are not capable
of creating a “global” historical account of any commu-
nication institution, let alone as it regards telegraphy.
Using historical anthropological approaches to archives
that contextualize the practice of archiving, this arti-
cle demonstrates how Gibraltar’s collection of archival
documents give not only a history of telegraphy, but a
story about Gibraltar’s colonial administration’s percep-

tion of and perspective on the relationship between colo-
nial administration, class hierarchy, colonial legitimacy,
and communication capitalism. Historians, then, must
engage in a meta-historical practice as well: documents
were institutionalized by Gibraltar’s officials in order to
curate a narrative about privatization as an incursion on
the democratic web that held the last vestiges of Em-
pire together.

2. The Telegraphic History of Archiving Telegraphy

Gibraltar is a small 2.5 sq. mi. territory located on the
Iberian Peninsula that became a British Crown Territory
in 1713 by the Treaty of Utrecht, and remains a British
overseas territory today. Gibraltar was an asset to the
British principally for controlling access to the Mediter-
ranean. In 1727, considering various European conflicts
(e.g., the War of Austrian Succession, the Anglo–Mysore
Wars, the coming Napoleonic Wars) Gibraltar was refor-
tified and re-weaponized as a necessary asset to the
BritishWarDepartment. Repairs of similar scalewere not
undertaken again until just prior to World War I. By that
time, an immigrant civilian population had also taken up
residence in Gibraltar. Two bodies governed this group
of individuals: the colonial administration (principally a
governor and colonial secretary appointed by and from
the Royal Army, chargedwith ruling citizens on the King’s
behalf) and the Admiralty (typically a senior Naval com-
mander charged with control over military operations
and personnel, answering to the secretary of state of
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the colonies).1 In addition tomodernizing the armament,
garrison, and weaponry in 1907, these two governing
bodies initiated the widespread installation of electric-
ity in military establishments, including those commer-
cial civilian establishments where military personnel ate
and drank. Alongside this, commercial telegraphy was of-
ficially institutionalized on the peninsula, plugging Gibral-
tar into the commercial “girdle round the world” (Barty-
King, 1980; see also Winseck & Pike, 2007).

Through the commercialization of the girdle, class hi-
erarchies were carved into the colonies connected by
telecommunications infrastructure. As Bernard Porter
(2006) remarks, the post-World War I empire was a
zone of conflict between an emerging capitalist class and
descendants of the historically-grounded aristocracy, it-
self constantly in struggle over who was “truly” English.
While the aristocracy was believed to have “stayed at
home” to govern in cabinet positions, its lowest-valued
members were typically sent throughout the Mediter-
ranean colonies in service of those offices, or as mil-
itary commanders without military power—creating a
community of resistance to liberalism that strategized
around, among other institutions, telegraphy. As the
dwindling aristocracy stepped away from ruling em-
pire, they devoted energy to training the upper middle
class, themselves aspirationally, if not previously consan-
guineously, aristocratic, to run the empire from an aristo-
cratic epistemology that centered moral duty in Empire.
To the aristocracy, this small group of the upper middle
class “made the best colonial administrators precisely be-
cause they could rise above the sordidmotives that were
attributed to the commercial bourgeoisie” (Porter, 2006,
p. 61). The petty aristocracy and upper middle class of-
ficials in places like Gibraltar, regardless of pedigree or
education, were viewed as incompetent figureheads at
best, there simply to sign colonial directives pushed by
theirmore established and successful kinsmen at home.2

Confident of their place in society, by the end of World
War I the aristocratic cabinet ministers at home came
to happily collaborate with capitalists abroad, alienating
the lower aristocratic and upper-middle class outcasts
who continued to be committed to Empire as a service
to the world by the State. The history of telegraphy in
Gibraltar, then, is a story about capitalism’s attempts to
replace “old” money imperialism with globalized busi-
ness to build Great Britain’s next age of greatness.

Just as the history of telegraphy in Gibraltar is
grounded in a complex class politics, so too does the
archival preservation of telegraphy history reflect this
struggle. Anthropologist Nicholas Dirks has argued that
archives are “that primary site of state monumental-
ity…the very institution that canonized, crystallized, and
classified the knowledge required by the state even as

it made this knowledge available for subsequent gen-
erations in the cultural form of a neutral repository of
the past” (Dirks, 2002, p. 61). As admiralty, colonial gov-
ernors, and capitalists fought over telecommunications
ownership, so too did they fight over how telegraphy
would be represented in the metropolitan monument to
the British Empire. The narrative about telegraphy con-
tained in the National Archive, then, is more a narrative
composed about the political struggles of state imagi-
naries in the core than telegraphy as it ran throughout
the peripheries.

Yet, Great Britain’s smaller State archives, such as
that in Gibraltar, which continue to escape any over-
sight from archival authorities, could institutionalize lo-
cal administrators’ perceptions of how telegraphy was
stolen from Gibraltar at the twilight of aristocratic rule.
Although “the colonial archive was not just the record of
the colonial state but also the repository of the sources
for an imperial history whose public was the metropole
rather than the colony” (Dirks, 2002, p. 63), Gibraltar’s
archives tell a story of a colony where its administrators
felt “shut out” from the process of deciding the best
directions for Empire. More directly, then, while docu-
ments may hold content about telegraphy, the pragmat-
ics of their archiving (and the decision not to archive
certainmaterials) Gibraltar’s colonial administrators’ per-
ceived slight against their ruling birthright; a slight that
was facilitated by the domestic aristocracy’s collusion
with liberal internationalism. In short, the history of
telegraphy according to Gibraltar (the narrative that a
state tells about infrastructure and colonialism) is an ut-
terance separate from, and frequently contradicting, the
history captured by collections at the National Archives.

Thismarks amethodological problem relatively unad-
dressed in media history. While historians scour multiple
archives to piece together histories fromdocuments scat-
tered around the world, they often forget that these doc-
uments are not so much part of a global whole as they
are the materialization qua preservation of local colonial
histories from grounded and conflicting perspectives on
telegraphy’s promise and place in imperial state-making.
This is a problem at a disciplinary level, as well. Media
history as a practice was grounded in the professional
archiving of corporatemedia entities, where institutional
historians focused on the storing and sometimes preser-
vation ofmaterials—notwhat the keeping of thosemate-
rials necessarily meant (Startt & Sloan, 1989). The dom-
inant positivist paradigm of classical historicism (which
dominated lay and administrative archiving) largely ig-
nored the various turns of historiographic debates, from
Marxist Historicism to French Annales to Italian Micro-
history to the American and French Linguistic turn (to
name just a few). And, without historians to bring these

1 There is a terminological problem here: The secretary of state of the colonies is sometimes given in shorthand as the colonial secretary. In Gibraltar,
colonial secretary is the name of the position called Lieutenant Governor in other spaces. In this paper, I use the full title for the secretary of state, and
colonial secretary for the local lieutenant governor.

2 While Empire provided an upwardly aspirational middle and artisanal class with forms of education that would lead to prestige-generating jobs, it was
supervised by the lower rungs of the aristocracy (whether aristocratic proper or uppermiddle-class proxies), whose higher achieving kinsmen and peers
remained at home to direct the empire from afar.
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perspectives into the field of media and communica-
tion studies, subfields like cultural/critical media stud-
ies and media sociology have largely ignored debates
about the nature and social production of historical time
and artifacts.

In what follows, my argument is not that there is
one undisputable history of telegraphy that we have ac-
cess to via primary sources contained at either archive.
Rather, I simply demonstrate the history preserved in
the selected archiving of documents in Gibraltar, and ar-
gue that this collection reflects more about the strug-
gles of administrators than an objective and true history.
In other words, the history of telegraphy contained in
the Gibraltar archives preserve a struggle over the com-
munication infrastructure necessary for modern state-
making. As becomes clear, the Gibraltar Archives repre-
sent the voices of an oft forgotten resistance to the priva-
tization of public communication infrastructure, namely
that of an anti-Liberal military and civilian colonial aris-
tocracy doing the work of (and not simply legislating)
making empire.

3. Democracy and Telegraphy in Gibraltar

Wireless telegraphy (W. T.) in Gibraltar was originally the
property and service of the military.3 In 1904, regula-
tion of telegraphy fell under the Summary Conviction Or-
dinance of 1885, sections 37–40, “Carrier Pigeons and
Wireless Telegraphy Apparatus” (Gibraltar Archival Doc-
ument, 1922b). Under this legislation, all long-distance
transmissions in fortificationswere strictly under the con-
trol of the British military: the messaging apparatus, the
service provided, and the employees who received and
sentmessages fell under control of the Colonial PostMas-
ter, who reported directly to the Admiralty and Colo-
nial Governor in Gibraltar. This norm, established while
the War and Colonial Department (1801–1854) oversaw
the colonies and dependencies, remained in place when
the supervision of colonial governors was transferred to
the colonial office (1854–1966). Under various schemes,
telegraphy became a mixed private-public endeavor on
occasion, until World War I.

On the heels of theWorldWar IDefence of the Realm
Act (DORA) in September 1914, which gave the military
total control over any publicly- or privately-owned infras-
tructure that would aid in the war effort, the British Ad-
miralty claimed total control over inbound and outbound
communications. As a colony where the fortress came
first (Finlayson, 1996), the Great War had required so
much labor and communication time that any commer-
cial service was completely disregarded by December
1914. Tomediate the effects of total military control over
telegraphy, the Colonial Governor’s office proposed that
a secondary station, the “Windmill Hill telegraphy sta-
tion”, be completely leased to the Colonial Government,
who would in turn allow Eastern Telegraph Company to

use the facilities for commercial service—the Eastern
Telegraph Company had always used colonial and mili-
tary infrastructure to provide their service in Gibraltar,
and thus existed only insofar as the British state allowed
it to (Gibraltar Archival Document, 1914).

The secretary of state of the colonies, siding with the
Admiralty, refused this proposal for a private, commer-
cial service twice, first in December 1914 and then revis-
ing his stance (but not his decision) in May 1915.

The first refusal was on the grounds that “Owing to
possibly closing for Naval purpose and shortage of op-
erators, Windmill Hill W. T. Station cannot be placed at
disposal of colonial government at present” (Gibraltar
Archival Document, 1914). While “naval use” remains
ambiguous in the archival documents, the admiralty is
clearly concerned with labor. A well-paying commercial
service might have seized the most qualified telegraph
operators in Gibraltar from the military, or rendered
conscripted operators resentful. Other documents argue
that a commercial station could also attract spies in-
tending to use the privatized equipment to undermine
British control.

The secretary of state’s second refusal camebetween
January and May 1915, only recorded in a précis of com-
munication exchanges regarding telegraphy written by
the colonial secretary in 1930 (Gibraltar Archival Docu-
ment, 1930b). According to this précis, the admiralty be-
lieved the commercial station would also cause “interfer-
ence” with the military W. T. stations. However, a change
in admiralty leadership later in 1915 created the poten-
tial for changes in telegraphy station ownership. The new
Senior Naval Officer (SNO) Admiral Borck was “informed
of arrangements contemplated and a review of the sit-
uation given to him: his opinion requested on the sub-
ject, particularly as regards “interference” fromother sta-
tions in vicinity”. By June 1915, however, the commer-
cial proposal was abandoned both by the Eastern Teleg-
raphy Company, who had been conversing with Marconi
Wireless Telegraphy Company about gutting older pub-
lic buildings and infusing them with the new Marconi
technology. The reason for their abandonment of this
issue, according to the colonial secretary and governor,
is “owing to impossibility of non-interference with Naval
W. T. work”. Admiral Borck responded that this was for
the best, as Gibraltar’s primary telegraphy station, Eu-
ropa Station, could not possiblymonitor and censor com-
mercial messages in addition to other naval duties in the
future: “the working of more than one wave-length by
one station being unsuitable” (Gibraltar Archival Docu-
ment, 1915a).

Eastern Telegraphy Company’s abandonment of the
use of state infrastructure occurred against the property
laws of wartime Great Britain. In 1915, DORAmeant that
all forms of infrastructure, especially state-subsidized in-
frastructure, could be coopted by the military, which
would result in heavy business losses for the Eastern

3 Telegraph was originally privatized in Great Britain, which came to an end in 1870 in the UK. However, given Gibraltar’s primary function as a military
base, and not a colony proper (i.e. an imperial relationship), the infrastructure had always belonged to the State.
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Telegraphy Company. The enlistment of Marconi by East-
ern Telegraph Company suggested that the companywas
considering a makeover of the then current technology,
to increase the efficiency, and thus profit, of telegraphy.
However, had the Eastern Telegraph Company become
more powerful in communication than the state itself,
their W. T. station would have become a prime target
for military seizure under DORA. As stated in Clause B of
Section 1 of DORA, theMajesty in Council, or anymilitary
member acting on his behalf, would take any means nec-
essary to “secure the safety of any means of communi-
cation” (DORA, 1914). In short, Eastern Telegraphy Com-
pany abandoned their pursuit of a telegraph station be-
cause they refused to build new communications infras-
tructure for inevitable military seizure.

Despite the Eastern Telegraph Company’s abandon-
ment of the project, the colonial secretary pressed on
with the need for a commercial wireless station. In Octo-
ber 1915, he requested the admiralty consult and obtain
an expert opinion on the question of employing multiple
wavelengths from a station. Additionally, to sweeten the
deal for the admiralty, he stated in his message to Ad-
miral Borck that the citizens and government would sub-
sidize the military’s use (and monitoring) of the Eastern
Telegraphy Company’s new Marconi technology (Gibral-
tar Archival Document, 1915b).

Privatization, according to the colonial secretary,
would lessen the military’s financial burden of providing
communication infrastructure for itself and surrounding
civilian labor force. Going one step further, the Governor
suggested that the “Admiralty’s responsibility should be
extended to financial control and that any expenditure in-
volved should be defrayed from Admiralty Votes, the in-
terests of the Admiralty and Colonial Government not be-
ing regarded as divergent” (Gibraltar Archival Document,
1915b). In a follow-up letter to the secretary of state of
the colonies from the Admiralty dated December 1915,
the Admiralty notes that the issue of multiple wave-
lengths had not been considered—perhaps because it
was a fabricated non-issue—and that the use ofWindmill
Hill station by the Colonial Government is “anticipated
to provide a service more efficient than could be ob-
tained through any private company” (Gibraltar Archival
Document, 1915c). In January 1916, the station was re-
opened by the Admiralty for limited, well-monitored
and often censored, private and commercial purposes.
However, by August 1917, the Admiralty closed the sta-
tion, greatly reducing commercial service to government
needs only until well after the war (Gibraltar Archival
Document, n.d.).

In July 1922, four years afterWorldWar I and the fear
of the DORA, the colonial governmentmade a significant
pivot in its own position regarding privatization. The Ad-
miralty proposed constructing a new W. T. station at the
South of Rock Battery, abandoning the North Front Sta-
tion. As the Admiralty wrote in a telegraph to the sec-
retary of state of the colonies, “Enquiry whether Colo-
nial Government would be prepared to make an offer

for the present W. T. Station and to operate it for com-
mercial purposes” (Gibraltar Archival Document, 1922a).
Contacted assumedly by the secretary of state, the colo-
nial secretary responded as such on 6 October 1922:

I have the honour to state that I consider the main-
tenance of a wireless station here, available for com-
mercial purposes, to be of considerable importance to
themercantile community. At the same time, I should
hesitate to make an offer on the part of the Colo-
nial Government for the purchase of the present Rock
Wireless Telegraph station with a view to operating it
as a commercial station since Government methods
do not, generally speaking, lend themselves to com-
mercial enterprises of this kind, nor has Government
the expert knowledge required to make it a success.
I would therefore suggest that the Eastern Telegraph
Company might be approached with a view to ascer-
tainingwhether theywouldmake an offer to purchase
and operate the Admiralty’s Wireless Station. If how-
ever the Company is unwilling to do so on reason-
able terms, I should be prepared to consider making
an offer on the part of the Colonial Government, as
a commercial Wireless Station here would certainly
be of benefit to the trade of the port, and if properly
managed, should pay its way. (Gibraltar Archival Doc-
ument, 1922c)

No longer interested in state run infrastructure with
private service, the colonial administration argued for
state-facilitated private investment in the entirety of
communications—a clear, early example of the State’s di-
vestment of nationalized infrastructure. Either the East-
ern Telegraph Company would buy the telegraph com-
pany, and the entire system would be privatized, or the
colonial administration would buy it, and as stated in a
private communication dated 12 October 1922, would
“make considerable concessions” (i.e., hand it over) to
the Eastern Telegraph Company, because it would prove
“of benefit to both merchant and citizen” (Gibraltar
Archival Document, 1922d).

The war office agreed with hesitation. By the end of
September 1924, The Committee for Imperial Defense
noted that communication stations have become a nec-
essary part of the British military complex, but that they
have also come to be expensive tomaintain during times
of peace. In a circular, the Committee states:

It is clear that the cost of, and time required, to re-
condition stations that have not been kept in good or-
der by continuous work makes it most unwise to al-
low stations that will be required in war to drop out
of use. Nor should important Dominions and colonies
be isolated and dependent solely on cable communi-
cation at critical periods. It is therefore important to
have the largest possible number of W/T stations in
operation in peace time consistent with economy. To
meet the interest on capital charges and the cost of
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maintenance it is desirable to get what assistance is
possible from commercial work, as is done on a small
scale today in Gibraltar, Aden and Bermuda Dockyard,
as well as at all stations operated by the Dominion
and Colonial governments. (Gibraltar Archival Docu-
ment, 1924)

By the Committee’s logic, if W. T. stations went unused,
they would become worn down and thus useless for
the next war—“the next war” being a popular theme
in British military rhetoric and history (Robbins, 1996).
But the logic here is inherently capitalist. Depreciating
machinery at rest directly reduces the potential for cap-
ital, noting that the industrial slump and degradation
of factory production capacities were one of the princi-
ple drives of World War I in Gibraltar and Great Britain
(Caruana, Rockoff, & National Bureau of Economic Re-
search, 2006). If left unused, the telegraphy machinery
would neither be able to repay its cost, nor generate the
surplus needed for maintenance before going obsolete.
Thus, the logic at work here is that it was better to priva-
tize the telegraphy machinery and receive some return
on investment than for the state to become “a prisoner
of his investment” (Landes, 1969). And so, it was rea-
soned that the state should find ways for private groups
to manage telegraphy during peacetime—a pivotal mo-
ment in the privatization of nationalized infrastructure—
and that the admiralty could hypothetically re-seize the
means of communication in Gibraltar in future war ef-
forts with minimal investment. Notably, the admiralty
would continue to control and maintain the cable lines
in and out of Gibraltar, but colonial government would
leave the telegraphy business.

As a result, the Eastern Telegraph Company con-
trolled all telegraphy service, save for communication be-
tween the Admiralty, Colonial Government, and British
State. Their demands on the military, as the owner of
the infrastructure, had become quite costly. However,
Eastern Telegraph Company’s heavy use of the infrastruc-
ture, and their constant needs for repair, was far less
than the cost the Empire would endure to replace out-
dated and depreciated machinery in the event of an-
other war. Where the state hoped to privatize the com-
munication infrastructure with the intent of simply re-
appropriating it for the next armed conflict, at little cost
to the state, Eastern Telegraphy Company refused to pur-
chase the outmoded infrastructure. Instead, they relied
on the state to technologically facilitate their constant at-
tempts to generate profit.

As a colony tasked with connecting the whole
of the Eastern and Southern British Empire through
W. T., Gibraltar was thrust into the international-turning-
global telecommunications infrastructure. However, the
metropole-run telegraphy service was not simply a part
of a network of global communication, but simultane-
ously a competitor. In 1925, a letter from the Post Mas-
ter General to the Post Master of Gibraltar states that
the State-owned transatlantic message cables were not

receiving any commercial traffic from the colonies, “de-
spite connecting Great Britain with the rest of the world
more or less. In many countries, the Imperial cable ser-
vice does not even appear on maps and message routes”
(Gibraltar Archival Document, 1925). In Gibraltar, civil-
ians and military personnel alike were drawn to the
cheaper and more reliable commercial service being of-
fered by private companies in Spain. This cost the British
W. T. companies considerable money, as official gov-
ernment use of the transatlantic line was free in ex-
change for friendly regulations of commercial W. T. ven-
tures. This telecommunication-oriented connection to
the world, however, is not simply a participating in a
global network, but the insertion into a global commu-
nications regime.

In 1927, both the British state and various British pri-
vate commercial enterprises took part in theWashington
International Radiotelegraph Convention—the first con-
vention in which International Radiotelegraph and Tele-
graph Conventions were fused. 80 countries and 52 pri-
vate companies sent representatives to the convention,
making it the largest since the formation of both origi-
nal conventions.

While there were numerous treaty articles with sub-
stantial impact on theway telegraphywas operated glob-
ally, the most substantial article was one that dictated
the grounds of participating in the international wire-
less community, entitled “Article 7: Connexion with the
General Communications System”. In this article, as it
was interpreted by the British secretary of state of the
colonies in a letter to the colonial secretary and admiralty
in September 1929, colonies would no longer be allowed
to participate in international radiotelegraph telecom-
munications under the banner of their mother country;
Gibraltar would no longer be represented by, and af-
forded access through, Great Britain (Gibraltar Archival
Document, 1929b). This left colonies like Gibraltar with
two options: either pay an undisclosed sum of money to
becomeaparticipating country—anamountwell outside
the means of Gibraltar according to a response from the
colonial secretary; or, should these countries wish to re-
main connected, they would be required to contract all
of their commercial telecommunications needs to a pri-
vate company that held a position in the organization, all
of which were part of a mutually beneficial cartel (Win-
seck & Pike, 2007). Even if these colonies bought into
the system, they would still be denied a vote; instead,
their voting would be represented by the one voted allot-
ted to their respective metropole. This regulation, it ap-
pears in the proceedings of the conference, were done in
fear that Britainwould strong-arm its colonies into voting
to Great Britain’s benefit (and the possible loss of other
countries lacking the colonial influence of the Empire).
Gibraltar would pay large sums of money, but would yet
be denied any form of independent participation (Gibral-
tar Archival Document, 1930a).

All those colonies of the British, French, German,
Spanish, Dutch and Portuguese who did not have the
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monetary means to participate as a state would have
their infrastructure sold—by the metropole, no less—to
a private company. Such was the case in Gibraltar, where
the privatization of telecommunications infrastructure
was an articulation of the need to participate in the
global economy and the crumbling British Empire. Recov-
ering fromWorldWar I, Britain began struggling to main-
tain the capital to both refurbish its Royal Navy and fund
colonial administration (Broadberry & Harrison, 2009).
In 1934, seven years following Article 19 the Admiralty
in Gibraltar responded that it would not pay into this
system. “We are part of the United Kingdom of Great
Britain, allotted one vote and thus willing only to pay
once” (Gibraltar Archival Document, 1934c). The Admi-
ralty, with its aristocratic officers, would fold neither to
the “lesser” aristocrats put in charge of colonial manage-
ment at home or abroad, nor to the Liberals with no
claim to title.

However, the Admiralty’s protest had come years too
late: the government-controlled commercial service had
been sold by the metropole and incorporated in 1929
in order to meet the interpretations of the convention,
among other reasons. A letter from the secretary of
state of the colonies to the colonial secretary in August
1929 states:

That the arrangements for the fusion of the Princi-
pal British cable and wireless interests and the trans-
fer to the Company so formed of the greater part of
the governmental activities of this kind in the United
Kingdomhave now been completed. Themerger com-
pany (Cables andWireless Limited) and the communi-
cations company (Imperial and International Commu-
nications Limited) were formally incorporated on the
8th of April last and the Agreement between the Com-
panies and the Governments concerned was signed
on the 29th of May 1929. (Gibraltar Archival Docu-
ment, 1929c)

The Admiralty would still control the government-owned
and operated service, as well as have the power to
overtake the commercial system in times of war would
it have been necessary—as would be the case in
smaller colonies like that of Gibraltar and the Falk-
land Islands. Commercial interests, however, now be-
longed purely to Cable and Wireless LTD, including na-
tional communiques:

They will at all times during the continuance of this
Agreement maintain an efficient and regular commu-
nications service between all those parts and places
in the British Empire heretofore served by the vari-

ous communications services to be acquired by them
and will not without the consent of the Advisory Com-
mittee sell, lease, charge, or otherwise dispose of
any property rights or assets of the Company for the
time being used for the purposes of communication
between the parts and places aforesaid otherwise
than in the ordinary course of administration or man-
agement or for the purpose of replacing worn-out,
disused, or obsolete plant. (Gibraltar Archival Docu-
ment, 1929a)

Great Britain, again according to the story told by this
one archive, had decided that, to best control its com-
munications interests, it would sell the telegraphic in-
frastructure that connected all of its colonies to a British
company, lest the colony be exploited by some other na-
tional entity other than the British.4 The decision was
such: As part of a British private holding, the telegraphic
industry would pay taxes and be under the control of
the British government; otherwise, as independent coun-
tries exercising their rights in the international conven-
tion, the colonies would command more power against
the metropole. Further, the metropole would maintain
some “control” over the privatized company by provid-
ing subsidized labor and protecting its ability to thrive as
a private entity (i.e., protect its ability to compete).5

If telegraphy had been governed by the DORA during
thewar, telegraphywould be governed by perceptions of
the global economy in the post-war period. If the DORA
was a means of asserting the state’s control over the
process of telegraphy, then the international regulations
asserted the British State’s control over the profitability
and commerciality of communications in Gibraltar. This
shift was from control over infrastructure to control over
profitability, or more clearly from power to profit. The
British state did so through the privatization of infrastruc-
ture, much to the chagrin of Gibraltar’s admiralty and
colonial administrators. At its core, the privatization of
telegraphy in Gibraltar is a case of global superpowers
like Great Britain attempting to absorb money from the
colonies, developing the superpower metropolitan’s in-
frastructure on the material and financial backs of the
colonial periphery. To the administrators and admiralty
in Gibraltar, this pivot was done on their backs.

4. Private Telegraphy, Public Inconvenience

I am instructed to offer your company accommoda-
tion in the General Post Office, Main Street, Gibraltar
at an inclusive rental of £100 per annum. The Govern-
ment undertake to carry out all the necessary alter-
ations and additions, and I forward you herewith two

4 AsWinseck and Pike (2007) argue, telegraph entrepreneurs rarely if ever displayed the form of jingoism projected on them by parliamentary advocates.
5 Simultaneously, Marconi’s wireless telegraphy company demanded that states privatize the telegraphy industry in exchange for “free” hardware instal-
lation, gainingmuch ground throughout Europe. Therewas a great deal of fear that this service, if given the chance, would buy out thewhole of Europe’s
telecommunications and disrupt and usurp imperial communication. “The president of the [Radiotelegraphy] conference, in his opening remarks, stated
that the development of radio, which was still in its infancy, would be unduly hampered by any attempt to monopolize facilities and that, therefore,
rules should be made to block any attempt to impose one system upon others. His attack was made directly at the Marconi Company, and the Marconi
Company’s restrictive practices were cited as an example of an attempt to force one system on all the world” as cited in George Codding Jr. (1972).
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copies of the plan showing the nature of the proposed
alterations &c. (Gibraltar Archival Document, 1933a)

Having gutted the public service of telegraphy, Cable &
Wireless LTD existed parasitically on the back of another
public system in Gibraltar: the postal service. The post
office served simultaneously as competition and sacrifi-
cial offering to the privatized W. T. industry in Gibraltar.
And in doing so, incensed the defenders of the colonial
state in Gibraltar. Importantly, this problemwas one that
plagued the entirety of the British Empire. As Wireless
World reported in 1918, the conflict between Marconi
wireless and the Post Office was so intense that it ap-
peared to be littered with conspiracy, affairs, spies, plots,
and secret documents more the making of Jacobite con-
spiracies and war fantasy, than the type of catalog ex-
pected of British history (Wireless World, 1918).

In the 1930’s, the postal service and savings bank ex-
isted as a paired institution in Gibraltar, with post being
sent from the same counters and by the same individ-
uals who were enlisted as bankers. This pairing started
in Great Britain in 1861 by Sir Rowland Hill and William
Gladstone, who saw it as a cheap way to finance pub-
lic debt—particularly through war bonds in the 1920’s
(Kelsey, 2004). The colonial secretary’s notes in August
1925 describes merchants complaining to the secretary
of state of Foreign Affairs about profits garnered from
the banking system by the State (Gibraltar Archival Doc-
ument, n.d.). Their principle complaint: that the public
debt held by the postal bank was of little to no benefit,
or investment, to Gibraltar itself. The Colonial Adminis-
tration’s answer to this was, quite simply, to raise the
postage fee to increase the funds available for Gibraltar—
not redirect the spending to minimize debt. This caused
further concern by the local merchants, who began ad-
vocating for a privatized postal service and against the di-
rect and/or indirect taxations that would “reduce” their
“hard earned profits”. These merchants suggested that
the government was devaluing the commercial opportu-
nity through its monopoly over communication. While it
would have been simple to convert and privatize teleg-
raphy, the privatization of telegraphy in 1929 posed a
threat to national security: the largely immigrant citi-
zenry of Gibraltar would hold the capacity to send mes-
sages out of Gibraltar at a far cheaper rate with far less
surveillance than they were able to send postage out
of Gibraltar. The decrease in postal profits would make
it near impossible to pay interest to account holders
through the bank, and discourage diverse ways of reduc-
ing the danger of investing those funds and enticing sav-
ings holdings.

As the postal service began to compete against the
newly privatized Cable & Wireless, LTD for state money
and support to meet its obligations, so too did the postal
office begin competing for space. In 1933, Imperial and
International Communications LTD—the privatized com-

pany renamed—began talks to move into the post office.
In a letter to the administration, the publicmanager of IIC
LTD described the ways in which the military interferes
with the work necessary of a private company, and si-
multaneously of the lack of space in Gibraltar to establish
enough space to perform the tasks required of them by
a telegraph-hungry public (Gibraltar Archival Document,
1933b). Overall, the letters between London investors,
the Admiralty, and colonial secretary reflect a concern
for Gibraltarians’ “access” to W. T., as well as a concern
that the accessibility of the postal service’s greater acces-
sibility would prove problematic for the newly privatized
telegraphy company. The move of Cable and Wireless
into the postal office, then, should not be understood
as integration into the public economy, but rather the
use of the public economy to support and develop the
private enterprise of W. T., and the state’s implicit prepa-
ration for divesting the public economy.6 The capitalist
city council understood the steps towards divestment as
a sign of the government “regulating” its monopolistic
tendencies, protecting the competition distinctive of a
“free market”.

Cable &Wireless LTD beganworking out of the postal
office on 1 June 1934 (Gibraltar Archival Document,
1934a). To accommodate the company, the postal of-
fice shrank its offices, reconfigured multiple counters,
and agreed on a joint managerial relationship between
the government and the company workers. Two months
later, the manager sent a letter requesting that a sign be
placed outside the post office to mark the newly estab-
lished telegraph office—which had otherwise been over-
looked (Gibraltar Archival Document, 1934b).

By this time, however, governance of Gibraltar had
changed so radically that approval was not just in the
hands of the colonial secretary, but also an elected
city council composed mostly of local business-owners
(Archer, 2006). The city council approved the sign post-
ing with no debate, enthused by the private alternatives
to state services being offered.

By February 1936, the Colonial postmaster asked for
a reduction in Cable & Wireless’ space, as its business
had come to dominate the postal office to the point of
legitimating the addition of a sign (Figure 2, Gibraltar
Archival Document, 1936a). As the W. T. business ex-
panded in 1933, the Colonial postmaster gave up his of-
fice “in the public interest”. As part of theWorldWar I ef-
fort to make government efficient, the Colonial postmas-
ter had been given residence in the Postal Office, where
he was forced to work and sleep for the time being. As
space became an issue, Cable&Wireless asked for him to
give up—ormove—that space too. In a letter fromMarch
1936, themanager of Cable&Wirelessmade two sugges-
tions, based on avoiding a rewiring of the entire building
for providing “adequate” telegraphic power: first, Cable
and Wireless could return the upstairs southerly room
for the Postmaster’s quarters for a reduction of £25 per

6 Private economy, here, refers to capitalists and business services outside of state ownership and regulation, while the public economy refers to those
services and businesses that both provide essential services and are subsidized by the state (Zukin & Dimaggio, 1990).
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Figure 2. Proposed hanging sign for post office branch of imperial cable and wireless (1934).

annum, or give up the downstairs southerly room for a re-
duction of £40 per annum (Gibraltar Archival Document,
1936b). Neither, however, proved satisfactory to the
postmaster general. Both rooms were plagued by both
the noise of vehicles in the street and the noise of teleg-
raphy, and that clatter was conducive to neither sleeping
nor working (Gibraltar Archival Document, 1936c).

This moment marked an attempt to gain space back
from privatized telegraphy industry on the part of the
colonial administration—manned by aristocratic retirees
of the admiralty. In a letter dated November 1940, the
Colonial postmaster wrote to the Manager of Cable and
Wireless. Cable and Wireless was occupying its previ-
ous location next door to the post office in addition
to its postal facilities, and the post master was noti-

fying him that the post office would thus reserve all
counter space for parcel operations (Gibraltar Archival
Document, 1940b). However, the Manager of Cable and
Wireless responded promptly, sending a copy to the city
council as well.

My clerical staff at present occupy part of the An-
chor Line offices and not our former premises as you
suggest, and, to the best of my knowledge, my com-
pany has not considered the question of vacating the
General Post Office….It is hardly necessary to point
out that throughout the past year our counter traf-
fic has increased to an extent not contemplated when
the move to the General Post Office was made and it
seems very probable that this traffic will continue for
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some time, providing it is possible to maintain a cable
office in town. (Gibraltar Archival Document, 1940c)

The colonial postmaster’s frustration would only con-
tinue to grow, as would the antagonistic behavior of Ca-
ble and Wireless LTD. On December 1940, Cable and
Wireless took out an advert in theGibraltar Chronicle fun-
neling its holiday traffic to the post office, “inviting the
public to hand in telegrams to the Company Offices at
theGeneral Post Office” (Figure 3). The advertisement fo-
cused two spaces worth of customers—Cable and Wire-
less LTD was running another office on Barracks Road
at the same time—into the small, already over-occupied
space of the post office. In a letter to the manager of
Cable and Wireless, dated December 1940, the Colonial
postmaster responded to both the advertisement and
the increased traffic.

The position today is that the Cable Company’s cus-
tomers are so numerous and the congestion is such
that inconvenience is experienced by those having le-
gitimate postal business to transact: e.g. Post Office
customers wishing to prepare money order requisi-
tions, Savings Bank withdraws and Parcel Post Cus-
tomsDeclarations find all space at the Post Officewrit-
ing tables and benches occupied by Cable Company’s
customers engaged in the construction of telegrams;
and post office customers instead of being able to
avail themselves of the facilities provided by this De-
partment for their use are obliged to fill in their forms
at the public counter thereby congesting that section
of the office which is reserved for public business. In
these circumstances…it was agreed that the public
should have reasonable access to that portion of the

counter provided for the Company’s uses not contem-
plated that the increase in the cable company’s traf-
fic would prove to be embarrassing to this administra-
tion. (Gibraltar Archival Document, 1940d)

While this struggle between private and public service
was occurring, World War II began having dire effects
on Gibraltar. As funding became tighter within the war-
loan torn British government, still reeling as it was from
WorldWar I, public infrastructure was reduced and priva-
tized. Surely, given the antagonism between the colonial
postmaster and imperial wireless manager, it was then
no trouble for the Colonial postmaster to write the man-
ager of Cable andWireless to note the decrease in Postal
Office hours instituted in response to government aus-
terity orders. According to the Colonial postmaster, the
Postal Office would open at 0900, close at mid-day, re-
open at 1500 hours, and close at 1700 hours—a total of
4–5 hours of open time a day (Gibraltar Archival Docu-
ment, 1940e). Incensed, the manager of Cable andWire-
less responded that the decision was “detrimental to the
people of Gibraltar”. The demand for telegraphy services,
he argued, had increased because the colonial govern-
ment continued to introduce more people (troops) into
Gibraltar, despite having just forced thousands of people
out (evacuated Gibraltarians). Throughout the letter, he
implies that “government” had lost its guiding purpose,
and that it was now private business that must look after
the welfare of the people—whom, for the state, are de-
fined as citizens and for Cable andWireless were defined
as consumers. Responding to the manager’s anger, the
Colonial postmaster suggested that they are not closing
Cable andWireless out, that Cable andWireless was wel-
come to perform tasks in the building, but that the front

Figure 3. Cable & wireless ad (16 December 1940). Source: Gibraltar Chronicle (1940, p. 3).
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doors and hall would be closed to the public during those
hours. This decision, the Post Master continues, is not a
restriction, but a form of austerity expected of Britons in
wartime (Gibraltar Archival Document, 1941a).

The Manager’s complaints did not go unheard, how-
ever. The city council, made of prominent business peo-
ples in Gibraltar who, as described earlier, had advocated
for a privatized alternative to the postal service, would
vote to subsidize the expenses of Cable and Wireless
maintaining hours during the closure of the Postal Of-
fice. The city council funded the installation of a grille in
front of the counters of the Postal Office, so as to pro-
tect it from potential theft (Gibraltar Archival Document,
1941b). Otherwise, the hall of the postal office would re-
main open and available for the Company’s customers.

This is not the only time the privatized service was
rescued by the city council and colonial government.
Between 1930 and 1940, Gibraltar received the news
about the empire increasingly through telegraph. These
began to include updates of Rugby scores “on the mo-
ment”, as well as emergency news regarding the Em-
pire’s various military endeavors (Gibraltar Archival Doc-
ument, 1939). Furthermore, individuals began purchas-
ing private W. T. installations to take part in experiments
around the broadcast of musical performances and indi-
vidual messages. This provided a great challenge to Ca-
ble andWireless LTD’smonopoly on transcontinental and
colonial–metropole information exchange, particularly in
Gibraltar. In March 1940, the head of the Imperial Com-
munications Advisory Committee—a London-based com-
mittee established at the merger and privatization of all
W. T. companies—sent a letter regarding both practices:

Whilst foreign countries I am unable to intervene, I do
ask, in view of the recommendation of the Commit-
tee who dealt with the Empire Rate Scheme, that the
countries of the Empire will prevent this invasion into
the telecommunications field proper to this company
by newspapers, news agencies, and other unautho-
rized bodies. (Gibraltar Archival Document, 1940a)

Reuters was the sole source of news on the wire. While
starting independently, however, by 1940 it was fully
owned by the Press Association, an organization of the
provincial press of Great Britain (Crisell, 2002). In short,
it was a private service that had returned to public own-
ership, just as telegraphy had done half a century ear-
lier. What remains in the tone of the Manager’s letter
is a fear that the functions of a public company are be-
ginning to seep into the cable business; Cable & Wire-
less was expected to carry the news wire, and not given
the option to refuse. Seeing a potential road to the re-
nationalization of wireless, Cable & Wireless turned to
the government(s) of the empire, notably Gibraltar in
this instance, to ask for protection against the public
economy—news and information provided to citizens
to imagine a nation—coming to dominate the private
economy—services provided to “desiring” and “paying”

consumers. In response, the colonial secretary refocused
the newswire to the military W. T.; however, he did main-
tain private citizens’ rights to own W. T. systems (Gibral-
tar Archival Document, 1040a). And while this was some
protection from the so-called evils of nationalization at
a local scale, they would be rendered moot when Ca-
ble and Wireless LTD became nationalized by the Labour
Party in 1947.

5. Conclusion: Privatization, Perspectivism, and the
Coming Neoliberal Moment

The above is not the history of telegraphy, so much as
a perspective on the history of telegraphy enshrined by
the Gibraltar Archives. From this perspective, W. T. in
Gibraltar was the site of a complicated and shifting re-
lationship between metropole and colony, between gov-
ernor and admiralty, and between State and private en-
terprise. Installed initially to enable faster communica-
tion among armed forces, the perfect storm of interwar
economy and crumbling empire pushed Britain to sell
off Gibraltar’s telegraphic infrastructure. The result was
a private business that relied on the state to protect it
from nationalization, recruiting domestic cabinet mem-
bers in the UK to wage ideological and economic war
against their lesser kinsmen that held outposts in the
colony itself. The Gibraltar Archives represent the voices
of an often forgotten resistance to the privatization of
public communication infrastructure, namely the voice
of an anti-Liberal colonial administration doing the work
of managing and building Empire.

According to this archive, then, W. T. in pre-World
War II Gibraltar was the site of a complicated and shift-
ing relationships between colonial governor, admiralty,
and private enterprise. Installed to enable faster commu-
nication between the armed forces of the empire, the
perfect storm of a failing interwar economy and crum-
bling empire pushed Britain to sell off Gibraltar’s tele-
graphic infrastructure. The result was a private business
that relied on the state to protect it from nationalization,
whether that nationalizationwas the threat of the state’s
“monopolistic tendencies” (Hayek, 2005), or the threat
of government take over amidst declines in consumer
appreciation and participation. Thus, contra a world sys-
tems theory that posits economic models coming from
the core and exported to the periphery, I am arguing that
the neoliberal mode of production was a material con-
dition formulated in the colony before returning to the
metropole as a systemic relationship facilitated through
privatization—long before it was a formulated economic
rationality to be deployed in that very metropole. This
argument is not to suggest that Gibraltar was the birth-
place of neoliberalism; but rather, that what is narrated
as a post-World War II political economic rationality in
Europe has deeply set imperial roots as part of a long,
colonial history of neoliberal transformation.

Opening that argument out to the present, it be-
comes clear that the contemporary neoliberalmoment—
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wrapped as it is in struggles over the privatization of pub-
lic infrastructure—did not spring forth from Athena-like
from the post-1968 world. Rather, neoliberalism is the
colonial formation of a type of capitalism that, at very
least, played out in the telegraphy economy of Gibraltar
(and undoubtedly in countless other places), hidden in
the strata of world history. Whether we’re speaking of
Atlee’s and then Thatcher’s British government, or the
policy and institution shifts in the US driven by Lewis
Powell’s 1971 US Chamber of Commerce memo or the
policies put into place by Ronald Raegan’s administra-
tion (Harvey, 2007), each pulled its models for economic
change from the modes of production that made the
pivot from colonialism to imperialism possible.
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1. Introduction

The same year The New Republic (hereafter, TNR) pub-
lished its first issue, John Dewey penned his first of many
contributions for the weekly magazine. Dewey, the prag-
matist philosopher perhaps best known for his philoso-
phy of education, would go on to write well over 50 arti-
cles for TNR. To examine Dewey’s role as a public intellec-
tual, played out in the pages of TNR, this analysis borrows
the notion of “public pedagogy”, popularized in the last
two decades by Henry Giroux (Sandlin, O’Malley, & Bur-
dick, 2011, p. 341). Public pedagogy is used here as a con-
cept for understanding mediated culture as a site (or as
sites) of informal, often under-acknowledged education
(Giroux, 2004, 2008). A public pedagogy lens brings into
focus how desires are mobilized and moral values are
shaped (Giroux, 2000, p. 349). Public pedagogy serves

here as a concept for critiquing forms of education oc-
curring in and throughmediated culture. Below I use the
concept to critically understand Dewey’s relevant work,
found in TNR archive. Using ideas from Dewey’s philo-
sophical work—and drawing especially from Democracy
and Education and The Public and its Problems—I ex-
amine how and why Dewey’s contributions to TNR func-
tioned pedagogically. I try to sketch the contours of the
bounds within which Dewey’s public pedagogy operated
andwhich it helped reconstruct. To do so I relate Dewey’s
ideas to those of Randolph Bourne, who was mentored
by Dewey at Columbia University and who worked as an
editor for TNR for a time before becoming a prolific critic
of his colleagues’ support for World War I.

I hope to show howDewey’s relevance was in part re-
lated to his role as an influential thinker as well as to how
he understood and communicated the role of the pub-
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lic in relation to education, democracy, community and
especially the state. Dewey was not content to offer in-
terpretations of the world; he applied his interpretations
to problems and when possible tried to influence out-
comes (Tiles, 1992, p. 2). Given that his written word had
such influence, understanding the public pedagogy he
propounded in the pages of a prominent journal of pop-
ular progressive opinion assumes added importance. No-
tably, Dewey also conceived of the public and the state
as necessarily linked—he roughly conflated “the state”
with “the public” (Dewey, 1927/1954, p. 21) in his major
work on the subjects—and that conceptual knot appears
to have produced a tension in his public pedagogy. Writ-
ers have posited Dewey’s philosophy as commensurate
with a social anarchism critical of arbitrarily justified au-
thority and concentrated power, wielded by the state or
otherwise (Chomsky, 2013, pp. 692–693;Mancias, 1982).
What has not been explored is how Dewey’s contribu-
tions to TNR reveal a pragmatism and idea of democracy
fraught with potential for progress but bounded by his
role as a public intellectual and by his related understand-
ing of the state.

2. Divergent Philosophies and Differing Ideas of
Democracy

Dewey’s influence among educators became so strong
within his lifetime that it prompted the formation of a
society in his name (Tanner, 2015), while he was still con-
tributing to TNR. His idea of education emphasized culti-
vation of a common understanding of means and ends
necessary for intelligent control of the world we help
comprise (Dewey, 1916/1997). As opposed to external
control over others, education in this vein involves the
freeing of individual capacities for flourishing directed to-
ward social aims. Education in a democratic society im-
plies providing “individuals a personal interest in social
relationships and control” (p. 99) so that people can be
active agents determining the direction of social change.
Dewey’s idea of education was intimately bound up with
his idea of democracy. “Since a democratic society re-
pudiates the principle of external authority”, he wrote,
“it must find a substitute in voluntary disposition and
interest; these can be created only by education” (p.
87). Moreover, “democracy is more than a form of gov-
ernment; it is primarily a mode of associated living, of
conjoint communicated experience” (p. 87). Writing a
decade later, Dewey (1927/1954) referred to democracy
as “the idea of community life itself” (p. 148). It is “clear
consciousness of a communal life, in all its implications”,
which “constitutes the idea of democracy” (p. 149).

Upon first inspection, Dewey’s ideas stand in con-
trast to what one of his famous contemporaries wrote
about democracy. Walter Lippmann, who was recruited
by TNR’s first editor-in-chief, Herbert Croly, to start as
an editor at the magazine upon its inauguration, was
comparatively sceptical about a democratic public. Oth-
ers have highlighted the Dewey–Lippmann “debate” and

emphasized its implications for the understanding of me-
dia and democracy (Crick, 2009; DeCesare, 2016; Dol-
ber, 2017). Lippmann (1922/1997) believed news me-
dia are incapable of offering the truth to the public, in-
sofar as that would entail bringing to light concealed
facts, relating them and providing a picture of reality for
people to use to act and participate in self-government
(pp. 214–232). Lippmann’s (1927/2017) “thesis”was that
those constituting the public must remain “spectators
of action” (p. 93), tasked merely with determining “the
actor in a controversy who is most worthy of public
support” (p. 120). Knowledgeable experts are needed,
he thought, to manage people’s affairs for them. Pub-
lic constituents are a trampling “bewildered herd” (p.
2), and the herd “must be put in its place”, Lippmann
(1927/2017) claimed. But Dewey (1927/1954), it is worth
noting, also considered the existing public to be “be-
wildered” (p. 123), “inchoate” (p. 147), “confused and
eclipsed” (p. 121). A tension within Dewey’s philosophy,
unpacked below, drew him closer to Lippmann in certain
respects, even as they strongly diverged.

Dewey was arguably more concerned than his TNR
colleague with how the public could “function demo-
cratically” (Dewey, 1927/1954, p. 147) and better rec-
ognize and communicate people’s shared consequences.
Dewey was an early proponent of what is sometimes
called “public journalism”—reporting rooted in active
civic involvement and committed to clearly communi-
cating issues of social consequence (Perry, 2003). For
the extant public to emerge out of eclipse required
searching for (or creating) new “conditions”, as Dewey
put it, the characteristics of which bear striking resem-
blance to his ideas of education. An individual ought to
have “a responsible share according to capacity in form-
ing and directing the activities of the groups to which
one belongs and in participating according to need in
the values which the groups sustain”; creating condi-
tions conducive to a democratic public implied “libera-
tion of the potentialities of members of a group in har-
mony with the interest and goods which are common”
(Dewey, 1927/1954, p. 147).

For Dewey, democracy could only be realized
through education enabling individuals to play a role in
consciously constituting collective life, and for that to oc-
cur education must be community based (Višňovský &
Zolcer, 2016, p. 58). Dewey understood democracy as
a personal way of life and as a commitment to a com-
munity, to a social organization which helps individuals
develop the capacity, and practice the ability, to criti-
cize popular notions of what is right and good (Putnam,
2009). He envisioned democratic practice as providing
the education necessary for the emergence of the “Great
Community” (Dewey, 1927/1954), a consociation of self-
organized individuals conscious of and each participating
in decisions and actions shaping the consequences of the
social life which in turn shapes them. Social psychologist
Graham Wallas (1914) introduced a similar notion—the
“Great Society”—the year TNR first hit the press, empha-
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sizing the greater nexus of connectivity created by indus-
trialization and the expanded limits to communication
characterizing a new social environment. Two years later,
idealist philosopher Josiah Royce—who had three years
earlier coined the related phrase, the “Beloved Commu-
nity” (Royce, 1913/2001)—also popularized the notion
of the “Great Community” in a book containing a title
with the term (Royce, 1916), published the same year
as Dewey’s Democracy and Education. Both Royce and
(later) Dewey took the “Great Community” as the ideal
of a bonded humanity, but Dewey placed greater faith in
the role of experimental inquiry and scientific advance as
guiding its realization (Oppenheim, 2005). Pappas (2008)
argued Dewey took the “Great Community” and democ-
racy both as ideals and simultaneously as ethical instru-
ments for negotiating the tensions and extremes located
within our social experience; he took them as tools to
tackle public problems to be assessed on the basis by
which they enrich—and successfully address the prob-
lems of—present experience (pp. 217–259). As Bishop
(2010) observed, Dewey believed the evolution of this
“Great Community” required (among other conditions)
freedom of inquiry and unrestricted production and
dissemination of knowledge; member participation in
achievements and struggles; cooperation among groups;
and maintenance of shared means of communication
(pp. 107–114). Notably, for Dewey, negative freedom of
communication (i.e. freedom of the press from govern-
ment censorship) was not enough (Pappas, 2008, p. 222).
Democratic communication, for Dewey, necessarily en-
tails education, understood broadly to include the teach-
ing and learning taking place through culture. Dewey did
not discuss in detail the number of individuals or the level
of wealth necessary for a “Great Community” to thrive
(Bishop, 2010, p. 114), although he was aware of the lim-
its imposed by distance and scale, even if he never dis-
cussed how far we ought to extend our sense of self and
the communal (Pappas, 2008, p. 229). Neither Deweynor
students of his philosophy interrogated fully, though, the
limitations and obstacles inbuilt in the way humans have
organized that extension, as with instruments like the
nation-state. Also absent in the literature is a critique of
the tensions within Dewey’s role as a public intellectual,
via his extensive TNR oeuvre, vis-à-vis his views on the
relationships between values, democracy and the state.
While there are early histories of TNR, some of which
evaluate how values are shapedwithin themagazine and
even some which highlight the magazine’s relationship
to education and Dewey’s contributions (Nuechterlein,
1980; Peterson, 1999; Turner, 1983), little work has fo-
cused specifically on a constructive critique of Dewey’s
public pedagogy operating in TNR. What follows is an at-
tempt to begin filling in those gaps.

3. Education and/for Democracy in TNR

At least 10 of the articles Dewey penned for TNR from the
time themagazinewas first established, in 1914, through

1916, the year Democracy and Education was published,
were explicitly about education. Some of Dewey’s contri-
butions came in the form of a dialogue, insofar as that
mode of education is possible through the press. In a
reply to one critic, he argued against the kind of voca-
tional education “which will ‘adapt’ workers to the exist-
ing industrial regime”—wryly remarking, “I am not suffi-
ciently in love with the regime for that”—and he called
instead for education “which would have as its supreme
regard the development of such intelligent initiative, in-
genuity and executive capacity as shall make workers,
as far as may be, the masters of their own industrial
fate” (Dewey, 1915a, p. 42). Those interested in practical
education could “strive for a kind vocational education
which will first alter the existing industrial system, and ul-
timately transform it” (p. 42). He warned of educational
reforms which would rigidify the class system (Dewey,
1915b, p. 238). After a National Education Association
meeting on education and culture, Dewey (1916a) de-
fended the NEA aims of transmuting “a society built on
an industry which is not yet humanized into a society
whichwields its knowledge and its industrial power in be-
half of a democratic culture”—endeavors requiring “the
courage of an inspired imagination” (p. 215). He claimed
“the only test and justification of any formof political and
economic society is its contribution to art and science—
to what may roundly be called culture. That America has
not yet so justified itself is too obvious for even lament”
(p. 216). Dewey’s contributions connect public education
to a formative culture and the relationship of both to an
expansive practice of democracy, extended into the eco-
nomic sphere, but also as part of the production of new
political-community and aesthetic life.

Dewey also applauded experiments in education fo-
cused on the experimental method. Concordant with
his later philosophical work (e.g. Dewey, 1930/2013,
pp. 284, 260, 1939/1991, pp. 51, 66), in TNR he called the
scientific method “the spirit in which a social problem
is to be approached” (Dewey, 1917a, p. 16). The public
should, he suggested, become familiar with a method of
education emphasizing experiment and discovery (p. 16).
In one of many book reviews he wrote for TNR, Dewey
(1918a) applauded Helen Marot, author of Creative Im-
pulse in Industry, for stressing, as he put it, “the impor-
tance of such conditions and methods as will give each
student-worker personal experience in the administra-
tive control of the processes of production and market-
ing” (p. 23). Not only did he connect education to eco-
nomic democracy in his articles. He also related those
processes to the experimental method as a tool for un-
derstanding and mediating social consequences.

Expounding upon claimsmade by the American Asso-
ciation of University Professors, which he helped found,
Dewey (1916b) claimed the “real question of academic
freedom” had to dowith the liberty of educators and stu-
dents to engage in “serious thought on social difficulties
and conflicts” (p. 16). Some two decades later, when he
announced the formation of a committee to raise funds
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for a professor who staged a hunger strike to protest per-
secution of students at Polish universities and was subse-
quently fired from the City College of New York (Dewey,
1937a), he underscored for TNR readers that democratic
freedoms imply education beyond academe.

4. Lessons and Contradictions Regarding Democracy
and the State

The assumptions required for entrance into the range of
debate in the progressive press appear to havemade the
breadth of Dewey’s public pedagogy possible while si-
multaneously shipwrecking it on the shoals of the liberal-
democratic state. Despite chiding others for generaliza-
tions, Dewey (1927/1954) suggested, sans historical evi-
dence, that once “indirect consequences are recognized
and there is effort to regulate them, something having
the traits of a state come into existence” (p. 12). When
people “indirectly affected” by consequences of inter-
connected human activity “formed a public”, Dewey pre-
supposes, this presented “in embryonic form the traits
that define a state, its agencies and officers” (p. 17).
He cautioned against this “notion of ‘The State’”, which
can draw “us imperceptibly into consideration of the
logical relationship of various ideas to one another,
and away from facts of human activity” (pp. 8–9). He
warned against focusing on “causal agency instead of
consequences” (p. 20) in an investigation of the state’s
emergence. Yet he drew conclusions from select conse-
quences without sufficient focus on how people acted
in relation to others to bring states into existence histor-
ically. Once people recognized “evil consequences”, he
abstractly avers, they then arrived at a “common inter-
est” which they all decided, readers are told, required
rules and thus selection of “guardians, interpreters, and,
if need be, their executors” (p. 17).

Those under-examined presuppositions undergirded
his understanding of the public and its potential. The
tensions and tendencies played out in his TNR contribu-
tions. In an article about force, violence and law, Dewey
(1916c) criticized those opposing the state and the use
of police force, claiming that being “interested in ends
and to have contempt for the means which alone se-
cure them is the last stage of intellectual demoralization”
(p. 296). The claim rests upon an untested assumption
about what “alone secure” ends he presumed others de-
sire. The assumption excludes alternative ideas about
both means and ends, educating readers within the
liberal-progressive frame. Dewey further criticized the
peace movement—admonishing its “hostility to force”
(p. 296) and reproaching pacifists for their failure to fo-
cus on organizing existing forces for more desirable and
efficient ends. He rebuked peace activists for appealing
to emotionswithout advocating for laws—or, perhaps for
not also advocating for different social arrangements, al-
though Dewey is somewhat ambiguous on that in the
piece. Although he unpacked the appeal to ends as re-
ferring to actual results, not simply aspirations (p. 296),

he placed the onus of responsibility not on those sup-
porting militarized force pitting armies of states against
each other, but instead on those opposing specific (not
just any and all) uses of “force”, a euphemism referring
to the state-sponsored bullets and bombs already rip-
ping open and burning human flesh throughout the Eu-
ropean theatre.

The above bears resemblance to other commen-
taries Dewey authored for Croly’s magazine which were
later rebuked by the youngwriter Dewey oncementored.
Randolph Bourne, who like Lippmannwas one of the first
recruited by Croly to join TNR, broke with the journal be-
cause of the publication’s embrace ofWoodrowWilson’s
about-face away from neutrality toward intervention in
World War I (Dos Passos, 1993/2000, p. 80; Westbrook,
2007, p. 105). The sentiment appears to have been mu-
tual at the time, as “prowar progressives at TNR wanted
nothing to do with him, of course” (Blake, 2014, p. 86).

Yet in earlier writing for TNR, Bourne (1915) com-
mented favorably on Dewey’s philosophy and charac-
ter. He credited Dewey “with some of the wisest words
ever set to paper”, referred to Dewey’s mind as “ultra-
democratic”, and called him “a prophet dressed in the
clothes of a professor of logic” who “seems almost
ashamed that he has seen the implications of democracy
more clearly than anybody else in the great would-be
democratic society about him, and so [has] been forced
into the unwelcome task of teaching it” (p. 154). Bourne
claimed that no one else “with such universally impor-
tant things to say on almost every social and intellectual
activity of the day, was ever published in forms more in-
geniously contrived to thwart the interest of the prospec-
tive public” (p. 154).

Within two years Bourne would be critiquing Dewey,
and his influence on progressive intellectuals, in The
Seven Arts, a small and short-lived literary magazine. On
Dewey’s pragmatism-turned-realpolitik, Bourne (1917a)
saw someone incredulously “more concerned over the
excesses of the pacifists than over the excesses of
military policy” (p. 689). Under-examined assumptions
about using means at odds with democracy to achieve
democratic results led Bourne (1917a) “to suspect that
no programme is presented” by intellectuals under
Dewey’s sway—while lack of a pacifist program is chas-
tised in TNR—“because they have none to present. This
burrowing into war-technique hides the void where a
democratic philosophy should be” (p. 694). Of special
concern “is the relative ease with which the pragmatist
intellectuals, with Professor Dewey at the head, have
moved out their philosophy, bag and baggage, from ed-
ucation to war” (p. 692). Rather, Dewey and TNR turned,
pragmatically the weekly commentaries implied, to a
pedagogy of and for war. Bourne (1917b) satirized the
sentiments expressed by TNR intellectuals: “War in the
interests of democracy! This was almost the sum of their
philosophy” (p. 142).

Dewey (1917b) elsewhere cautioned against efforts
to silence anti-war activists, arguing that censorship and
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repression aimed at imposing uniformity of thought—a
“conscription ofmind” (p. 129)—only fuel the flames. But
in so doing he chided “the spectacle of ultra-socialists”
and took issue with the “inefficacy of the conscription of
mind as a means of promoting social solidarity” (p. 129),
the sort of solidarity he called necessary “in war times”
(p. 128). In another piece he distinguished the paci-
fistic American people from the “professional pacifists”
(Dewey, 1917c, p. 358). He dismissed pacifist literature
leading up to the war as “opportunistic—breathlessly,
frantically so”, deriding “the failure of the pacifist propa-
ganda to determine finally the course of a nation which
was converted to pacifism in advance”, and lamenting
“that the pacifists wasted rather than invested their po-
tentialities when they turned so vigorously to opposing
entrance into a war which was already all but univer-
sal” (p. 359).

Bourne offered two indirect rejoinders to that asser-
tion, using parts of Dewey’s own philosophy as tools for
critique. If we had practiced Dewey’s “revolutionary con-
ceptions of what education means”, as well as his “in-
tellectual strategy” for such an education, the nation
might have used its isolation to educate itself for democ-
racy instead of engaging in war, which inevitably under-
mines democratic values (Bourne, 1917a, pp. 691, 698).
And would Dewey’s progeny “have turned their intellec-
tual energies not to the problem of jockeying the na-
tion into war, but to the problem of using our vast neu-
tral power to attain democratic ends for ourselves and
the rest of the world”, avoiding militarism irreconcilable
with democracy (in the sense Dewey once understood
the idea, as ultimately incommensurate with the State),
“They might have failed. The point is that they scarcely
tried” (Bourne, 1917b, p. 136).

Known for making his mark between extremes (Hick-
man, 1990, p. 179), Dewey brought that tendency into
the pages of TNR, pitting severe repression against anti-
war socialism (and pacifistic Americans against peace
activists) as opposing poles both deserving censure.
But that liberal-progressive proclivity—occupying a sup-
posed socio-political middle ground—like the emphasis
on journalistic objectivity that arose with the advent of
commercially-controlled media during Dewey’s day, can
result in false equivalencies and normalize arrangements
which otherwise might be criticized as “extreme” were
other criteria used to make the determination.

Echoing (or influencing) the ideas of TNR’s editor-in-
chief Croly, who deemed US involvement in World War I
a “rare opportunity”, and a new “chance to focus the
thought & will of the country” (as cited in Levy, 2014,
p. 249), Dewey told readers thatwar “mustmake” a “con-
tribution” “to the creation of a united America” (Dewey,
1917b, p. 130). He presupposed the benevolence of US
state policy objectives when he lamented in TNR “that
some of our intolerance at diversity of opinion and our
willingness to suppress civil liberties of democracy in the
name of loyalty to democracy is merely a part of our
haste to get into the war effectively, a part of the rush of

mobilization, which, thank heaven, had to be improvised
because of our historic and established unmilitarism”
(Dewey, 1917d, p. 18). He also referred to those in the
US as “more highly socialized” (Dewey, 1918b, p. 232).
His American exceptionalism as a mode of public ped-
agogy failed to teach about the history of international
US military intervention and deployment of the military
for domestic control. Echoing the American instrumen-
talism he popularized, the author called criticizing “the
wickedness of war” and indulging “in asseverations of
the obligations of states to act upon the basis of themost
enlightened code” a “Pharisaic luxury”, unless the crit-
ics would “fight for the establishment of a social orga-
nization which will make moral responsibilities and regu-
lations a fact” (pp. 232–233). Dewey thereby dismissed
vocal anti-war criticism (ignoring themobilization that of-
ten accompanied it), excluding any consideration that or-
ganizing against international war could be part of that
struggle for amoremoral social organization. But he also
levelled a tacit criticism regarding the morally question-
able function of nation-states, implying states are at odds
with forms of social organization in which real demo-
cratic sensibilities could be part and parcel.

In light of the support for war at TNR, the “philoso-
phy upon which I had relied to carry us through”, Bourne
(1917a) lamented, “no longer works” (p. 690)—a wryly
ironic condemnation of the popular Deweyan pragma-
tism, given its concern for what is functional. Presum-
ably less than pleased with the criticism, Dewey surrepti-
tiously forced Bourne off the editorial board of the Dial,
another alternative weekly where he had been working
(Blake, 2014, p. 86; Phelps, 1998, para. 3). While Dewey
might not have fully grasped the lesson from the man
he mentored at Columbia—the man who wrote “War is
the health of the state” (Bourne, 1918/1998, p. 9) in an
unfinishedmanuscript published soon after he died of in-
fluenza at 32—Dewey would later regret his full-fledged
support for World War I, and TNR editors would go on
to print a formalmea culpa regarding their support for it
(Bennett & Howlett, 2014, p. 29; Levy, 2014, p. 266).

5. Conclusions and Consequences: Communicating the
Commons

Examination of the consequences of Dewey’s insights
and contradictions reveals some of the shortcomings in
his public pedagogy, but perhaps that pedagogy provides
lessons to be learned regarding how to act going forward.
Central to Dewey’s pedagogical project was the trans-
lation of philosophy into the language of the broader
public. He tried to make the philosophies of Charles S.
Peirce and George H. Meade accessible to those outside
his discipline through TNR (Dewey, 1936, 1937b). Like-
wise, he wrote an article in TNR about the need for a
new individualism years before his book on the subject
(Dewey, 1930/1999) came out, arguing democracy “de-
notes faith in individuality” and a “willing acceptance of
the modifications of the established order entailed by
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the release of individualized capacities” (Dewey, 1922,
p. 62). “Democracy will not be democracy until educa-
tion”, he added, promotes “release of distinctive apti-
tudes” (p. 63) of individuals across a variety of spheres.

In hiswork on the public, Dewey (1927/1954) posited
that it is “only by distribution” that experimentally at-
tained knowledge could “be either obtained or tested”
(pp. 176–177). He went so far to refer to any “fact of
community life” which isn’t communicated so as to be-
come a “common possession” a “contradiction in terms”
(p. 177). He even equated the “formation of public opin-
ion” with such mediated communication (p. 177). Func-
tioning public opinion implies both “methods of investi-
gation and reporting constantly atwork” (p. 178). Indeed,
while “news” denotes what just occurred in a way that
contrasts withwhatwas, individuals cannot derivemean-
ing from it unless its mediation facilitates a consideration
of possible “social consequences”, which cannot be seri-
ously considered “unless the new is placed in relation to
the old, to what has happened and [has] been integrated
into the course of events” (p. 180). Otherwise, sensa-
tionalism ensues. The sensation of the new becomes
the reigning objective for journalism given how events
are “so completely isolated from their connections” (p.
180). The sensationalist prerogative of the press had be-
come so hegemonic “that it may well sound ridiculous
to say that”, as Dewey had it, “a genuine social science
wouldmanifest its reality in the daily press” (p. 180), with
scholarly articles and books providing tools for inquiry.
Dewey’s ethics held science and morals to be reconcil-
able (Welchman, 1995), and there is reason to believe
Dewey would have wanted his TNR contributions to be a
mode of scientific public pedagogy.

His rejection of the dualism between theory and ac-
tion reveals itself in TNR as intrinsically tied to both his
ideas about education and democratic control, which ap-
pear inextricable from his emphasis (epitomizing an im-
portant tension) on experimentation as crucial for knowl-
edge and progress in a variety of human domains. Af-
ter the US had entered World War I, Dewey (1918b)
referred to the belief that international law expressed
“not true but only moral law” as a “striking indication
of the widespread absence of scientific understanding
of morals” (p. 232), reaffirming his commitment to sci-
entific explication of values and his belief in a bonded
humanity, albeit one premised upon interlocking nation-
states. “States”, he claimed “are non-moral in their activ-
ities just because of the absence of an inclusive society
which defines and establishes rights” (p. 232), thereby
underscoring a contradictory assumption: States are in-
sufficient when it comes to creating a moral order, but
at least here Dewey assumes that they can be compat-
ible with and do not militate against the morality of a
Great Community. The untested assumption contributes
to a public pedagogy overlooking ideas about experi-
menting with alternative institutions which could prove
more supportive of such a community than the politi-
cal state. Later, during the Depression, Dewey (1934) re-

minded TNR readers of his position that “no genuine ed-
ucation is possible without active participation in actual
conditions”, pointing out again “that economic interests
are the chief cause why this change in education is re-
tarded and reflected” (p. 307). The great achievement
of the physical sciences is that they showed action—
“namely, action that changes conditions that previously
existed” (p. 307)—to be a necessary aspect of intelli-
gence. Dewey (1930a) claimed the experimental attitude
prompted adherence to “new truth” discovered, that sci-
ence was “the foe of every belief that permits habit and
wont to dominate”, and that it would be “dangerous only
for thosewhowouldmaintain affairs in the existing social
order unchanged because of lazy habit or self-interest”
(p. 185). Responding to Nietzsche’s notion that human
beings now must create their own values, he told TNR
readers when we start taking “science (including its ap-
plication to the machine) for what it is”, then “we shall
begin to envisage it as a potential creator of new values
and ends” (p. 186).

Yet Nietzsche (1918/2010) also understood the con-
ditions prompting the “transvaluation of all values”
(p. 149)—conditions arising from the ascendance of sci-
ence and eclipse of religion—could have “catastrophic
consequences”, as one of Nietzsche’s posthumous ed-
itors put it (Williams, 2001, p. xiii). Not for nothing,
then, did Bourne (1917a) label his print media critique
of Dewey Twilight of Idols, a title akin to Nietzsche’s
(1889/1997) Twilight of the Idols, save for the omitted ar-
ticle. Tellingly, Bourne cites Nietzsche approvingly in the
final paragraph of his Seven Arts piece. Moreover, he re-
marked that progressive intellectuals in the wake of war
“failed us as value-creators, even as value-emphasizers”
(1917a, p. 700).

To be sure, the appeal and promise of Dewey’s phi-
losophy lies in part with his argument against accep-
tance of what exists based upon untested convention
as well as the implications for understanding knowledge
as tethered to intelligent action in the world. Yet ques-
tions remain. How are values to be tested (aside from
perhaps democratically, insofar as that’s possible)? How
are tested values to be judged? What precepts, insights
andmeans ought to be used in arriving at experimentally
determined value judgments? How is the existing good—
the material for guidance and hope, Dewey suggests—
to be identified as such? The problem announces itself
in the last line from that same TNR article. In “accept-
ing the corporate and industrial world in which we live,
and thus by fulfilling the precondition for interaction
with it, we”, Dewey (1930a) avers, “who are also parts
of the moving present, create ourselves as we create
an unknown future” (p. 188). Why “accepting the corpo-
rate and industrial world” is a prerequisite for a proper
remaking of the individual—and why the state should
be presumed amenable for truly democratic community
life—when other hitherto facts and habits are identified
as outmoded—remains unclear. As Bourne (1917a) ob-
served, “there was always that unhappy ambiguity in his
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doctrine as to just how values were created, and it be-
came easier and easier to assume that just any growth
was justified and almost any activity valuable so long as
it achieved ends” (p. 697).

Tension and ambiguity notwithstanding, Dewey edu-
cated the TNR public, in ways hard to dismiss. Pitting the
individual and social in opposition “distracts attention”,
he explained, from the crucial question of how the indi-
vidual can “refind” himself “and what qualities the new
individualism will exhibit” (Dewey, 1930b, p. 14). The in-
sight parallels his previous call for the necessary restora-
tion of “local communal life” lest the public be unable
to “resolve its most urgent problem: to find and identify
itself” (Dewey, 1927/1954, p. 216).

According to Hickman (1990), throughout his work
Dewey demonstrated the “individual versus society”
dilemma ceases to be an issue because there is “a prob-
lem of reconciling the extremes only if one has made the
mistake of separating them in the first place” (p. 169). If
you avoid taking the individual as a concept abstracted
out from lived consociation with others—preconditions
for actual human individuality—the dualism dissolves
and the objective of greater freedom from the restric-
tions of nature and society is converted into the more
productive desire for greater intimate relations with the
world allowing for heightened capacity to understand
and transform it (Hickman, 1990, p. 171).

Dewey, however, also advanced a dualism of his own.
Dewey had no ontology of the state (Hickman, 1990,
p. 172); he had none, though, because as suggested,
he naturalized the state as an emergent property of
the consequences of conjoint action extending beyond
those persons directly responsible (Dewey, 1927/1954,
pp. 24–27). The omission informed his qualified accep-
tance of the state as a tool for a democratic public. He ex-
plicitly stated his “thesis”: that in the distinction between
public and private “we find the key to the nature and of-
fice of the state” (Dewey, 1927/1954, p. 15). Therein lies
the rub. In Hickman’s (1990) words, “what is private and
what is public are treated by Dewey as tools that may be
brought to bear on problematic situations in ways that
‘individual’ and ‘society’, because of the ontological bag-
gage they carry, cannot” (p. 170). For, Dewey, though,
the notions of public and private are more than “func-
tional concepts” (p. 170), as Hickman (1990) would have
it. They are keys “to the nature and office of the state”, if
also “tools” for reconstructing the state. The characteris-
tics, limitations and range of possible functions of tools
make themuseful for particular tasks and counterproduc-
tive when used for others. “Dewey is unequivocal in his
view that the state is a technological artifact” (Hickman,
1990, p. 173), a constructed and specific tool. It admit-
tedly assumes various forms and functions from one soci-
ety and epoch to the next, but it indisputably has certain
defining characteristics (e.g. division between the public
and private) which permit us to refer to the State. Yet
even as he acceded to a state-centric framework, Dewey
(1927/1954) also referred to the “idea of democracy” as

“a wider and fuller idea than can be exemplified in the
state even at its best” (p. 143). Perhaps better tools than
the state exist for practicing democracy and for creating
the conditions needed for a Great Community to emerge.

Dewey (1916/1997) famously related the revelation
and comprehension of previously unacknowledged con-
nections to education and the communication of knowl-
edge. To study and learn from Dewey prompts us then
to follow Bourne and take the democratic idea of the
Great Community further. “Bourne was the first Ameri-
can to”—40 years before Martin Luther King Jr.—borrow
the “Beloved Community” ideal “from the work of the
philosopher Josiah Royce and hold it up as the ulti-
mate fulfilment of our national project” (McCarter, 2017,
para. 8). One lesson to be learned from both could be
the pragmatic overcoming of the private/public distinc-
tion. That dualism could be displaced by the “commons”,
what Linebaugh (2009) calls “the theory”—and,we could
add, informed action—“that vests all property in the
community and organizes labor for the common bene-
fit of all” (p. 8). A precondition for such a community,
then, involves communicating the commons so that in-
dividuals can consociate without coercion and together
seek to better understand and control the consequences
of their mediated social existence. The commons could
then begin to displace technological artifacts, like the
state, which unnecessarily encourage individuals to ex-
ercise control over each other. Future research could un-
ravel the lessons, found in the public pedagogies of both
Bourne and Dewey taken together, for translating such a
democratic experiment into action.
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1. Introduction

River conventions and river activism in the 19th and early
20th centuries shaped federal responsibility over U.S.
waterways, unifying geographical and political groups
around a common policy of flood and navigational im-
provements on the Mississippi River. Through written
“memorials” sent to Congress and published in newspa-
pers to drum up public pressure, conventions repeatedly
tied theMississippi River to national identity, framing the
river as a unifying force in a divided nation, particularly
after the Civil War.

The question of how to manage navigation and pre-
vent catastrophic floods along theMightyMississippi pro-
vided a common exercise for Americans of different ge-
ographic areas and political stripes. This shared problem
among Southern andMidwestern states also created op-
portunities for the emerging West to flex its growing po-
litical might by leveraging congressional votes for Mis-
sissippi improvements in exchange for interventions to
Western waterways.

This article focuses on discourses that emerged from
conventions and considers the press’s role in producing

public sentiment. The rise of river conventions coincided
not only with an improvement in transportation that
allowed delegates to travel longer distances for meet-
ings, but also the rise of the advertising-driven “penny
press”—whose business model eschewed partisanship
for increased circulation (Schudson, 2003). Penny papers
were at the leading edge of journalistic innovation before
the Civil War. Horace Greeley, for instance, not only pub-
lished the influential penny paper, New York Herald Tri-
bune, but he also helped organize the largest river con-
vention ever in 1847 in Chicago. Publicity for the Chicago
convention in Greeley’s and otherWhig papers attracted
10,000 delegates to a “mud-flat” city of only 16,000 peo-
ple (Williams, 1949, p. 607).

This article also posits that the press is both an ef-
fect and a producer of public consciousness. It enables
cultural citizenship through the ritual of common read-
ership. Newspapers organized what Benedict Anderson
called “imagined communities” by creating the cere-
mony of common readership. Each reader knows that
“the ceremony he performs is being replicated simulta-
neously by thousands (or millions) of others of whose ex-
istence he is confident, yet of whose identity he has not
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the slightest notion” (1983, p. 35). While river conven-
tions gained popularity through engagement with a com-
mon object of the Mississippi River, they spoke to a read-
ing public that was organized around event-driven news.
Convention delegates staged their events for news cov-
erage, which often focused on the size and atmosphere
of crowds in attendance. Delegates explicitly performed
emissary-like roles on behalf of a presupposed public at
home. They promoted conventions through newspaper
announcements and generated news reports from the
convention floor. Memorials of resolutions that emerged
at a convention’s conclusion were printed in newspapers
and sent to Congress. They often invoked the iconic im-
agery of the Mississippi River such as the “Father of Wa-
ters”, “the Nation’s Canal”, and “A Ribbon of Commerce
and Empire”.

These 19th gatherings would seem to be on their
face the archetypal public sphere that Jürgen Habermas
(1974, p. 50) idealized: one that mediated between soci-
ety and the state through a salon of private citizens to air
public opinion. This public opinion emerges “when a rea-
soning public is presupposed”. Specifically, it is an opin-
ion directed at power. It can happen formally through
voting or informally through a kind of demonstration. Ex-
plicating Habermas, Nancy Fraser (1990) identifies this
public as one of “discursive relations” and a theater for
debating and deliberating rather than for buying and sell-
ing. These self-appointed members must represent their
interests as being aligned with that of a presumed public
by using newspapers as their instrument.

Convention delegates performed before multiple au-
diences: those in attendance, as well as an audience
mediated through newspapers, which included the con-
gressional representatives they hoped to impress upon.
I argue that the audience of delegates—which Michael
Warner (2002) calls a public witnessing itself in visible
space with a “sense of totality bounded by the event or
shared physical space”—was a critical ingredient of stag-
ing news events that allowed delegates to speak to a pre-
supposed reading public. This latter public “comes into be-
ing only in relation to texts and their circulation” (2002, p.
50). It is through this mediated public that discourses cir-
culate. Imagining this reading publicwas a critical function
of not only the delegate performances but also of congres-
sional representatives who received reports about the
conventions. These articles produced an image of theMis-
sissippi River that exceeded even its vast material body.
Discourses positioned the river as an organizing force
of a political economy of culture and trade as it flowed
through a divided nation, connecting free and slave states.
The river was not only an object of intervention, but a po-
litical canvas over a diverse and contentious nation.

Methodologically, I’ve relied on news accounts
from the period, convention proceedings, congressional
records,memorials, publications by river lobbies and sec-
ondary scholarly sources. This article comes out of my
ongoing dissertation research on the cultural history of
the Mississippi River Delta and Louisiana coast.

2. Gibbons, Federal Jurisdiction and Political
Organizing

Congress’s official oversight of the Mississippi River fol-
lowed the 1824 U.S. Supreme Court decision, Gibbons v.
Ogden (1824),which upheld that the “Commerce Clause”
of the U.S. Constitution gave the federal government
the power to regulate river navigation. The Gibbons
case, which was regularly cited as constitutional justifica-
tion for federal intervention into the economy, allowed
Congress to direct the Army Corps of Engineers to make
navigational improvements to river channels. Early sur-
veys of the Mississippi River revealed that the Ohio River
at Louisville was crossed by 21 sandbars that “render it
impassable by steamboats six months in a year”. Reports
confirmed that the Lower Mississippi held thousands of
submerged trees or “snags” that were fatally hazardous
to riverboats, while the river itself, because of its allu-
vial nature, constantly tried to change course (Lippincott,
1914, p. 636).

The General Survey Act, passed in 1826, provided
$75,000 in appropriations for “internal improvements”
in what was the first Rivers and Harbors legislation to
improve navigation (Pabis, 1998). Yet flood control was
officially relegated to local interests. Relying on private
landowners generally led to uneven construction stan-
dards. A weak levee upriver might collapse and spread
misery to all. Major storms also brought fears of sabo-
teurs who would intentionally severe a levee across the
river to release pressure on their own defenses. With-
out official federal oversight on flood control, any sig-
nificant levee aid required political pressure on congres-
sional representatives.

A number of destructive floods between the years
1828 and 1849 in the lower portion of the Mississippi
River stoked early political stirrings for federal river
and levee improvements. Advocates argued through the
press that only a central government could provide
enough resources for complex surveys and levee projects
that individual states could not muster. Local resources
were further hampered by the Panic of 1837, which coin-
cided with multiple presidential vetoes of River and Har-
bor bills, as well as the Mexican War, the Seminole up-
rising in Florida and the advent of the railroads (Cotter-
ill, 1919):

Hardly a day passed that did not see the assembling
of a mass meeting at some point in the quest to urge
on their representatives and prepare memorials. The
improvement of the Western waters, the building of
hospitals and armories, the construction of levees and
military roads, all these the general government was
called upon to do by a people whom the panic of 1837
had left entirely without resources of their own. (Cot-
terill, 1919, p. 18)

Even Southern states-righters, who otherwise fought ex-
pansion of federal power, acknowledged that only fed-
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eral engineers had the expertise and resources necessary
to survey the Mississippi River.

An 1844 flood broke the levee at Bonnet Carré, 30
miles upriver from New Orleans, and sent the river into
Lake Pontchartrain for six months, disrupting traffic. By
early 1845, calls for a Southern and Western Conven-
tion came from many sources. The “river problem” pro-
vided commercial organizations and local governments
in the Middle West and the South a common interest to
ward off challenges from emergent railroads and the Erie
Canal, both of whichwere publicly subsidized and captur-
ing trade. The Port of New York prior to the Erie Canal’s
completion counted $33million in imports and $31 in ex-
ports. By 1845, exports grew to $45 million, and to $75
million two years later. The increasing rivalry of the Great
Lakes turned into a contest between North and South,
both of which were attempting to secure an economic
and political allegiance with the West (Cotterill, 1919).

The resulting Mississippi River Improvement Conven-
tion in Memphis that opened July 4, 1845 marked the
first ever multi-state convention for river work. A South-
ernDemocrat, named John C. Calhoun,was elected chair-
man. He called the Mississippi the “great inland sea of
the country” that the government was obligated to pro-
tect and improve just as it did the Atlantic Seaboard.
The memorial sent to Congress and published in news-
papers called for the improvement of the Ohio and Mis-
sissippi Rivers and their tributaries, the deepening of the
mouth of theMississippi, and the connection of the river
and the Great Lakes by ship canal. “Similar resolutions
were adopted at other conventions, except that assem-
blies north of St. Louiswere often calledmore specifically
to (remove) rapids of the Mississippi” (Lippincott, 1914,
pp. 644–645).

The Richmond Times published a letter by Calhoun
that the river was “the common highway” among states
and should be regulated by the Commerce Clause (Cal-
houn, 1846a). A similar report ran in The Mississippian
that the “conclusion is irresistible that its commerce
comes as fully within the power to regulate commerce
as that of the coast itself” (Calhoun, 1846b). But Cal-
houn’s preference for boosting Southern infrastructure
alienated many legislators from the North and Middle
West, who felt that the Upper Mississippi interests were
neglected (Williams, 1949). This came to a head in Au-
gust 1846, when President James Polk vetoed the Rivers
and Harbors Bill, condemning the ‘‘disreputable scram-
ble’’ for aid (O’Neill, 2006, p. 47). After the veto, William
Hall, a “disaffected” Democrat and member of the Lake
Steamboat Association, reached out to his contacts in
Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland, Buffalo, Syracuse, Rochester,
Utica, Albany, Hartford, New Haven, Springfield, Boston
and Providence (Williams, 1949). They hastily gathered
at the Rathburn Hotel in New York to plan a second
convention (American Whig Review, 1847). Organizers
held pre-convention press briefings in several cities. They
placed news stories featuring the coming convention
and printed the lists of delegates. Whig papers such

as Greeley’s New York Herald claimed the convention
was non-partisan. The American Whig Review stated
that the convention was “so thoroughly Whiggish in its
aims, although studiously and designedly divested of
any mere party organization” (American Whig Review,
1847, p. 112).

Greeley in regular dispatches argued the convention
would permanently guarantee the welfare of the North
and West (Lippincott, 1914). The convention was pre-
ceded by a grand procession “staged with floats, bands,
military units, and the inevitable gorgeously caparisoned
volunteer fire companies” (Williams, 1949, pp. 608–614).
The American Whig Review swooned:

nothing could be better arranged, or better adapted
to the ends in view, than the preparations and accom-
modation for the Convention, both while assembled
as a body, and when scattered amongst the various
public and private houses in the town. (1847, p. 112)

The paper praised the decisive unanimity of the con-
vention “that not a case occurred, during the whole
deliberations, where a sort to division by states was
necessary—all questions having been carried by accla-
mation that amounted almost to absolute unanimity”
(American Whig Review, 1847, pp. 112–113). In the con-
vention’s memorial to Congress, delegates repeatedly
cited the Commerce Clause and its interpretation bymul-
tiple administrations from Jefferson to Polk to argue for
river improvements (Semi-Weekly Union, 1847).

3. Flood Control and Swamp Busters

Private landowners, planters and municipal authorities
couched their arguments for flood control through eco-
nomic imperatives. As American settlers in the 1830s
and 1840s began clearing the alluvial lands in Arkansas
andMississippi, it became increasingly clear that reliance
on private landowners to provide levees was insufficient
(Saikku, 2012). Yet Congress was still unwilling to dis-
pense direct appropriations for levee building. Political
pressure mounted from the South as flooding threat-
ened newly claimed agricultural lands and growing town-
ships. An 1849 flood deluged New Orleans when it broke
through the levee at Pierre Sauvée’s plantation 17 miles
upriver. Within three days the water reached the French
Quarter. Nervous uptown residents considered severing
the levee at theNewBasin Canal behind the FrenchQuar-
ter, soliciting the threat of armed response by down-
town residents (Rogers, 2008). Three weeks later, the up-
per New Basin Canal collapsed, which deluged 220 mid-
city blocks and forced the evacuation of 12,000 residents
(Colten, 2009).

After the 1849 flood, Congress acceded to pressure
from Southern constituents to pass the Swampland or
“Swamp-buster” Acts, which provided a mechanism for
levee construction through land reclamation. Millions of
acres of federal riverine bottomlands on the Mississippi
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were turned over to states, which sold them to pay for
levee building and flood control. As states from other
parts of the country demanded similar grants, Congress
extended the program in 1850 to California, Florida, Ore-
gon, and eleven states in the Ohio–Mississippi Valley. His-
torian John Barry argues that Eastern politicians agreed
to pass the swampland grants to keep the South from
forging a political alliance with the West (Barry, 1997).
By 1909, nearly 82 million acres had passed into private
hands through the swampland program, some for as lit-
tle as ten cents to $1.25 per acre (Wright, 1907).

The swampland program also boosted the flood con-
trol cause by sponsoring Army Corps of Engineers sur-
veys, which consistently recommended that the federal
government build protective levee projects (Barry, 1997).
The program led to the formation of state levee districts
which directed construction work and provided flood
control advocates with a political base for lobbying ef-
forts (O’Neill, 2006).

4. Civil War Disruptions

But the issue of slavery would shatter national political
parties into sectional interests. By the 1860s, Democrats
had split into Northern and Southern organizations. Re-
gions competed for new settlement and private invest-
ment. Newspaper editors in Mississippi, for instance, re-
cruited planters from states bordering the Mason–Dixon
line, where abolitionist sentiments were growing (Harri-
son, 1951). A settlement boom in the Deltawas compara-
ble to a second gold rush. Cheap farmland attracted thou-
sands ofwhite slaveowners from theAtlantic seaboard to
make their fortune. Slaves were brought in forced migra-
tion over land and sea from the older slave states to the
newer cotton states. By 1850, a quarter of New Orleans’
population had come from the North (Dattel, 2006).

An article reprinted in the New Orleans-based De
Bow’s Commercial Review in 1858 touted the strength of
local levees to protect newly reclaimed delta farmland:

We can levee successfully!…We have but one outlet,
the Yazoo Pass, and the levee there, the heaviest and
highest in the world, has stood the flood. It stood be-
cause it was properly and securely built. (Harrison,
1951, p. 13)

The population in Mississippi and Alabama doubled be-
tween 1840 and 1860 from 179,074 whites and 195,211
slaves in 1840 to 354,000 whites and 436,631 slaves in
1860. Cotton production more than doubled in half the
time, from 194 million pounds in 1849 to 535.1 million
pounds in 1859 (Dattel, 2006).

5. Post-War Unification

After the wholesale destruction from the Civil War, calls
for river improvements focused on repairing the war-
torn infrastructure and, ostensibly, the national psyche.

During the 1867 St. Louis River Improvement Convention,
the chairman, Gen. William Vandever of Iowa, noted
sacrifices of “immense treasures of blood and money”
and said the Mississippi had the power to unite “heart
and hand now in burying the animosities of the past”
by improving common prosperity (St. Louis Proceedings,
1867). A New York Times article described an 1869 river
convention in New Orleans in which the Chamber of
Commerce convention hall was decoratedwith suchmot-
tos as: “The South extends to the Northwest a cordial
welcome”; “The West and the South join hands”; “The
river to the sea and the sea to the river” (1869).

From1866 to 1882, Congress passed a Rivers andHar-
bors bill each year which pleased local merchants, many
of whom turned to river shipping to avoid the cost of rail-
road monopoly rates. A New York Times reporter in 1878
wrote from a convention in New Orleans that, “Railroads
might come and go but this Mississippi River would flow
on to the end of the time” (New York Times, 1878). Con-
ventions called in St. Louis, Chicago andQuincy issued ex-
tensive arguments about freight cost savings from river
shipments and the potential of new inlandmarkets. They
argued that domestic commercewas far more important
to the U.S. economy than international commerce and,
therefore, deserved the same congressional support as
lighthouses and harbor construction. At an 1877 conven-
tion in St. Paul, one of the speakers argued that it took
less time to sail across the Atlantic from Europe than to
traverse 800 miles from St. Paul to St. Louis because of
rocks and low water. The memorial to Congress stated,
“No valid objection to improvement of our seaports, but
the rivers of the Mississippi Valley are entitled to equal
commercial facilities” (Waterhouse, 1877).

In the Lower Mississippi Valley, Southern activists ar-
gued that the difficulties of maintaining levees and ship-
ping channels on the river had to be solved in tandem
because they were caused by the same thing: a river
that carried large volumes of silt and rapidly shifted its
banks (O’Neill, 2006). Floods also crossed state borders
and disrupted the political economy of the nation. South-
ern interests argued then (as they do now) that they
carried the burden of the nation’s floodwaters. States
along the lower portion of the river couldn’t maintain
bridges and levees used by trains for interstate com-
merce. It was, therefore, clearly a duty of the central gov-
ernment to facilitate commerce (St. Louis Proceedings,
1867). Arkansas delegates said the lack of levees left the
National Road from Memphis to Little Rock frequently
under water and impassable (Cotterill, 1919).

6. Public Relations

Appeals for intervention were explicitly aimed to apply
pressure through the press. An 1877 call by businessmen
from 18 states to convene a Mississippi River Improve-
ment Convention in St. Paul specifically focused on pub-
lic relations: “to organize the public sentiment of theMis-
sissippi Valley in support of a systematic pressure upon
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Congress to recognize the importance of navigation from
St. Paul to St. Louis, which was impassible during low
water stages” (Waterhouse, 1877). The St. Louis Globe-
Democrat published a call by the St. Louis Chamber of
Commerce for a convention of “representative men of
the Mississippi Valley, including editors of newspapers,
to meet in that city, Oct. 11, for the consideration of the
river improvement question” (St. Louis-Globe-Democrat,
1877). Separately, the Daily Arkansas Gazette out of Lit-
tle Rock reprinted a column from the Memphis Appeal,
entitled “Facts and Figures are an Unanswerable Argu-
ment in Favor of the Improvement of the Mississippi”
(Young, 1877). The column was written by Rep. Casey
Young, a Democrat from Tennessee, to the president of
the Memphis Chamber of Commerce requesting an ap-
pointment of delegates to the St. Paul convention.

At the 1881 Mississippi River Improvement Conven-
tion meeting in St. Louis, the president of the Merchants
Exchange called for the general desire “communicated
through the press, emanating from various commercial
bodies recognizing the importance of united and intelli-
gent action on a subject of the most vital importance”
(Official report of the proceedings of theMississippi River
Improvement Convention, 1881, p. 5). News stories of
the daymay have elevated self-appointed insiders as rep-
resentatives of “the public”, but printed accounts also re-
flected the complexity of satisfying the different needs
of states affected by the river:

If all themembers of the eighteen great states directly
interested in this grand work would pull together,
they could pass a bill that would provide for the imme-
diate commencement of the work on the Mississippi
on a scale commensurate with the importance of the
undertaking. (St. Louis Globe-Democrat, 1881)

The undertaking was vast indeed and was rationalized
through not only commercial appeals, but also the cul-
tural importance of the river as an object of unification.
The New York Times gave a hero’s welcome to Jefferson
Davis, the defeated president of the Confederacy, who
walked into the 1878 river convention hall to a standing
ovation in NewOrleans. In his speech, he claimed solidar-
ity with not only the state of Mississippi but “every state
bordering upon that great river” (New York Times, 1878).

The Washington Post reported from a river conven-
tion in 1884 where the Mississippi was called the “Fa-
ther of Waters” by the convention secretary GL Wright,
who said:

In nomanner had the provident care of the creator for
the ideal Republic been so manifested as in the loca-
tion of the Mississippi River. The great empire in the
West now demanded the full improvements of that
great river so that it would not only float the com-
merce of the country, but would remain a bond of
goodwill and fellowship between the sections. (Wash-
ington Post, 1884)

Clearly cultural appeals were common currency in tying
the river to federal oversight. One question that contin-
ues to vex historians is what effect these discourses had
on theArmyCorps of Engineers’ “levees-only” policy that
increased the danger of flooding to the constituents it at-
tempted to appease.

7. The Birth of “Levees-Only”

The disastrous 1949 floods that inundated most of the
Lower Mississippi Valley and resulted in the 1849–1850
Swampland Acts also increased congressional focus onto
the river itself. Floods were not the only river problem.
“At the mouth of the Mississippi enormous sandbars of-
ten blocked access to the Gulf of Mexico. Sometimes 50
ships waited there for the sandbars to dissipate enough
to allow passage into or out of the river; the largest ships
sometimes waited as long as threemonths” (Barry, 1997,
p. 34). There was still no consensus on how to best to
control floods and improve navigation. On September 30,
1850, Congress authorized a complete survey of lower
valley from Cairo, Illinois to the Gulf. “The aim was to dis-
cover the laws governing the Mississippi River and deter-
mine how to tame it” (Barry, 1997, p. 35).

Two competing reports were assigned, one to the
civilian engineering faction and one to the Army Corps of
Engineers. The corps report, which would take 11 years,
had a lasting impact on national river management pol-
icy. Its author, Andrew Atkinson Humphreys of the U.S.
Topographical Corps, suffered multiple health problems
during the survey work, but finished his Report upon
the Physics and Hydraulics of the Mississippi River just
months before the Civil War. Humphreys concluded that
building continuous levee lines would ‘‘concentrate’’ the
flow of the river (Pabis, 1998). Assisted by Lt. Henry L.
Abbot, a fellow West Point alumnus, Humphreys’ sur-
vey teams painstakingly obtained data on riverine chan-
nel cross sections and topographical and geological for-
mations. They took measurements from the confluence
of the Mississippi and Ohio rivers to the mouth of the
Mississippi at the Gulf of Mexico. They studied the trib-
utaries of the Lower Mississippi. They applied insights
from geology and European hydraulics to challenge the
conventional wisdom about alluvial deposits.

The result, declared the American Journal of Science,
was “one of the most profoundly scientific publications
ever published by the U.S. government” (Shallat, 1990,
p. 41). Their final analysis recommended closing the re-
maining natural outlets to maintain all water flow within
the main river channel. This endorsement of a “single-
channel theory” tied flood control interests to navigation
interests, which was politically attractive (Pabis, 1998).

But the surveywas fundamentally flawed. It assumed
the riverbed consisted of hard blue clay, based on dis-
coveries of clay deposits at the head of Bayou Plaquem-
ine, in Bayou Lafourche and on the prairies in between.
Blue clay was found in an artesian well in New Orleans
and in the Yazoo Swamps in Mississippi. “Although not
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one of these facts may be considered itself conclusive, it
must be allowed that together they afford good grounds
for doubting the recent alluvial character of the bed of
the Mississippi, even as far down as the head of passes”,
Humphreys concluded erroneously (Pabis, 1998, p. 440).
He argued that since the bed of the Mississippi River
was made of clay, it could not be sufficiently “scoured”
through flow restriction (Reuss, 1985).

The Corps of Engineers accepted these conclusions
for decades. Though it was challenged by other civil
engineers and powerful individuals, it provided politi-
cal cover for Southern flood control interests. When an
1874 flood upriver from New Orleans broke the levees
and deluged swaths as wide as 50 miles in some places,
Congress turned to Humphreys loyalists. An appointed
commission was headed by Gen. G. K. Warren, who
had served under Humphreys. Henry Abbot, who coau-
thored the Humphreys report, sat on the commission
board (Reuss, 1985). TheWarren Commission conducted
no fieldwork and looked only at Humphreys’ report. It
subsequently endorsed “levees-only” policy and blamed
uncoordinated levee building by local levee districts for
producing a defective system. It proposed creating re-
gional districts with federal aid to build a system of lev-
ees, which Humphreys and Abbot had recommended in
1861. On the basis of the Warren Commission’s report,
in 1875 Representative Randall L. Gibson of Louisiana
created a House Committee on Mississippi River Levees,
which “became a battering ram for flood control inter-
ests for 35 years” (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers).

By the 1880s, army engineers were building flood
control levees all along the Lower Mississippi River. As
the levee lines becamemore complete, downstream res-
idents continued to suffer. The “levees-only” approach
was causing the river to carry a greater volume of water
thus forcing engineers to construct taller levees. A break
in the larger, modern levees wreaked tremendous dev-
astation. Yet other proposals to manage river flooding,
such as opening spillway outlets into bayous, required
the government to appropriate private lands, which was
met with resistance. “Levees-only” represented a politi-
cal compromise. It was supported by enough engineers
and scientists, along with Delta landowners.

By the turn of the century, Southern and Western
activists seeking federal flood control aid for the Missis-
sippi and Sacramento rivers were working alongside ac-
tivists seeking federal flood control aid for all navigable
rivers. They broadened their public appeals and traded
votes in Congress, which often passed veto-proof legisla-
tion with something for each region, giving birth to the
phrase “pork-barrel” construction (O’Neill, 2006). In this
sense, activists began to professionalize.

8. Professional Lobbies

In the 1880s, the Reform Movement began emphasiz-
ing rational informed citizenry and professionalism. Re-
formists favored pamphlets over parades and urged vot-

ers to make a rational choice among candidates and poli-
cies over emotional allegiance (Schudson, 2006). News-
papers began to open bureaus in the nation’s capital at
the same time as lobbyists and press agents proliferated.
“One journalism critic noted that by 1920 there were
nearly a thousand ‘bureaus of propaganda’ in Washing-
ton, D.C.” (Schudson, 2003, p. 83). New lobby groups
used the rhetoric of efficiency and progress favored by
the Progressive Movement. The first permanent river
lobby was formed in 1890 by planters and levee district
boards from Louisiana and Mississippi, called the Inter-
state Mississippi River Improvement and Levee Associ-
ation. Like the Corps of Engineers, the association op-
posed outlets and promoted levees, citing statistics. They
established a bureau of correspondence in Washington,
D.C., sent speakers to other river organizations and circu-
lated thousands of documents.

The group’s strategy was to arm delegations with
“facts and figures to demonstrate the right of the peo-
ple of the Mississippi Valley” and create “continual agi-
tation” to strengthen public sentiment in favor of larger
appropriations by the central government (Thompkins,
1901, p. 4,). A column by the group’s president, Mis-
sissippi planter Charles Scott, addressed to “America’s
Businessmen”, touted millions of acres of potential farm-
land that awaited cultivation in the Delta. “The total
value of the staple crops raised on these lands heretofore
brought under the plow, will approximate seventy-five
millions of dollars per annum!!What awonderful empire
of richness lies here yet undeveloped”. The group pub-
lished columns in the Southern Manufacturers Record
by Louisiana Supreme Court Judge N. C. Blanchard who
rationalized constitutional authority for congressional in-
tervention, as well as articles by formerMississippi Attor-
ney General, State Senator T. C. Catchings, and Corps of
Engineers officers James A. Quinn, Smith S. Leach, and
T. G. Dabney among others (Thompkins, 1901).

In 1901, a separate group of New Orleans shippers
and bankers formed the National Rivers and Harbors
Congress in protest of the filibuster of a Rivers and Har-
bors bill. Adopting the slogan, ‘‘a policy, not a project”,
they were the first group to consult directly with con-
gressional committees. They held each annual meeting
in Washington, D. C., where they relocated their head-
quarters in 1911. The group lobbied initially for flood
control on the Lower Mississippi River, but eventually
promoted nationwide flood control. Sen. Joseph E. Rans-
dell of Louisiana chaired its executive committee and
traveled with other legislators in 1906 to meet with wa-
terway associations around the country. They attracted
members from shipping companies, regional trade and
river organizations, chambers of commerce, farming or-
ganizations, and levee districts from other river valleys.
Their 1906 convention drew 189 commercial associa-
tions and 14 governors. The 1908 convention drew 287
mayors (O’Neill, 2006). Ransdell, on his way to view the
Panama Canal with a contingent of Congressmen, was
quoted in the New York Tribune as saying the country is
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waking up to the importance of a settled water policy:
“We believe that the people of the country are coming
to feel that in view of the terrible congestion of traffic
on the rail ways, the demonstrated cheapness of trans-
portation by water…and efficiency of water competition
(to be) the best regulator of railway rates” (New York Tri-
bune, 1907). In their 1911 convention in New Orleans,
Ransdell said they had increased $20 million in expendi-
tures to $30 million in the six years since the group was
formed, and turned semi-annual bills into annual appro-
priations (New York Times, 1911).

By 1917, Ransdell and the National Rivers and Har-
bors Congress came under intense criticism for their lob-
bying methods. A New York Tribune article cites multiple
examples of targeted campaigns by theNRHC against crit-
ics. Sen. Jones fromWashington State accused the group
of trying to “enlist the newspapers of Washington State
to make a campaign against him”. Sen. Kenyon of Iowa
said that one of his Davenport constituents had received
a letter from Sen. Ransdell regarding Mr. Kenyon’s op-
position to a bill. In response Sen. Ransdell said he had
merely advised the Davenport correspondent to “to do
all that he couldwith his friends to support the bill” (New
York Tribune, 1917).

9. Multipurpose Approach

Despite the Corps’ resistance, many engineers began to
advocate various combinations of outlets and spillways
at the turn of the century to address flooding. Capt. John
Millis of the Fourth Mississippi River Commission Dis-
trict recommended construction of two artificial outlets
in the levees to disperse floodwaters (Reuss, 1985). At
a 1911 National Rivers and Harbors Convention, Corps’
Chief Engineer W. H. Bixby said individual Corps engi-
neers recognized the need for multipurpose develop-
ments, including power, irrigation, drainage, and bank
and levee protection. The New York Board of Trade and
Transportation in 1913 published a report from its mem-
bers supporting multipurpose development. The presi-
dent of theMississippi River Commission, Army engineer
C. M. Townsend, went on record supporting multipur-
pose development. The National Drainage Congress cre-
ated in Chicago in 1911 called for the conservation of wa-
ter and land and tied drainage improvements to public
health. Some convention speakers argued that the Gen-
eral Welfare Clause of the Constitution justified drainage
in part because of the connection of malaria to swamps
(O’Neill, 2006). Yet the corps argued that such projects
could harm navigation.

Meanwhile, a devastating flood in 1912 broke water
records at 17 of the 18 river gauges south of Cairo, Ill.,
even though its volume was far less than the volume of
the 1882 flood. This indicated that the riverbed of the
levee-constrained river was rising. That same year, a con-
vention of planters and levee district officials inMemphis
formed the Tri-State Levee Association (later renamed
the Mississippi River Levee Association), which used the

devastation of the 1912 flood to argue for stronger lev-
ees. The group included business owners, lawyers and
planters from Chicago to New Orleans. They lobbied for
aid to the Lower Mississippi River and eventually allied
with the National Rivers and Harbors Congress to sup-
port flood control aid for theMississippi and Sacramento
rivers. The group’s secretary-manager, John A. Fox, wrote
letters, pamphlets, and several books, and he organized
a speaker’s bureau (O’Neill, 2006). A book printed by the
group, A National Duty, featured endorsements by the
Democratic, Republican and Progressive parties. It fea-
tured a prominent article by the Mississippi River Com-
mission, entitled “The Bed of the River is Not Rising” (Fox,
1914). It also included sympathetic photos of flood vic-
tims, tenants and black farm laborers stranded in the
1912 deluge (Fox, 1914).

The public relations campaign that coincided with
the 1912 flood and another devastating flood the next
year garnered enough public sentiment to sway all three
major political parties to incorporate planks in their plat-
forms “recognizing the national character” of the dis-
asters and committing their candidates “to the speedy
solution of the problem”. The presidential nominees all
specifically subscribed to declarations (Floods and Levees
of theMississippi River Supplemental Report, 1914). Pres-
ident Taft declared that the 1912 flood demonstrated
that flooding on the Lower Mississippi River is a national
problem. His 1912 reform party platform stated that the
federal government should assume a ‘‘fair portion’’ of
the burden in building levees, which also included open-
ing Western and Southern waterways to federal protec-
tion (O’Neill, 2006, p. 118). An expanded federal pres-
ence was endorsed by the Louisiana Bankers Associa-
tion, the National Drainage Congress, the New Orleans
Progressive Union, and the National Flood Prevention
and River Regulation Conference in New Orleans, as well
as newspapers across the country (Proceedings and De-
bates of the Congress, 1912). A renewed alliance was
forged between the West and South.

After years organizational work, personal politicking
by activists, actions by sympathetic legislators, flood con-
trol supporters eventually won official aid for the Mis-
sissippi and Sacramento rivers with the 1917 Ransdell-
Humphreys Flood Control Act (Pearcy, 2000). It directed
the Corps of Engineers to provide levee aid for the Mis-
sissippi and Sacramento rivers. The federal government
would pay up to two-thirds of levee construction. Local
interests remained responsible for acquiring the rights-
of-way and some maintenance costs.

Yet, in the spring of 1922, the lower Mississippi River
flooded again. The river was so high that its tributary wa-
ters flooded six Yazoo–Mississippi Delta counties. Some
critics blamed the flood on the closure of the Cypress
Creek Gap by the Corps of Engineers the year before.
The only remaining outlet on the Mississippi was at Old
River, which was created by Captain Shreve in 1831 to
shortcut the Mississippi to the Red River. The cut would
later threaten to open a permanent course for theMissis-
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sippi down theAtchafalaya River away fromNewOrleans,
which is a story for another article.

10. Conclusion

During the winter and spring months of 1927, theMissis-
sippi River well surpassed record flood stages. Prolonged
rainfall in the headwaters swelled its tributaries and in-
creased the already elevated water levels in the Lower
Mississippi. In April 1927, waters began to rise precipi-
tously, approaching 60 feet above mean sea-level. Fed-
eral levees along the Lower Mississippi began to breach.
By May, floods had devastated 32 towns and cities and
pushed the Ohio tributary backwards (Saikku, 2012). On
May 24, the river broke through Old River and sent
30-foot waters down the Atchafalaya. The breach pan-
icked New Orleans authorities, who convinced the Corps
of Engineers and Mississippi River Commission to dy-
namite the levee south of the city. They used 39 tons
of dynamite over 10 days, sacrificing rural farmers and
fur trappers downstream to save the city. When it was
over, 20 percent of the river’s volume poured through a
3,200 feet wide breach into St. Bernard and Plaquemines
Parishes (Barry, 1997).

Referred to as the greatest peacetime disaster in U.S.
history by Secretary of Commerce Herbert Hoover, the
1927 floods caused staggering economic losses and hu-
man suffering. Over 16million acres in seven states were
inundated and property loss estimates varied from $236
to $363 million. Nearly 700 people are known to have
died. Another 637,000 were left homeless. The Ameri-
can Red Cross, responsible for most of the relief work,
provided food and shelter for more than 300,000 peo-
ple in refugee camps. As suggested by Charlie Patton’s
“High Water Everywhere”, black refugees were particu-
larly harmed. Imprisoned in refugee camps, they were
coerced to perform manual labor and prevented from
fleeing the Delta because planters were afraid of losing
their workforce (Saikku, 2012). In the aftermath of the
devastation, Congress ordered the Army Corps of Engi-
neers to examine the flood problem in a national con-
text. As a result, the Corps Chief Lt. General Edgar Jad-
win proposed a nearly $300 million program of multi-
purpose development for the Mississippi and its tribu-
taries, named Project Flood (Reuss, 1982).

It would be inaccurate to attribute the failed “levees-
only” policy to any one group, agency or even govern-
ment. It was a manifestation of political agendas that
evolved over a century. This article focuses primarily on
the role of river conventions in fomenting public dis-
course through the press and memorials to Congress to
justify federal intervention in theMississippi River, which
flowed through a diverse and contested nation. An oft
overlooked form of democratic practice, river conven-
tions organized political action that preceded the profes-
sionalized state and special interest groups we associate
with contemporary democratic practices. To respond to
the Mississippi River in those early American decades

was to respond to changing physical and political vari-
ables. Moving through states and jurisdictions, the river
forged alliances with divergent and convergent interests
that swirled together for a common application or out-
come, much like a whirlpool or eddy that kicks out and
then re-emerges into the main current.

The Mississippi River helped suture the public body
consciousness by giving conventions and newspapers a
common frame of focus. It functioned discursively as
an object of unification, and materially as a potentially
catastrophic force. The politics of river improvement and
the growing weight of the conventions and press were
entangled components of emerging forms of democracy
that saw a public growing in power and advocating for a
larger role of its national government.
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1. Introduction

During the Cold War, throughout the Western world
business media extended its readership and increased
its influence over the production of public knowledge,
ideology and meaning in society—in particular with re-
gard to what we understand as “neoliberal” ideas (Kjær
& Slaatta, 2007; Parsons, 1989). According to Kjær and
Slaatta (2007, pp. 35–36), the business press has been
so significant that it should be considered a noteworthy
element in the writing of the modern history of West-
ern countries.

In the Nordic countries, the main expansion of the
business press took place from the 1970s onwards, coin-
ciding with a general rise, internationally, of neoliberal
ideas. New business magazines emerged and existing
business newspapers went “pink” (assuming the colour
associated with the Financial Times). They all extended
their scope far beyond their traditional readership.

This expansion does, however, have a prehistory in
the Nordic countries as well: In Norway, the only busi-
ness magazine of any considerable size and standing,

until the 1970s, was Farmand. This magazine, first es-
tablished in 1891, is an interesting case because it was
an early proponent of neoliberalism in the media dur-
ing the post-war era—a time when neoliberal thought
was still rather marginal. Despite the hegemony of social
democracy and Keynesian economics, Farmand doubled
its number of subscribers six times during the post-war
period (Eia, 1992, p. 34). Post-war Norway experienced
unprecedented social mobility and increasing prosper-
ity and, consequently, an increasing number of poten-
tial business press readers. Farmand’s success, however,
also owedmuch to its longstanding editor, the economist
Trygve J. B. Hoff. Hoff “was” Farmand from 1935 until
around 1970, when his son took on an increasing re-
sponsibility for the magazine. In the 1980s its circulation
dropped, partly as a result of competition from new busi-
ness publications but probably also because the voice of
Hoff Sr. had disappeared (he died in 1982). In 1989 (iron-
ically, the same year as the Berlin Wall came down) the
magazine ceased publishing.

Farmand is also—and by nomeans least—interesting
because Hoff was one of the approximately 40 founders
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of the Mont Pèlerin Society (MPS), a neoliberal intel-
lectual collective named after the place in Switzerland
where it first met. The MPS was established in 1947 with
prominentmembers like Friedrich Hayek and Ludwig von
Mises, and was made up of scholars, politicians, corpo-
rate leaders, and journalists, all of whom developed a
long-term strategy to secure liberal ideas and free mar-
kets (Plehwe, 2009). In order to achieve this goal, the
MPS used what they termed “long-range artillery” (e.g.
publications and think-tanks) and “short-range artillery”
(e.g. book reviews and interviews) throughout the post-
war decades. According to Plehwe (2009, p. 3), the strat-
egy gained these intellectuals increasing and consider-
able influence—he describes neoliberalism as “one of
the most powerful bodies of political knowledge of the
current era”.

Liberalism is a difficult ideology to pin down because
it can be interpreted in so many ways. There were also
differences between the MPS members, a group with a
range of different backgrounds, aspirations and goals. In
Plehwe’s words, neoliberalism consists of several differ-
ent schools and varieties and is a “major ideology that
is poorly understood but, curiously, draws some of its
prodigious strength from that obscurity” (2009, pp. 1–3).

Hoff was one of the original journalists in the MPS;
he was among those who attended the greatest num-
ber of its meetings—and he was the only Norwegian. As
the owner and editor of the only proper Norwegian busi-
ness magazine, Hoff was consequently the MPS’s spear-
head into the Norwegian public space. In this article, I as-
sess the kind of political opinions that Hoff promoted by
examining, in particular, samples of his editorials in Far-
mand at regular intervals during the first three post-war
decades. I analyse the rhetorical strategies Hoff used and
interpret them in light of the ongoing ideological war, but
I also discuss the type of liberalism—or political views
at large—that he represented. Finally, I briefly discuss
whether the views he represented have had any long-
term influence.

There have been some earlier studies on Farmand
and on Hoff, but they concentrated either on the tran-
sition from “old-school” to “new-school” business me-
dia in the 1970s and 1980s, mainly after Hoff’s active
period (Eia, 1992), or on Hoff as an economist (Mjøset,
2011a, 2011b; Sæther & Hanisch, 2005). Although Hoff
can be regarded as one of the progenitors of neoliberal-
ism in Norway, the contents of Farmand during his reign
have not been studied systematically. There are, how-
ever, good reasons for doing so. Hoff was an influential
editor, but the value of studying amagazine like Farmand
also lies in its broad focus on ideology, history and cul-
ture. It published essays and op-eds on business but also
on art, philosophy and politics during the Cold War, and
these traits also characterise its editorials. The new busi-
ness media, on the other hand, was far more technical,
news-oriented and investigative (Eia, 1992); hence Hoff’s
writings can provide an insight into a broader “cosmol-

ogy” of thought, as far as both business issues and wider
societal issues are concerned.

It should also be noted that in 1939 Hoff defended
a doctoral thesis, having been encouraged to do so by
the professor of Economics—and later the very first win-
ner of the Nobel Memorial Prize in Economics—Ragnar
Frisch. The thesis was praised in several newspapers and
international journals (Sæther&Hanisch, 2005, p. 1), but
in later years scholars disagreed on the importance of
Hoff’s academic work (Mjøset 2011a, 2011b; Sæther &
Hanisch, 2005). After his PhD, Hoff never used his train-
ing in economics to seek a career in academia, but it
was an important backdrop to his use of the magazine to
advocate a political and economic ideology that would
eventually exert considerable influence in society.

2. Corpus, Literature and Approach

This article is largely a study of Farmand’s editorials
from two months of a year, every fifth year, from the
late 1940s through to the early 1970s. I have also read
Hoff’s commentaries in other issues, or on other pages,
in cases where they were referred to in the selected ed-
itorials, as in certain cases this has supplemented the
depiction of the themes he brought up in his editori-
als. Public access to Farmand is limited, as it is one
of the few Norwegian publications unavailable at the
Norwegian National Library.1 To make sure the limited
number of issues studied—49 in all—does not give a
distorted impression of Hoff’s writing, I also consulted
the book Trygve J. B. Hoff. Tanker og ideer (Trygve J. B.
Hoff. Thoughts and Ideas), which was published in con-
nection with his 80th birthday in 1975. One must as-
sume that the excerpts of Hoff’s texts collected in this
book—from Farmand and elsewhere—were picked be-
cause they were regarded as particularly representa-
tive of the messages he wanted to convey. In addition,
I scrutinised his book Fred og fremtid (Peace and Fu-
ture), a combination of a political philosophy and a lib-
eralist manifesto of 1945, written during the war. Me-
dia texts are immediate reactions to ongoing events,
and sometimes need more contextualisation—and thus
both these books have contributed to my attempts to
draw a picture of Hoff that is as accurate as possible. Fi-
nally, I based my article on other studies of Hoff, and on
other relevant literature.

Most of the editorials are fromMarch and October in
1948, 1953, 1958, 1963, 1968 and1973, although the last
week of March 1948 is replaced by the first week of April
due to the Easter holiday. October 1963 was unavailable
and therefore replaced by September. Most of the main
editorials are more like op-eds in scope, but many issues
also include one or two shorter editorials. I decided not
to extend my study beyond the first half of the 1970s be-
cause at that point many of the editorials no longer bear
Hoff’s unmistakable signature (they were all unsigned,
but Hoff Sr. had his own, easily detectable style).

1 I am therefore very grateful to the Norwegian Central Bank for having lent me the volumes in their possession necessary to carry out this study.
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My approach is based on critical discourse analysis,
an approach in which text is analysed according to its
political and social context. Fairclough (2016) has de-
veloped a three-dimensional framework describing dis-
course as a “mode of political and ideological practice”
which “establishes, sustains and changes power rela-
tions” in society and “contributes to reproducing and to
transforming society and to the construction of knowl-
edge and belief” (Fairclough, 2016, pp. 62ff.). In Fair-
clough’s view, the text cannot be seen independently of
the discursive practice surrounding it (production, distri-
bution and consumption)—or of the outer layer of social
practice—and all these layers also overlap to a degree.
I will present examples that are representative of Hoff’s
views on a set of issues,more specifically the relationship
between economic and political freedom, his views on
political friends and foes, the relationship between liber-
alism and conservatism, between economic and cultural
liberalism, and between liberalism and democracy.

3. Context and Biography

3.1. National Context

First, some context. In the post-war years, theNorwegian
Labour Party wasmore or less permanently in office until
1965, its position only being disrupted by a two-month
centre-right government in 1963. The party had a revo-
lutionary past, but defined itself as reformist from the
1930s onwards. The Soviet Union’s contribution to win-
ning the war in 1945 prompted a short-lived but strong
surge of support for the Norwegian Communist Party
(NKP). The NKP gained almost 12 percent of the votes in
the general election, and the party even had two seats
in a post-war national government coalition (which in-
cluded all political parties) for just over four months. The
public sentiment that brought the communists to power,
however, soon changed. As we step into Farmand’s uni-
verse in 1948, the CzechCommunist Party had just staged
its coup-d’etat, and the Soviet Union offered Norway’s
neighbour Finland a so-called friendship pact. There was
widespread fear that Norway would be subjected to the
same treatment, and the Communist Party was reduced
by half in the ensuing general election and it became
politically marginalised. After this, no totalitarian party
emerged in Norway until a minor Marxist-Leninist party
was established in the early 1970s.

There were naturally profound differences between
the two major political parties of the country, Labour
and the Conservatives, but there was also a certain de-
gree of consensus during the post-war era, and the Con-
servatives were even Keynesians to some extent (Sejer-
sted, 1984, pp. 61ff.). Partly as result of Norway’s par-
ticipation in the Marshall Plan, the country was rebuilt
after the war within the frames of what Ruggie (1992)
termed “embedded liberalism”—a liberalisation of the
international trade regime combined with sufficient do-
mestic elbow-room to build up a well-functioning wel-

fare state at home. Some Labour politicians advocated
a bridge-building approach to Moscow but, as a NATO
member from 1949, Norway also became one of the US’s
most loyal allies, so loyal indeed that representatives of
the Labour Party’s left wing later broke away and estab-
lished a new party.

3.2. Hoff’s Background

Born in 1895, Hoff had been opposed to communism
since being a young man, and he had feared the Euro-
pean Labour parties since they started to gain power. As
a young economistwho had studied in theUS and France,
he worked for a time as a financial commentator, includ-
ing at Dagbladet, a major Norwegian daily, under the
name “Investor”. In 1935 he bought Farmand as a reac-
tion to the first Norwegian Labour government (after a
1928 government that had lasted less than three weeks)
and immediately started using the magazine to advocate
individualism against collectivism.

Hoff was also a staunch anti-Nazi. When German
warships sailed unhindered into Norwegian harbours in
1940, his worst expectations of Nazism—but also of the
Labour government—were confirmed. The occupation
was made possible partly by the government’s neutral-
ity policy, which made Norway quite unprepared when
the German attack struck (Sverdrup, 1996, pp. 17ff.). To
Hoff, this event remained—throughout his many years
as a Farmand writer—an illustration of the many defi-
ciencies of social democratic politics (see, for instance,
4 October 1958, 9 March 1963; see also “Day of shame”,
18 April 1970, as cited in Hoff, 1975, p. 217). That in June
1940 Farmand was forbidden “forever” (für immer) by
the occupiers probably contributed to his disapproval of
both the Germans and the poor Norwegian defence—
as well as the fact that he also spent time in a Nazi
prison camp.

In the 1930s, he had taken an interest in the so-
called calculation debate—a debate regarding whether
or not it is possible to perform economic calculations in
socialist societies. This debate had been initiated by the
economist Ludwig von Mises (Plehwe, 2009, p. 20) and
was followed up by Friedrich Hayek, a later winner of the
Nobel Prize for Economics. Although Hoff first published
the study as a book, Ragnar Frisch recommended that
he submit it as a dissertation—but Frisch also disagreed
with Hoff’s conclusions and in 1941 the two had a fierce
exchange of letters initiated by Hoff (see e.g., Hoff, 1975,
pp. 49ff.). Fred og fremtid, published a few years later,
has been described as the Norwegian version of Hayek’s
The Road to Serfdom (Mjøset, 2011a). After the war, Hoff
resumed publication of Farmand, andwhen theMPSwas
established in 1947 he was invited to join by Hayek.

TheMPS consisted of awide range of groups and indi-
viduals with differing ideas about what liberalism meant.
As the scholars included people as diverse as Mises and
Hayek or other economists such as Wilhelm Röpke and
Milton Friedman, as well as the philosopher Karl R. Pop-
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per, their viewpoints varied a great deal. The first de-
tailed ten-point draft amendment proved too explicit for
the attendants to agree on, and had to be redrafted into a
more diluted “statement of aims” stating that the central
values of civilisation were in danger. It pointed out that
the crisis had to be analysed and themisuse of history for
the furtherance of creeds hostile to liberty had to be com-
batted; rule of law re-established; private rights secured;
minimum standards for the functioning of the market es-
tablished; and an international order conducive to peace
and liberty encouraged (Plehwe, 2009, pp. 22–26).

Hoff translated and publishedmaterial from theMPS
network in Farmand, and he also circulated Farmand ar-
ticles to the network. In a special issue on the maga-
zine’s 50th anniversary in 1951, most of the founders
of the MPS were represented (Mjøset, 2011a, p. 184).
In a foreword to Trygve J. B. Hoff. Tanker og ideer
(Hoff, 1975), Arvid Brodersen, professor of Sociology
at the New School for Social Research in New York,
made special mention of the numerous contributions
from people such as Mises, Hayek, Friedman and Pop-
per (but also Gottfried Haberler, Joseph Schumpeter and
Jacques Rueff) in Farmand through the years (Brodersen,
1975, p. XX). Hoff, on his part, described the prominent
MPS members Mises and Röpke as his personal friends
(8March 1958). In connectionwith the tenth anniversary
of the MPS, Hoff wrote an article touching upon the dif-
ficulties that the MPS had had in overcoming their differ-
ences, but he also asserted that there had been common
ground: “Everybody present agreed that a socialist econ-
omy will end in serfdom and misery. They all regarded
collectivism as a serious danger to our Western civilisa-
tion”, Hoff wrote (22 March 1958).

4. Farmand in the Post-War Years

4.1. Economic and Political Freedom

Hoff used his magazine to criticise taxation, price regula-
tion and all other kinds of state intervention. In his opin-
ion, regulation was at the root of all economic problems.
Price subsidies would not speed up the economy and
would only impose more taxes on the citizens (30 Octo-
ber 1948). The cause of rising prices was the politics of
the Labour Party (14 March 1953). The reasons behind
housing shortages in the capital, Oslo, were the mort-
gage regulations and the interventions in the real estate
market (31 October 1953, 18 October 1958). In Hoff’s
view, Norwegians quite simply did not understand the
laws of economics. This caused him a lot of frustration,
but it also provided him with an important mission:

We regard the Norwegian people as uneducated
when it comes to economics, and they know depress-
ingly little about the connection between politics,

economics and individual existence….There is every-
where a need for ever new knowledge and new recog-
nition about how humans live together. We see it as
our clear duty to do what we can to share this knowl-
edge. (17 October 1953)

So far, Hoff’s opinions are in line with how mainstream
economic liberalism is normally understood: regulation
is bad for the economy, deregulation good. However,
Hoff was also of the opinion that economic and political
freedom were inseparable. And not only did he regard
political liberalism as a prerequisite for economic liber-
alism, he was also of the opinion that political freedom
could not exist without economic freedom. This is evi-
dent, for example, in one of the excerpts that he chose
for his 80th birthday collection: “A consistent state price
regulation is not only an economic measure. If it is to
be implemented, it is not only the free price formation
that will be destroyed but freedom itself” (1March 1952,
as cited in Hoff, 1975, p. 201). According to Tribe (2009,
pp. 75–76), this turning of the idea of classical liberalism
on its head was in itself one of the defining characteris-
tics of the new liberalism found at the MPS: economic
liberalism became a prerequisite for a free society, not a
part of it.

In several of his texts, Hoff expressed serious concern
for what regulation of business would lead to in terms
of political freedom—as, for example, in 1953, when he
opposed the proposal for a law on the date stamping
of eggs and milk. He claimed that he was not against
date stamping, but that it was something consumers and
housewives should take care of, not the state. “If the
state begins to protect us in one way, then it will start
protecting us in another way, and then the next thing we
will have is the entire absolutist state that also tells us
what to say and write” (14 March 1953).2

Hoff repeatedly expressed support and concern for
human rights (see, for example, 20March 1948, 25 Octo-
ber 1958, 9 March 1963). In 1975 he also reprinted text
samples—from both the beginning and the end of his
career—in which he stressed the importance of a free
press. In 1949 he wrote:

Our modern democracy must build on the principle
of the rights of the opposition. But no opposition is
able to perform activities that are important for soci-
ety without press organs as a mouthpiece. This prin-
ciple must always be maintained and honoured. (30
July 1949, as cited in Hoff, 1975, p. 195)

This point was repeated again in 1973: “A free press—a
prerequisite for the freedom of the people” (17 Novem-
ber 1973, as cited in Hoff, 1975, p. 221).

As the relationship between the allies and the So-
viet Union cooled after the SecondWorld War, the mem-

2 The discussion about the relationship between economic and liberal freedomwas also a main topic in Hoff’s correspondence with Frisch from 1941. He
did not understand how Frisch could be in favour of a free intellectual life and at the same time in favour of regulating business. “If you want to fight
for a free intellectual life, you have to fight for free business as well. It is the same front” (Hoff, 1975, p. 53).
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ory of Nazi totalitarianism was transformed into an ar-
gument against the Soviet Union and also against any
real or assumed sympathiserswith the SovietUnion. Hoff
was not alone in this. For many Norwegians, the coup
in Czechoslovakia and the “offer that Finland could not
refuse” in the spring of 1948 were defining moments.
In fact, by the end of the 1940s, it became quite com-
mon, in both the Labour and the Conservative press, to
draw parallels between Hitler’s Germany and Stalin’s So-
viet Union (Skre, 2010), and many Norwegian politicians
wanted to take measures against home-grown commu-
nists. From 1947 the authorities stepped up a massive
but secret surveillance scheme directed against anyone
believed to have any kind of (widely defined) commu-
nist sympathies—a scheme that later became a scan-
dal when its full scope was revealed. In 1948 the par-
liament’s foreign affairs committee was actually closed
down in order to keep the communist MPs out and was
not reopened until 1950 when the NKP was no longer
represented in parliament (Løvold, 2002).

The fear of a new totalitarian occupation remained
a recurrent theme in Hoff’s writings throughout his life.
But as a liberal who claimed to be in favour of all manner
of freedom of speech and other political freedoms, his
reactions to the communist threat were conspicuous. In
practice, he was willing to impose both Berufsverbot and
press censorship if necessary.

In Hoff’s opinion, Norwegian NKP members should
not only be excluded from the foreign affairs committee,
but should also not be allowed to work in the army, in
the police—or even in the higher ranks of the Norwe-
gian equivalent of the BBC, the Norwegian Broadcasting
Company, NRK (6March 1948). This was in stark contrast
to his liberal views on the rights of the opposition cited
above—as well as, for that matter, in the same editorial,
where he also stated that he was against press censor-
ship. He said that he was aware of the kinship between
his opinions and the McCarthyism of the US—which, he
assured his readers, he did not like.

But this incident apparently called for an exception
and is an indication that he did not always grant his op-
ponents the same political freedoms that he enjoyed
himself. A similar episode took place some years later
when Prime Minister Einar Gerhardsen visited Tito’s Yu-
goslavia (often called a socialist state with a human face).
The prime minister was heavily criticised for being “cel-
ebrated by communist executioners and enemies of the
West” (4 October 1958). To have these opinions was, of
course, Hoff’s democratic right, but the interesting thing
is that he also stated that there should not have been
any press reports of the visit. Apart from his opinions of
the NRK, this is the only instance of opposition to press
freedom in my limited sample. On the other hand, it is a
rather strong view—an influential editor in the freeWest-
ern press publicly stating that a Norwegian state visit to
another country should have been censored.

4.2. Social Democrats

In Hoff’s view, one did not have to be a communist to
be a threat to society. He regularly also indicated that
representatives of the elected Labour government were
unreliable in that respect.

The relative consensus in practical politics between
Labour and the Conservatives did notmake a particularly
strong impression on Hoff. He accused the Labour lead-
ers of being liars and of “deceiving their voters” (3 Oc-
tober 1953), and he did not shy away from exaggera-
tion, as when he stated that Labour assured everyone of
their “indomitable love of freedom, but all attempts at
independence from workers, shop stewards, managers
are smashed” (25 October 1958). Sometimes he seemed
indifferent to the fact that Norwegian post-war politics
was run by an elected government in a parliamentar-
ian democracy, and he expressed a measure of offence
at the fact that it was “obvious” parliament was “go-
ing to pursue the politics of its majority” (10 October
1953). Lawmaking that introduced even minor levels of
increased planning in the mixed economy—as was the
case in Norway (and most nations)—was equal to “going
East”, or “going to Moscow” (8 March 1958, 21 Septem-
ber 1963), and was even described as “infiltrating the
economy” (10 October 1953).

Some of his statements could be seen primarily as
the rhetoric of a man who disagreed with the current
government and hoped to convert a few voters to the
right. But the way in which allusions to the lack of “free-
dom” was regularly used to try to create a link between
social democracy and totalitarianismwas rathermore se-
rious. He indirectly accused the elected government of
“depriving Norway of the freedomwe have had for a 150
years” (10 October 1953) (since independence fromDen-
mark in the nineteenth century—author’s note)3 or used
phrases such as “[i]n 1945 Norway regained its freedom,
at least from its Hitlerian oppression” (1March 1958). Ac-
cording to Hoff, Norway had even “slid away from rule
of law, from a state which takes care of individual rights,
to an administrative state which exercises close to unre-
stricted power in the name of the collective” (22 March
1958, italics in original).

In the first issue following Constitution Day (17 May)
in 1954, he wrote that instead of talking about the con-
stitution and the freedom the Norwegian people had
gained one and a half centuries earlier, the speakers
should have called for the freedom that the Norwegian
people had lost (22 May 1954, italics in original, as cited
in Hoff, 1975, p. 203).

On some occasions, he was also close to alleging
that the Labour Party was secretly trying to impose so-
cialism (understood as communism, not social democ-
racy). An article with his signature from autumn 1963,
entitled Society’s Danger no. 1, following up the editorial
in the same issue, is particularly interesting. It problema-

3 Norway was under Danish rule for 400 years until 1814, then in a union with Sweden, headed by the Swedish king, until 1905.
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tises Labour’s own use of the word “socialism”, which
Hoff found unclear. In a public document, the Labour
Party had defined socialism as quite simply the direction
that Norway had taken during the last decades—in other
words, social democracy. But Hoff insisted that socialism
was something else: state ownership of themeans of pro-
duction and total state control of business. Hoff’s under-
lying argument was that when Labour did not admit this
they were trying to blur their real intentions (28 Septem-
ber 1963).

In all the cases above we see that Hoff uses differ-
ent rhetorical strategies to promote his views. Examples
are presuppositions (a communist is by definition dis-
loyal to his nation); metaphors (“going East” for social-
democratic lawmaking); coherence (connecting Stalin to
Hitler and social democrats to Stalin, or connecting the
loss of freedom during the German occupation to post-
war lawmaking), and strawman argumentation (arguing
against his own definition of post-war social democracy).
But Hoff’s terminology also frequently indicates that this
is more than strategy and that he really expects social
democracy to depriveNorway of its freedom. Sometimes
his expressions are so conspicuously controversial that
it is unlikely he would have risked the social costs of ut-
tering them if he had not meant what he said. For ex-
ample, ahead of the general election of 1953, Hoff not
only expressed concern for the country but even alarm,
if Labour were re-elected. “When you see individuals or
groups of people march steadily towards an abyss, it is
our simple human duty to stop them”, he wrote. It was
necessary to act before it was too late: “For we are ap-
proaching an abyss, the abyss that is called the slumming
of society and the debasement of the individual” (10 Oc-
tober 1953).

4.3. Non-Socialist Parties

Hoff’s fear of totalitarianism did not apply only to the
political left. The non-socialist party “Venstre” (Liberal
Democrats) represented a danger as well: the politics of
Venstre was “just as dangerous as socialism itself. If the
weak gives the strong his little finger, he can be sure he
will lose his whole hand” (10 October 1953). He later
claimed that the Conservatives cooperated with both
“total and half-socialist parties” (8 March 1958), and
the term half-socialist for the Liberal Democrats was re-
peated when Liberal Democrats and Conservatives (and
two additional non-socialist parties) formed a coalition
government in 1963 (21 September 1963).

To Hoff, even the Conservatives were playing with
dangerous socialist thoughts. In 1953 there are several
interesting references to an important ongoing debate, a
debate that contributed to changing the Norwegian Con-
servative party. Some prominent younger members of
the party had set out to disclose the ideological roots
of conservatism, inter alia by studying the eighteenth-
century philosopher Edmund Burke (see, for example,
Langslet, 1975; Sejersted, 1984, pp. 172ff.). Burke was

a deeply conservative philosopher who was disgusted by
the social uprooting that had resulted from the French
Revolution but who was nevertheless in favour of per-
sonal freedom and careful social reform because he was
ultimately of the opinion that society had to change. He
also acknowledged that free people needed to live in a
communitywith others—hedid not understand freedom
as something “lonely, individual, detached, egotistic” (as
cited in Langslet, 1975, p. 34). In other words, Burke took
a position not only in opposition to totalitarian commu-
nism, or towhatwould later be known as fast-track social
democratic reform, but also in opposition to themost ex-
treme forms of liberalism.

In Hoff’s view, this was also too leftist. The young
Conservatives had moved to the left, and the mother
party with them: “We, who think it is more important to
be non-socialists than conservative, characterise it as re-
grettable that Norway does not have a real conservative
party” (8 March 1958, italics in original). When in 1963
the Conservatives proposed a programme for old age
pensions, it was Farmand’s opinion that this would lead
to the state taking control of “almost all private savings in
Norway” (30March 1963). The conservative-centre coali-
tion in the autumn of 1963 was also commented on in
this way: the non-socialist parties “would in the long run
gain from stating that they do not want a socialist so-
ciety with full state-directed corporate governance and
with the abolition of private ownership of the…means
of production” (21 September 1963). He again regretted
that the Conservatives had “ceased being a conservative
party and become liberal”, whichmade himmiss “having
a really conservative party in Norway”.

5. Hoff’s Liberalism

5.1. A Liberal Dilemma

How could it be that Hoff, a declared liberal, could use
“liberal” almost as a word of insult, and at the same time
regret that the Conservative Party was not conservative
enough? One reason, of course, is that the word “liberal-
ism” entails different meanings. Both Plehwe (2009, p. 2)
and Hoff himself touches upon the fact that “liberal” is
also used to describe more leftist views. As Hoff puts it
on 8 March 1958: “Even opponents of free markets call
themselves liberal”.

However, from a democratic perspective, there is a
problem with a liberalism where political freedom pre-
supposes economic freedom, as it practically rules out
political opinions which limit economic freedom in any
way, as the examples above indicate. Hoff’s writings dis-
play these tensions in full.

At this point, it is important to step out of Farmand’s
universe again and consult Hoff’s Fred og fremtid, his
overall manifesto of 1945, which gives an even more
comprehensive account of his worldview. The book was
written in themiddle of a devastating war, but there is lit-
tle doubt that he continued to stand bymany of the opin-
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ions it expressed—over 100 pages of it were reprinted in
Tanker og ideer in 1975.

The main theme in Fred og fremtid is how to avoid
war. It was difficult, but not impossible. The argument,
which is built up over almost 500 pages including notes
and an appendix, goes partly like this: human beings
have three basic needs and instincts—for nutrition, sex
and recognition (Hoff, 1945, p. 395). If they get these
things, they will be less aggressive and war will be eas-
ier to avoid.

That nutrition, sex and recognition are fairly basic
needs is relatively uncontroversial. From this point of de-
parture, however, Hoff concluded that societies under
economic liberalism were best at avoiding war whereas
war propaganda would find particularly fertile soil in au-
thoritarian societies. Socialist societies were the case in
point, as they reduced the populace to poverty and un-
happiness, and made them long for improvements (Hoff,
1975, pp. 386ff.).

But even societies with economic freedom had to
overcome a few challenges. Hoff then embarked on a
lengthy discussion about the possibilities of achieving
sexual happiness, which is of little interest to this article.
More relevant were his opinions on nutrition and recog-
nition. The best way of securing the maximum amount
of nutrition for human beings was by allowing free en-
terprise (Hoff, 1945, p. 395). Recognition was a concept
with two sides, one related to envy—whichwas normally
fuelled by the fact that a society contains different social
strata. This was impossible to change. But there was a so-
lution: to teach children from an early age that there are
differences in talents and rank and that there arewinners
and losers. People accepted this in sport and they should
accept it in society as well, and thereby becomemore tol-
erant, as they would then understand that this was only
part of the natural order (Hoff, 1945, pp. 399ff.).

In a society with noticeable inequality, a certain de-
gree of unemployment was unavoidable. The solution
was to teach people that unemployment was not shame-
ful but a necessity, and a prerequisite for the economy
to function. Unemployment was, of course, a strain for
those affected, but this could also be solved by offering
them therapy. “Mental-hygienic measures of this kind
can contribute strongly to reducing friction, discontent
and aggression, and is, therefore, an important tool to
eliminate war”, Hoff wrote (1945, p. 404).

This, in short, was Hoff’s recipe for avoiding war. The
book gives the impression of a man with a total belief
in liberalism as the solution to all problems. This may
explain his denouncement of all kinds of politics that
did not guarantee full freedom. It also explains why so-
cial democracy—andmost other democratic approaches
that did not stand for total liberalism—could only be re-
garded as different degrees of totalitarianism.

But this also poses an intriguing paradox. It may seem
that Hoff was a victim of what the philosopher Hans
Skjervheim has called “the liberal dilemma”. In an essay
from 1968, Skjervheim claims that unlimited liberalism

has a totalitarian side because it demands that everybody
subscribes to it—otherwise they would not be proper lib-
erals. The protagonist in Skjervheim’s example “accepts
and tolerates everything, as long as it does not conflict
with his fundamental view: everybody should be free, but
within the frame that he has defined” (Skjervheim, 1968,
p. 13). In other words, there are types of liberalism that
are so extreme that they become illiberal.

5.2. Cultural Liberalism

It should be noted that Skjervheim’s essay included all
kinds of liberalism—including what we could call cultural
liberalism—and argued that the liberal dilemma also
affected the most consistent cultural liberalists. There
is, however, little evidence that Hoff was a liberal in
the cultural sense of the word, but this only proves
the point. For one thing, his magazine is relatively de-
void of the liberal currents that characterised the pe-
riod from the 1960s at least—for example, women’s
liberation. Farmand was not only a magazine by busi-
ness people and economists for business people and
economists, it was also a magazine by men for men.
The women were always very few and far between, and
they were mostly found in jokes or cartoons—as buxom,
blonde secretaries or evenmore buxom, fur-clad, discon-
tented, middle-aged wives. This joke is typical: a wife
disapproved with her husband’s propensity to watch
other women’s legs. The husband answered: “When on
a diet, is a man not even allowed to look at the menu?”
(23 March 1963). I see no visible change in the presenta-
tion of gender from the 1940s to the 1970s.

In fact, Hoff directly opposed measures that were lib-
eral in the cultural sense. The debate about a new and
more modern orthographic norm in the 1950s is illustra-
tive. After 400 years under Danish rule, Norway’s official
written language had come to be based on Danish. As
part of the democracy and independence movement of
the nineteenth century, a newwritten language was con-
structed, based more on vernacular Norwegian. In the
twentieth century, there were attempts to merge the
two into so-called samnorsk, and fierce debates about
this took place in the post-war decades. Hoff was very
much against not only this reform (11October 1958), but
also against the fact that people campaigned for this and
for other issues he disapproved of. When the possibil-
ity that both samnorsk campaigners and teetotallers—
another group he disapproved of—could establish new
political parties was discussed, he scorned the idea and
claimed that these were already minorities with too
much power (23 March 1963). There may have been
good reasons for his disapproval, but it also indicates that
when it came to cultural issues Hoff was not particularly
supportive of the diversity he promoted in business life.

The interesting thing, however, is the element of
alarmism also in his argumentation against orthographic
reform, and the cultural conservatism it displays: “Sam-
norsk will contribute to Norwegians continuing on their
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way to becoming a people of slobs”, he wrote (11 Oc-
tober 1958). The reform was dangerous in both a cul-
tural and national sense: For one thing, he feared that it
would affect the precise languageof science—but he also
pointed out that languagewas oneof themost important
factors for binding a nation together. Fortunately, he con-
cluded, human beings, after all, had a “natural urge to
better their position” and there were subsequently peo-
ple in all parts of society who wanted “their children to
speak a language…that reveals that they are cultivated
people” (11 October 1958).

It is natural to see his opposition (or indifference, as
with regard to women’s liberation) to cultural change
in connection with his fears for Western civilisation. His
forceful wording when it came to cultural matters indi-
cates that he regarded not only the demise of economic
liberalism but also the rise of more cultural liberalism as
a threat to the world as he knew and preferred it.

5.3. “The Best of Liberalism, Democracy and
Aristocracy”

So, to return to the initial question, what kind of liber-
alism, or political views, was Hoff promoting? Was Hoff,
born in 1895, just an old-fashionedmanwith limited abil-
ity to accept that he was living in a new world? He could
definitely be seen that way—after all, when he wrote
Fred og fremtid he was already nearing 50, an age con-
sidered fairly old a few generations ago. In one edito-
rial, Hoff harked back to the “free circumstances in an in-
ternationalised world as we knew it before 1914”, when
“free conditions” were still “a natural world order” and
“the economic approach based on Adam Smith’s ideas
was…still dominant” (20 March 1948).

Could it be that hewas not really a liberal in any sense
of the word, but a conservative free-market supporter?
If one accepts Skjervheim’s “liberal dilemma”, his “liber-
alism” excluded most other views—and, in a way, rep-
resentative democracy as such. His programme in Fred
og fremtid supports this interpretation. In this book, he
invented what he called “liberocracy—a government by
the free for the free”. He elaborates: “The word was
originally a combination of ‘liberalism’ and ‘democracy’.
My enthusiasm for democracy is however relatively re-
strained and in some cases, I prefer the aristocratic (not
by birth) government, in which ‘the best’ will govern”.
He proposed a kind of half-representative government,
where the worthy would govern and the unworthy were
kept out: liberocracy was, therefore, a combination of
“the best of liberalism, democracy and aristocratic gov-
ernment” (Hoff, 1945, p. 46).

6. Wider Implications

What are the wider implications of this? Based on one
single outlet and a book from 1945 we cannot, of course,
draw the conclusion that this is what neoliberalism has
really been about. But we may suggest that this is what

one of the different neoliberalisms was about. Plehwe
(2009, p. 26) has noted that theMPSmanifesto had a no-
table lack of reference to the range of human and politi-
cal rights traditionally embracedby liberals. Theywere all
“driven by the desire to learn how to effectively oppose
what they summarily described as collectivism”, but the
democratic spirit of the members varied (Plehwe, 2009,
p. 6). Some kinds of liberalismmay subsequently be seen
more as a replay for the idea of free markets—a contest
that had been lost following two devastating wars and
the Great Depression—than a fight for liberal societies
as such.

Based on the corpus presented above, it seems that
the liberalism that Hoff promoted was primarily another
such chance to fight for free markets, and maybe also
for the world of yesterday. But did the fact that Hoff was
an influential Norwegian journalist affect Norwegian pol-
itics, or the Norwegian press, in the long run?

There was some kind of continuity between the old
and new school business press in Norway. Some promi-
nent representatives of the new outlets did write in Far-
mand at an early stage of their careers. When the Berlin
Wall fell, the new business press often took it more or
less for granted that a victory for democracy and a victory
for free markets were the same thing (a paradox, since
most democracies at the time were, and still are, mixed
economies in one sense or other of the word) (Fonn,
2015). But as Tribe (2009) noted, this was an idea that
originated much earlier and was shared by far more peo-
ple than Hoff alone.

There were occasions where the opportunity to con-
fuse social democracy with communism was happily
seized upon in the new school outlets as well (Fonn,
2015), but it was generally obvious that this was pri-
marily used as an effective rhetoric tool. The mixture of
free-market ideology and cultural conservatism that Hoff
represented seemed to be less common in the business
press of the early post-Soviet era.

The Conservative Party in Norway did also not de-
velop in this direction. The party has been characterised
by a tension between more free-market liberalism and
the socially responsible conservatism that the discus-
sion in the 1950s was all about (Notaker, 2013), but it
has not in general combined extreme economic liberal-
ism with alarmist cultural conservatism. Mjøset (2011b,
pp. 55–56) also points to the fact that the neoliberal ide-
ology that eventually did gain ground in the Norwegian
political administration was different from the ideas pro-
moted by Hoff. They were more pragmatic and more in-
debted to the macroeconomic ideas developed by Rag-
nar Frisch and his fellow economists during the initial
post-war years.

On the other hand, in many European countries, the
relatively moderate politics of the conservative parties
also opened new opportunities to their right. In modern
right-wing populism, the combination of anti-state eco-
nomic approaches and cultural alarmism is not uncom-
mon. Since 1989, the perceived threat of communism
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has furthermore been replaced by a perceived threat
from immigration, and in particular from Islam. For ex-
ample, the Norwegian populist right-wing party, estab-
lished in 1973, started as an anti-tax and anti-regulation
party but developed into an anti-immigration party that
has thrived on public concerns for the future of West-
ern civilisation. (This party is currently also in govern-
ment with the Conservatives, so the political landscape
is still changing).

It must be said that Hoff was no racist. On one oc-
casion he claimed to support the American Civil Rights
movement (although this editorial, of 22 March 1958,
seemed to be as much about the oppression of busi-
nesspeople in Norway as of black people in the US). He
also found the “broad sympathy” for the black majority
in South Africa very understandable—although at one
point he described the sympathy as so uncritical that
there was “reason to put things a bit in place before the
sense of proportion is completely lost” (14 January 1961).
It would also be unfair to call Hoff a populist, especially
in viewof his “restrained enthusiasm for democracy”. But
there is also little doubt that his anti-state rhetoric and
expressed fear for Western culture played on the same
strings as has right-wing populism in subsequent years.
Some of his phrases bear a significant resemblance to
current-day Eurabia conspiracy theories and doomsday
prophecies according to which Islam is believed to take
over the free world. In other words, right-wing populism
could well be the political heritage of the kind of neolib-
eralism Hoff advocated.

There is an indication of this in the last year of
my sample. Despite his criticism, at times Hoff also ex-
pressed support for a Conservative government as the
best to hope for. However, in 1973 he endorsed Mo-
gens Glistrup, the leader of a new Danish populist party
(17March 1973) which started as an anti-tax party, was a
model for the Norwegian populist party established the
same year, and later became an anti-immigration party.

Currently, the press and public debate often ex-
presses concern regarding the rapid changes in the polit-
ical landscapes of the post-war democracies, and many
find it difficult to understand their origins. New political
currents certainly have multiple backgrounds, but some
seem to have developed over decades as a part of the
public debate. More research should, therefore, be done
into the tensions between various ideologies as they de-
veloped in the press during the Cold War.
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1. Introduction

In Spain, the resurgence of the civil society in the sev-
enties of the twentieth century acquires particular con-
notations when counting the democratic Transition as a
backdrop, with the desire for freedom and solutions to
numerous social and economic problems. In this context,
the neighbouring movement emerges with a strongly de-
manding attitude towards issues related to health, pub-
lic services, housing, education, etc., along with the re-
quest for a democratic political change which places it
on a local–global axis (Pérez Quintana & Sánchez, 2008,
p. 15) as a powerful pressure motor.

The neighbouring protest of recent years is not an
exclusively Spanish phenomenon. Italian cities such as
Rome, Milan or Turin also experience a demanding pro-
cess propelled by the accelerated urban development
and ineptitude of the ruling political class to apply re-
forms capable of solving or mitigating the problems

(Alonso, 2011, p. 58; Lowe, 1986, pp. 183–185). The
same could be said about France, Portugal (Ramos Pinto,
2005) or Mexico (Borja, 1986, p. 40).

The peculiarity in the Spanish case lies in the fact
that the local movement is born within a broader cycle
of protest which advocates a political change which con-
ditions the contents of its demands, its organisational
structure and its forms of internal and external action
(assemblies, direct vote, demonstrations, citizen partic-
ipation, discussions, traffic cut-offs, etc.) (Sánchez, 2011,
p. 104).We can find other differences inwhich foreign ad-
ministrations are more efficient and responsive to social
demands and, in addition, that trade unions and parties
assume them as their own (Angulo, 1978, p. 156).

Since the first decades of the twenty-first century,
the neighbouring movement in the public space of the
street has been progressively taken into consideration
with its own entity and essential contribution for demo-
cratic awareness. Until then, despite being defined as
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“themostwidespread and significant urbanmovement in
Europe since 1945” by sociologist Manuel Castells (1986,
p. 299), for decades the Spanish neighbouring move-
ment has been one of the great laggards among the con-
tributions that explain the history of Spanish democrati-
sation. The reasons for their lesser visibility are general,
connected with the role of civil society as a whole during
Transition and the preponderance of other movements
such as the worker or the student, and are concrete, re-
garding their blurring in interests of other groups, espe-
cially political parties.

Contreras (2012, p. 112) argues that the study of the
neighbouring movement in Andalusia is far from making
new contributions within the narrative published about
Transition due to several reasons: 1) the late study of ur-
ban social protest beyond the labour and student move-
ment; 2) the documentary losses suffered by the neigh-
bouring associations themselves at their headquarters;
3) legal impediments to the documentation query on the
neighbouring movement in historical and intermediate
archives as well as in official records; and 4) the biologi-
cal disappearance of some of the protagonists who may
be interviewed.

Although historiography and sociology have been in
charge of studying the role of the neighbouring move-
ment in the street, there has not been any in-depth study
on the media message about the local movement when
the analysis of its forms, contents, and languagesmay be-
come not only a documentary source to obtain historical
data, but also a tool to complete the reasons concerning
the lower visibility of the movement as a part of the pro-
cess of democratic culture of local citizenship, within the
recent Andalusian historiographic vision.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Civil Society and Protest Movements in Transition

Franco’s dictatorship has ruined most of the framework
of progressive civic, cultural, and political popular associ-
ations through prohibitions and controls. The tradition
of democratic participation is broken with the conse-
quent lack of opportunity of the generations born during
Franco’s regime to socialise (Institut D’Anàlisi i Social Poli-
tiques Pùbliques & Fundaciò Francesc Ferrer I Guàrdia,
2000, p. 205), but it cannot be avoided, since the 1950s
of the twentieth century, workers, clandestine political
opposition, students, and intellectuals have been organ-
ised, given that the dissent is greater than that allowed
by the Collective Labour Agreements Act of 24 April 1958
and the Associations Act of 24 December 1964, although
there is consent “to persons linked to anti-Francoism to
open spaces of freedom that are independent of Franco’s
officialdom space” (Ferrer, 2014, pp. 83–84). This law
brings about the appearance of associations of family
heads and housewives in Spain, mainly in the periph-
eral quarterswithin the framework of theNationalMove-
ment as the first step of urban social movement. Other

formulas were the municipal collaborating councils, the
municipal district councils, the neighbouring communi-
ties, and the quarter mayoralties.

In the 1960s, there was a resurgence of social and
labour dispute due to economic transformations and,
with it, the emergence of a protest movement which
proved to be better prepared than the state to solve so-
cial problems (Pérez Díaz, 1996, p. 19), in the line posed
by Musil (2013, p. 24) where he states that the opposi-
tion to Francoism practices its citizenship before becom-
ing a citizen into a democratic system, imposing and prac-
tising democratic rights such as freedom of press, opin-
ion, assembly, and association. Until the second half of
the 1970s the protest adopted different and multiple
formulas (demonstrations, work-ins, sit-ins, work place-
ments, strikes) (Ortega, 2004, pp. 351–370).

From a historical and sociological point of view, there
is still no consensus on the civil society’s role during
the democratic Transition. Theories maintaining that the
political change engine is the civil society argue that
Transition: 1) is the result of civil society’s role which is
involved in mobilisations and fights for freedoms and
rights within the citizen’s resurgence (Pérez Díaz, 1987;
Threlfall, 2008) or 2) is a “bottom-up” phenomenon for
two decades before the process and “top-down” in the
process itself (Musil, 2013, p. 11).Moreover, the theories
that support that civil society’s role is not essential in the
process of change, believe that Transition is: 1) the result
of the political and economic liberalisation of Franco’s
regime during the 1960s; 2) an action taken “fromabove”
(García, 1981, pp. 89, 103) by the political class given the
social demobilisation, or 3) the readaptation of the dom-
inant classes of democracy in order to maintain its hege-
mony (Giner & Sevilla, 1980, pp. 197–229). In this line,
Salgado (2014, pp. 271–295) recognises the social move-
ments’ role although they are not decisive to stimulate a
change in the political system.

All the aforementioned arguments lead those au-
thors who consider that civil society plays a fundamen-
tal role in Transition to the study of varied movements
(political opposition, students, workers, cultural current),
among which the neighbouring movement is not pre-
dominant. Over these past few years, a match with other
movements has been recognised. Martínez i Muntada
(2008, p. 2333) asserts that the neighbouringmovement,
on par with the labour movement, is one of the most
important scopes of participation and mobilisation com-
ing from relatively large sectors of the population dur-
ing the last years of Franco and Transition in the main
urban centres.

The neighbouring associations and the neighbouring
movement in general have been recognised as an influ-
ence in the building of local democracy, becoming “the
first step in the participation of many citizens” (Serrano
& Sempere, 1999, p. 176), who learned and developed
a democratic culture from the closest scope using their
real experience. Furthermore, the neighbouring associ-
ations become “schools of democracy and citizenship,
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teaching their associates how to relate to administration,
participation methods and procedures to choose lead-
ers” (Contreras, 2012, p. 113). Fernandes (2014) also in-
dicates that the revolutionary pathways towards democ-
racy in Portugal and Spain have a positive impact on the
self-organising capabilities of popular groups.

Most of the studies on neighbouring associations
in Spain during the Transition have a historical nature
agree that their emergence is due to the lack of rep-
resentativeness of local institutions and conclude that
these associations play a crucial role in the achievement
of a democratic political change. Some of them focus
on its placement value in the Spanish context (Borde-
tas, 2014) or by regions, such as Andalusia, studied by
Contreras (2013) and Escaleras and Ruiz (2006), and the
cities of Madrid and Barcelona (Gail, 1979) or Zaragoza
(Gómez Bahillo, 2006). In these studies, the actions of
neighbouring movements, socio-economic-cultural dif-
ferences/similarities or common points with othermove-
ments are analysed from a descriptive perspective.

Something similar has happened with studies in
other countries. In Germany, Althaus (2000) studies the
development of neighbouring communities at the end
of the Second World War as a timely emergency that
assumed tasks of the local government under construc-
tion; in Italy, Alonso (2011) analyses these movements
in Rome between 1968 and 1976, observing their struc-
tures, demands, and forms of action; in Venezuela and
Colombia, Ramos Rollón (1995) conducts a comparative
field study between the cities of Bogotá and Caracas;
in Argentina, Oraisón (2011) studies the difficulties of
these types of communities to be recognised and le-
gitimised through institutionalisation; in Mexico, Frutos
(2002) studies how in 1988 the autonomous neighbour-
ing organizations in the Federal District tried to save their
traditions and spaces of coexistence that rejected the
narrow legal frameworks of political participation, and
Safa (1998) analyses the factors that take part in the
neighbouring construction in the Federal District. Bult-
mann, Hellmann, Maschkat and Rojas (1995) showed in-
terested in the neighbouring associations in Mexico and
Chile and their democratization process, studying the be-
haviour of actors and movements.

We only find recent studies that address the role of
neighbouring associations from a communicative point
of view in more recent years, such as the one conducted
by Gonzalo (2015), who approaches the neighbouring
movement of Valladolid from the interview method dur-
ing the Transition in the press used as a source for His-
tory. Outside Spain, Carrasco (2011) analyses the role of
communication in a local citizen participation process in
a district of Lima, Peru.

2.2. The Newspaper as an Interest Mediator

Any citizen action is essentially expressed in two spaces:
the street and the media. Democratic interaction func-
tions through the promotion of interests, and these are

usually settled in the media (Luna, 2003, p. 31). As
spaces of freedom arise, the media assimilate informa-
tion from civil society (associations, societies, groups,
interest groups, personalities, etc.) and transform and
transmit to political power a complex image of society
with its contradictions, demands, and requirements. The
newspaper exerts a mediating function by relating these
demands, especially in unsolved problems, regarding the
social environment and decision making by the political
system, as well as stimulating citizens towards partici-
pation in social life and contributing to general stability
(Gomis, 1987, pp. 308–310).

The press facilitates the coexistence and social inte-
gration in any socialisation process by showing the neigh-
bour codes, attitudes, values, dominant ideas, visions,
expectations, objectives, etc. of other citizens who ap-
pear in the media. The neighbour then recognises his
social ego through metonymic action by identifying with
and facing these various aspects. In this sense, the neigh-
bouringmovement gets themedia to provide “a growing
coverage and expression which becomes a real sound-
ing board for local actions” (Lander, 2006, p. 49) and,
ultimately, the newspaper becomes a media source for
democratic culture.

The press contributed to the spreading of democratic
ideology much more than most political groups (Tusell,
1989, p. 203). Although, both Zugasti (2007, p. 69, 2008,
pp. 53–68), when analysing the Madrid press and speak-
ing about “media accommodation”, as well as Montero,
Rodríguez and García (2008, pp. 293–296, 307), in their
study of the Madrid, Catalan, and Basque newspapers,
reach similar conclusions on the voluntary collaboration
of journalism with the democratising objectives of politi-
cal power, though the latter refer that this collaboration
is not based on an official agreement or an explicit deal
to facilitate consensus.

The development of civil society in the Spanish case
is inextricably linked to the media, especially encour-
aged by the promulgation of the Press and Printing Law
14/1966, through which newspapers can inform regard-
ing the institutionalisation of the State, the role of the
National Movement in Spanish life, political associations,
Monarchy, the Church, the trade union setting, as well
as problematic areas of Spanish life: university disorders,
labour conflicts, regionalisms, etc. whichmake the idyllic
image of a Spain without problems disappear (Barrera,
1995b, p. 19).

This law, which was in force to a great extent until
the promulgation of the Constitution of 1978 where in
its article 20, the freedom of expression was fully recog-
nised not only for the journalistic union but for all Span-
ish citizens, it suppressed the previous censorship, but
the editors could check with the ministry in order to pub-
lish certain news and opinions in order to avoid admin-
istrative records, which could be called self-censorship.
Furthermore, the warning cries to the editors continued
through personal or telephone conversations. Between
1966 and 1975, 1,270 caseswere opened, aswell as sanc-
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tions (fines, suspensions, confiscations, pressures) and
threats of professional disqualification to editors that, in
some cases, included arrest and prosecution before the
Public Order Court (Barrera, 1995a, p. 106). During these
years, a journalist could be judged by six different court
categories, including the military.

This did not prevent the growth of the newspa-
per market and the appearance of new magazines and
newspapers. At the national level, new publications
reached the number of 129; the circulation of newspa-
pers reached two and a half million in 1967, and 915
publishing houses in 1971, and Spain reached fifth place
in the world in number of published titles (Sinova, 1989,
p. 267; Tusell, 1989, pp. 190–191).

Until the publication of the Royal Decree-Law
24/1977 on Freedom of Expression, which was created
under the Law for Political Reform, the administrative
seizure of publications was not partially suppressed, the
controversial article 2 was repealed by which freedom
of expression was submitted to the Principles of the Na-
tional Movement and there was a register of journalists
and journalistic companies and the previous deposit of
copies to be examined and, just in case, allow the seizure
of publications.

With all this, an atmosphere of greater freedomof ex-
pression was perceived in all social orders and this was
reflected in the press: new sections, interpreting jour-
nalistic genres, unofficial information, citizen sources,
etc. However, the editors had to continue responding
to crimes committed by third parties and the accumula-
tion of three files in one year led automatically to their
inability to continue conducting their duties, and some
aggressions persisted: the Public Order Court continued
to act against the press; there were military processes,
farces to discredit newspapers, and pressures applied
to companies.

3. Methodology

This work aims at confirming that the press actively par-
ticipates in the growing conjunction of neighbouring is-
sues with political content in its information and con-
tributes to the idea that the neighbouring movement be-
comes a parameter of democratic culture for the Sevil-
lians during the democratic Transition. According to Héc-
tor Borrat’s (1989, pp. 28–29) classification regarding the
role of the newspaper in social conflicts, we start from
the idea that the newspaper goes through a three-level
process: extra level (external observer), inter level (neu-
tral intermediary in conflict relations) and intra level (col-
lective actor involved in internal conflicts).

We conducted a micro-social study of Seville’s neigh-
bouring protest in the newspaper El Correo de An-
dalucía—the real geographic coverage makes it a local
newspaper in Seville—bearing inmind that the conflict is
always newsworthy and that national power is prolonged
in every Spanish city without exceptions, which is the
reason why Transition to democracy in Andalusia does

not differ at all from that of the remaining Spanish terri-
tory (Gómez & González, 2000, p. 468; Pérez Quintana &
Sánchez, 2008; Vilà, 2016).

El Correo de Andalucía was not the most read news-
paper in the study period. In 1976–1977, it had a print
run of 35,559 copies and a dissemination of 31,249 read-
ers (Pérez Vilariño, 1982, p. 68), while Abc de Sevilla,
which was the most widely-read newspaper, had a print
run of 61,180 copies and a dissemination of 54,259 read-
ers in the same period (Iglesias, 1980, p. 453). However,
it became an anti-Franco emblem that earned him the
progressive press profile and the qualification of “red
scourge” (De Pablos, 1981, p. 40) since the 1960s.

In 1975, the newspaper left behind its most rebel-
lious period with the two Catholic editors of the pro-
gressive lustrum (1967–1971), in which the newspaper
hosted topics and principals belonging to social sec-
tors that were not heard in other city media: univer-
sity students, workers, priests, exiles and political pris-
oners, trade unionists, among others, with the common
idea of their frontal positioning to Franco’s regime. This
earned the newspaper a multitude of sanctions and kid-
nappings. The newspaper became one of the most un-
comfortable for Franco’s regime and one of the twenty
Spanish publications that suffered the greatest number
of files (Fuentes & Fernández, 1998, p. 298). These two
editors accumulated a total of 27 disciplinary actions in
five years.

After the passage of the Editorial Católica (1972–
1973) to its shareholders, when there was a decline in
the struggle for freedom, the newspaper again tried to
make use of the right of information. In 1974, the news-
paper conducted the first interview in Spain with Felipe
González, then general secretary of the Spanish Socialist
Workers Party in hiding, which led to his arrest and also
the interviewer’s. The new editor accumulated new files,
fines, temporary suspensions and jail requests, as a re-
sult of the repression by the Ministry of Information in
the last months of the dictatorship against the most crit-
ical publications. During the Transition, the then editor
was also the target of telephone threats, fines, and vis-
its to the court, in addition to the censorship regarding
information about the visit of monarchs Juan Carlos and
Sofia to Seville in March 1976. This did not sway the cor-
respondent team and it was granted the distinction of
“Sevillians of the year 1975” in 1976 for being “tireless
spokesmen of the most grieving echoes” of the province
and promoting colloquiums for dialogue and the national
coexistence during the Transition years.

The analysis sample consists of 33 texts (news, dec-
larations, conferences, interviews, and reports) related
exclusively to the stream of residents’ demands and not
those that deal with the decisions made by the munici-
pal political power, which would mean more texts, dur-
ing 10 two-month periods, which correspond to 100% of
the texts published on the subject. The newspaper se-
lection was carried out with copies of El Correo de An-
dalucía, located in the Municipal Newspaper Library of
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Seville. We are facing a single media due to its very rep-
resentative trajectory. We understand that by the own
ideological character of the newspaper, it would publish
all the demands conducted by the neighbouring associ-
ations, which are much less numerous than those origi-
nated in worker or student scopes. Moreover, we must
bear in mind that no newspaper is a faithful mirror of
reality because in its production subjective factors take
part in the selection and hierarchy of information.

Through the content analysis (Bardin, 1996, p. 80),
we analyse the information flow from the quantitative
aspect to measure the evolution during the study period
(see Figure 1) and, from a qualitative point of view, we
observe the formats of the protest repertoire (see Fig-
ure 2), following Méndez-Muros’s typology (2013, p. 74).
The journalistic texts have been classified based on the
four repertoire formats that are as follows: demonstra-
tions, strikes, speeches, and associations. In our case,
we focus on three out of the four formats, since the
neighbouring protest does not contemplate strikes. The
protest formats fall into two levels of conflict: level 1,
or high (demonstrations and strikes) and level 2, or low
(speeches and associations), according to the public or-
der problems generated and the consequent image of
the neighbouring struggle for the democratic rights of
the reader. The conflict modulation throughout the anal-
ysis period expresses the assumption degree of these
democratic values in society which is perceived by citi-
zens as the normalisation of protest. The presentation of
the results follows a chronological and diachronic thread
in the event progress and is divided into three stages be-
tweenNovember 1975 (Franco’s death and the accession
to the throne of Juan Carlos I) and June 1977 (celebration
of the first democratic general elections).

4. Results: The Neighbouring Associations of Seville as
a Case Study

4.1. The Awakening of the Neighbouring and
Democratic Consciousness

Since the death of Franco until the end of 1975, El Correo
de Andalucía (hereinafter, ECA) does not publish texts re-
lated to the neighbouring protest; in 1976 the newspa-
per accumulates the highest recorded data in the whole
analysis period with 69.6%, which natural taking into ac-
count that this is the longest time period, while in the
months analysed in 1977, the remaining 30.3% is concen-
trated. Generally speaking, protest formats used by the
neighbouring movement are as follows: demonstrations
(48.4%), speeches (33.3%), and associations (18.1%), and
the four fundamental thematic axes are based on: 1) the
lack of housing, 2) the need for minimum services and
infrastructures, 3) disagreement with some public works,
and 4) political demands as a direct consequence of the
intensification of structural imbalances in the process of
political and social transformation.

In January–February of 1976, the protest covers
12.1% of the total, the lack of housing being the main
focus. It is a protest expressed mainly through speeches
(50%), because the texts dealing with associations and
demonstrations encompass the remaining percentage in
equal parts. Therefore, the requests of the Association
of family heads San Jerónimo revolve around the insuffi-
ciency of the works being exercised, the execution in the
quarter La Tercia, and a photograph of the affected area
of the news “The running construction work in the quar-
ter La Tercia is considered insufficient” is exposed (ECA,
1976a, left central page).
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Figure 1. Evolution of the neighbouring protest in ECA (1975–1977).
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The political factor soon appears and the newspa-
per is not indifferent to the implicit political dimension.
From the beginning of Transition, the residents of some
quarters present evident demands of amnesty such as
the one shown in the piece “Residents of five neighbour-
hoods request amnesty” (ECA, 1976b, p. 20). The same
happens with the authorisation or denial of the demon-
stration permission. The lack of services is behind the
demonstrations of neighbours that are carried out ille-
gally in the San Diego quarter by the electric power cut-
off as reported in the article “Demonstration of neigh-
bours with lit candles” (ECA, 1976c, p. 19).

The protest percentage (12.1%) is maintained in
March and April, although speeches (25%) give way to
associations (50%), while demonstrations cover the rest.
The lack of services is present in news such as a meet-
ing of the residents of the Palmete quarter to solve their
problems of sewerage, lighting, water, etc. (“Palmete’s
residents insist”, ECA, 1976d, p. 15), but social prob-
lems are increasingly linked to the political situation, as
seen in a piece of news which equates national and lo-
cal problems:

A thousand people concentrated on the esplanade of
the Nuestra Señora del Pilar church at about eight
o’clock. There, once again, the problems of the coun-
try were exposed, and more concretely, to the Polí-
gono San Pablo. A special mention was made on the
unemployment situation. (ECA, 1976e, p. 19)

The law regulating project of the right of assembly, pub-
lished in the Official State Gazette on March 1, 1976,
does not solve the unlawful situation of the proceed-
ings of the neighbour assemblies. Then, the newspaper
uses the multiplier effect of the news that supposes to
publish any data on permission or denial of authorisa-
tion of demonstrations, assemblies, or meetings. Pieces
of information such as “A meeting of neighbours in El
Cerezo” (ECA, 1976f, p. 19) often appear in privileged
places (cover, back cover, odd pages, local section, or
central pages) where the news on the citizen problems
define an authentic reclaiming showcase at the time.

This motivates that, although the protest decrease in
May–June is three points (9.09%) compared to the pre-
vious months, the format associations increases (66.6%)
and is the majority, compared to 33.3% of demonstra-
tions. The newspaper continues to inform, in terms of
cases, of the demonstrations conducted by some for-
mal associations, through the neighbours associations,
and some informal associations that gathers people liv-
ing in the same neighbourhood of the city and are mo-
bilised for a common good (ECA, 1976g, central pages)
or “The residents’ assembly of quarter C of the Polígono
San Pablo” (ECA, 1976h, p. 19).

Citizens begin to be even more aware that, to prob-
lems which are apparently unsolvable, solutions must be
demanded from the competent authorities. In this way,
a dichotomous relationship between the local political

power, the Seville City Council, the mayor, and the neigh-
bours as spokesmen for the interests of the quarters is
progressively established. One of the clearest examples
is the Palmete quarter. In June, a neighbouring protest
meeting asks for solutions to the serious problem of wa-
ter supply and sewerage in the area. The newspaper col-
lects a photograph of the protesters entitled “Palmete
insists” accompanying the piece of information “Almost
three million in certificates for works in national schools”
(ECA, 1976i, p. 19).

4.2. Protest Rise and Increasing Politicisation

Sevillians begin to observe the results of the first
democratising measures of the first Adolfo Suárez’s gov-
ernment from July 1976. During the summer period, the
information on protests is reduced to 6.06%, of which
100% are speeches. Other citizen requirements, such as
housing construction, shelter solution and necessary in-
frastructure in the neighbourhoods (sewerage, access
arrangement, lighting, public schools, outpatient clinics,
market, street signage, etc.), the lack of whichmakes the
situation of some quarters unsustainable where the vi-
tal conditions are deplorable to subhuman extremes, are
added to the demands for amnesty and freedom, a fair
wage, or the opening of schools.

This also extends to the disagreementwith somepub-
lic works, in the case of the piece of information “Man-
ifesto of La Corta de la Cartuja” (ECA, 1976j, p. 32), in
which the promoter board of the Provincial Confedera-
tion of Neighbouring Associations and the neighbouring
associations in the process of legalisation, after seeing
how they are suffering restrictions in the city in the wa-
ter supply since the beginning of the year, criticise the
works of La Corta de la Cartuja and the delay in the con-
struction approval of the El Gergal reservoir.

The protest returns to recover the pulse in the
September–October period, obtaining the highest value
of the whole period analysed with 18.8%, which is es-
pecially demanding, since 100% of the answer presents
the format demonstrations that already have authorisa-
tion from which the newspaper provides timely infor-
mation. In the short news “The Association of family
heads requests a demonstration” (ECA, 1976k, p. 39), the
San Jerónimo Association of family heads asks the Civil
Government permission for a demonstration in which
they request a fast regulation of traffic lights in numer-
ous quarter crossings. Three days later, the news “The
demonstration of San Jerónimo’s neighbours to request
traffic lights authorised” (ECA, 1976l, p. 12) is published,
where it is specified that signs and posters will not be
carried and that “the demonstration will take place de-
spite the news about the City Council having already
taken action”.

More elements of clear political content are progres-
sively introduced in the texts as seen in the news “More
traffic lights!” (ECA, 1976m, left central page), which ex-
plains that San Jerónimo’s neighbours demand traffic
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Figure 2. Typology of neighbouring protest in ECA (1975–1977).

lights holding numerous placards with different slogans,
including the white and green Andalusian flags, one of
which heads the demonstration with the label “The San
Jerónimo association requires traffic lights” and that the
episode “develops in the most complete normality”. In
October, the newspaper echoes the acts of protest in
the street as expressed by the demonstrations of the
Palmete residents in which they ask for a solution to
their eternal water and sewer problem. Additionally, the
unfulfilled promises of the mayor that are recurring at
the end of the year stand out: “Approximately 1,500
people demonstrated in Palmete” (ECA, 1976n, p. 39),
“Palmete’s residents cut the traffic on the Su Eminen-
cia road again” (ECA, 1976o, p. 17) or “Palmete’s neigh-
bours cut the traffic in Su Eminencia for an hour” (ECA,
1976p, p. 39).

The attenuation of the protest in the months of
November and December causes it to return to the in-
dexes at the beginning of the year (12.1%). The speeches
reappear and have the same percentage as the demon-
strations (50%), such as the one that collects the news
“Demonstration of Palmete’s neighbours” (ECA, 1976q,
p. 38), where a solution is requested to the issue
of the canal which hinders the access of children to
a kindergarten.

The speeches gather forthright criticisms towards the
authorities: “We sincerely think that the action of the
Ministry for Housing—if not the same as the Polígono
Aeropuerto—can be positive, although somewhat slow”
(ECA, 1976r, p. 11) and take ownership of the neighbour-
ing issues: “Palmete is already in the hands of the Min-
istry for Housing” (ECA, 1976s, p. 15). The newspaper is
not only a spokesperson for citizens’ needs, but it also
criticises the local government, as proposed in the mu-
nicipal review of 1976 which reflects the feeling of pub-
lic discontent in contemplating the perpetuation of the

problems in the poorest neighbourhoods, essentially of
shelters (ECA, 1976t, central pages).

4.3. Drift to the Municipal Opposition

An upturn of the neighbouring protest in the firstmonths
of 1977 is noted. January and February are the months
with the highest percentage in the texts with the sec-
ond highest value of the period studied (15.1%). In this
case, 20% is the format associations, while the pieces
of information on demonstrations in many neighbour-
hoods in Seville increase to 80% as in the La Oliva quarter
which come to shut themselves away in the local com-
munity to protest against the negligent attitude of the
Municipal Patronage, according to the text “One hun-
dred neighbours were held in the community premises”
(ECA, 1977a, p. 31). At another time, expropriation or
attachment is the object of the piece of information
“Housing and plotswill not be expropriated” (ECA, 1977b,
p. 11), in which the consequences for the area inhabi-
tants are explained.

The municipal criticism against the mayor is also in-
tensified in pieces of information such as “Protest for
the proceedings of the Seville mayor” (ECA, 1977c, left
central page), where the newspaper exposes that the re-
spondents are representatives of all neighbouring asso-
ciations of the seventh and eighth municipal districts be-
cause they consider that the mayor must have been con-
tacted by the democratic neighbouring associations to
elaborate on the Neighbourhood Emergency Plan.

The Government authorises the registration of the
parties in the Register of Political Associations in March.
By then, everything is flooded with politics. A month be-
fore, one of the promoters of the first neighbouring asso-
ciation in five years, the Unit of the Polígono San Pablo,
is interviewed. Among the questions is the political pur-
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pose of the association, whose response contains demo-
cratic reminiscences of the socio-political moment:

Apart from the democratic character of the associa-
tion, we are aware that the social aspect is often inti-
mately related to politics. Any decision between two
social and economic approaches is a political decision.
Only in this sense can we be considered politicians.
(ECA, 1977d, p. 22)

The protest declines in March–April to 9.09%; the
speeches capture the 100% which makes the neighbour-
ing answer more based on the dialogue and less combat-
ive in the street. There are news in which Sevillians de-
mand public services and infrastructure improvements
in the first person or on behalf of an association. Fol-
lowing this line, the headlines begin to be more striking
and direct as “City council, what is given is not removed”
(ECA, 1977e, p. 17), words taken from the conversation
with some members of the La Corza Association of fam-
ily heads. At the same time, the citizen as an individual
or collective entity becomes a protagonist of the piece of
information with headlines such as “Do not want to con-
tinue living in La Corchuela” (ECA, 1977f, p. 19), news in
which the association of family heads of the quarter de-
scribes the situation of the inhabitants of the area.

In the last two months of May–June, the claim drops
to 6.06%. Speeches and demonstrations divide up to
50%. Among the speeches we find the piece of informa-
tion “The residents of El Polvorín require green zones”
(ECA, 1977g, right central page), where the main source
used is the secretary of the owner’s community, and is
headed by a photograph of one of the streets of the quar-
ter. The baggage of protest actions in June resulted in the
frontal clash with the municipal authority in pieces of in-
formation such as “Protesters from La Corchuela did not
let the mayor drive his car” (ECA, 1977h, p. 1, right cen-
tral page), where neighbours raise their voices more as
journalistic sources.

5. Discussion

The protest of the neighbouring movement in the press
during Transition in Seville is a clear example of the citi-
zen dissatisfaction due to multiple urban problems, lack
of housing and basic infrastructures. In this way, the
newspaper publishes issues related to the conflict and
the controversy, altercations, demonstrations, speeches
and associations. The strategies used have fundamen-
tally been: timely and repeated information on the
holding of assemblies and authorisation of demonstra-
tions; treatment of problems in cases (Palmete and La
Corchuela); daily showcase of conflicting news about
the world of neighbourhood and urban problems; head-
lines with direct and controversial language to make the
tension states of the neighbours explicit; stories of un-
lucky encounters with the mayor; the highlights of the
continuity of the same problems; usage of photographs

with a descriptive function of the social environment and
giving evidence of the deficiencies of the most humble
quarters, and generalisation of the sources usage as the
neighbours and presidents of associations.

We find the accompaniment from the beginning of
a clear political content in the texts that increases as
Transition advances. Issues related to the neighbouring
movement are also newsworthy if they are escorted by
an attitude related to democratic change, freedom of as-
sociation, and requests for amnesty, and replicas in an
attempt to promote local debate, enhance the political
nuance of neighbouring associations and to establish a
set of opposing views in the absence of political parties.
The information flow of the neighbouring answer coin-
cides with the political circumstances of the moment,
constant in all stages, especially in the first two. The me-
dia coverage of the protest of 1976 is managed especially
through demonstrations and speeches, although the first
are present almost all year which gives an idea of the bel-
ligerent attitude within the social mobilisation as a whole.

We observe the awakening of local consciousness
(12.12%) between January and April 1976 with the
texts published within the format of level 2 of conflict
(speeches and especially associations), which expose
small local battles. Only at first, the newspaper shows it-
self as an external observer (extra level), but when the
political factor intervened in the neighbouring demands
at the beginning of 1976, it assumes a level of neutral in-
termediary exposing its claims and serving as a platform
(inter level). From the autumn months, when the results
of the first democratising measures of Suárez’s first gov-
ernment begin to be observed, there is a growth of de-
mand which reaches the highest values of the entire pe-
riod studied in September and October (18.18%), being
mostly of level 1, or high level, with high percentages of
demonstrations. At a time when anti-Franco political op-
position is not legalised, texts dealing with neighbouring
issues acquire a greater degree of political content and
channel democratising ideas, demonstrating that it does
not remain indifferent to political and social reality. The
newspaper then reaches an intra level of actor involved
when it criticises the local government and is accentu-
ated by giving more strength to the critical voices that
come from the neighbours who exercise the municipal
opposition in the following year.

The protest resumes to grow in the first months of
1977 (15.15%)with a high increase in demonstrations. As
the political parties are legalised and the first democratic
elections in June are approaching, the protest decreases
until reaching half of the initially achieved (6.06%). Dur-
ing the spring, the speeches are the main protagonists
at a time when dialogue prevails, although demonstra-
tions reappear where the role of the neighbour turns up
as an opponent of local political authority convinced that
the municipal changes go through democratisation. By
then, the decline of published texts on the neighbouring
movement coincides with the transfer of objectives and
personnel to other groups and especially to the political
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sphere. In this sense, the absence of texts on associations
is notorious until the end of the period.

6. Conclusions

Throughout the Transition process, the neighbour is rep-
resented in the press as a citizen in a local democratic
environment, normalising behaviours and patterns of ac-
tion through protest. The press contributes to make the
neighbour, who publicly demands, responds, and strug-
gles on the street, becomes an example for the neigh-
bour who observes him, assumes his action and identi-
fies with him by reading the text published in the news-
paper. If the neighbouring associations are conceived as
schools of democracy, the press—especially for the in-
volvement of the newspaper studied—contributes to the
spreading and amplification of citizen awareness and to
educate in democratic functioning from the proximity.

With all of this, we can affirm that, at a time when
the local movement in the democratic Transition is be-
ing valued, the press becomes an ally of the neighbour-
ing movement when it comes to publicising its strug-
gle, and serves as a platform to give visibility to the
democratising culture during Transition in Seville, in
which the neighbour also learns to be a citizen. Nonethe-
less, the analysed newspaper is only an advanced ex-
ample by its own professional trajectory of struggle for
democracy. It would be convenient to conduct studies
on other contemporary newspapers to compare to oppo-
site or similar views in order to obtain a more complete
global overview.
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